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FOREWORD 

by Gerardo Mosquera 

This book uncovers one of the most strange and fascinating stories of all 

of modern architecture. A story of a group of buildings absolutely exc句“

tional for their originali句~ for the extraordinary circumstances of their ori

gin-to which they continue to be obsessively chained today-and for the 

polemics which free them. It is also a story of a complicated short-circuit 

between aesthetics, ideolo缸~ culture, and politics. In this way, the volume 

serves as an architectural analysis of the works and at the same time dis

sects the ideological-cultural confrontations in the midst of which they 

were built, and from which the passage of time has not been able to liber

ate them. It is the first book dedicated to the Schools of Art of Havana, 
today almost in ruins, and 1 cannot help feeling a certain archeological 

nostalgia, as with such books that bring to light the secrets of a “ lost city." 

Here, architecture plays the leading role in a captivating story, one that 

Revolution of Forms tells for the first time in such depth that, without 

diminishing its scholarly rigor, 1 would venture to say that we are at the 

beginning of an “architectural novel." 

The book narrates how the Schools of Art were born of the initial 

utopia of the Cuban Revolution-which, maintaining a certain indepen-

dence from the tenets of the Soviet block, contributed a good deal to the 

development of the general ideals of liberation in the 1960s-how they fell 

in disgrace and remain in oblivion. In the same way that people, books, 
paintings, and films are marginalized in totalitarian regimes, these build-

ings were also purged. Beyond any publicity received initially, this situa

tion made their international diffusion difficult. With the advent of 

postmodern architecture at the start of the 198恥， Ricardo Porro's School 

of Plastic Arts was cited as a pioneer example of a kind of exotic pre-post

modern work.1 J ohn A. Loomis considers the Schools instead under the 

most precise label of “other" modernism, relating them to the postulates 

1. Paolo Portoghesi, Postmodern (Rizzoli, 1983). An excerpt from Postmodern appears in 
the Documents section at the end of this book. 
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of Ernesto Rogers, among others. Nevertheless, if we accept the existence 
of a postmodern conciousness, overall as a critical rupture from modern 

monisms, there is no doubt that the Schools are an example of how the 
notion of postmodernity can be consequence and not description “of a 
realigned universe" by the practice of societies previously displaced com

pletely, as Geeta Kapur affirms.2 

Until now, the Schools have been insufficiently analyzed due to lack of 

information. It is enough to review the bibliography at the end of this 
book to perceive the lack of international references. They have remained 

more as documental reference, in the manner of the first sketches of the 

Mayan ruins. Some architects and critics who visited Cuba were guided 
privately by friends-almost always without the official permission neces

sary to see the buildings, and were impressed by what they saw. Their 
impressions arose from an architecture as singular and attractive as 

unknown, reinforced by the lamentable state of the buildings, which in the 

extreme case of the School of Ball前， is a ruin abandoned in the middle of 
the jungle, a Tikal of the 1960s. The Schools of Art are the first postmod

ern ruins. Yet they arrived at this state by the crisis of a modern project, 
由討ted in their contradictions with it. This situation is even more unusual 

because they are living 凹的-with the exception of the School of Ballet

inhabited, just like their own city of Havana. The buildings have served 
also as the seat of the Instituto Superior de Arte,“ foyer" to the transcen
dental movement of cultural renovation which took place in the decade of 

the 1980s. This book finally puts on the map these singular works, a study 

of their defining features. 
But the importance of Revolution of Forms goes beyond the architec

tonic; it is one of the few analyses that 1 know'of which treats the cultural 
context of the Cuban Revolution during its first decade of existence. This 

analysis is of great importance because this decade was the period in 

which Cuba, in all of its history, had the most influence on the rest of the 
world. Not only for having brought us to the edge of nuclear disaster and 

having fomented guerilla movements in the Third Wor拙， but also for its 
place in the ideological-cultural configuration that we call in the West 叫he

可Os." Today the Cuban 石Os have been somewhat mythologized~even 1 

have contributed to this-as an epoch of extraordinary enthusiasm and 
c 

2. Geeta Kapur, "Contemporary Cultural Practice: Some Polemical Categories," Third Text 
11 (London, Summer 1990): 116. 

(以x)

process from its origins, even when during "the hard years" it would 
become less clear due to the rigors of the revolutionary struggles and the 

utopian ingenuousness of the time. Even more so, the Schools are a sort of 
fossil of ideoesthetic debate corresponding to another epoch. The persis-
tence of the practice of the ideological clichés with repsect to these works, 
more than amazing us by their absurdi句~ alert us to the conservatism of 

pow瓜

This book is also quite interesting for its discussion of context in archi

tecture. This is an important point, as the architects Vittorio Garatti, 
Roberto Gottardi, and especially Ricardo Porro (an architect-artist remi-

niscent of Gaudí) all worked with a clear will to symbolize, in a manner 

similar to the work of the plastic artist. In this way, the School of Plastic 
Arts is practically an inhabitable sculptu間， more for its symbolic discourse 

than for its formal emphasis. In spite of this aspect, the debate around the 
Schools makes clear the political virulence that the ideological and cultural 

signifiers of architecture can unleash. The relationship between revolution 
and modernism is evident. If during the October Revolution in Russia the 
architects defined modernism as the universal medium for the social utopia 

and revolutionary cultu況， the Schools define the initial moment of the 

Cuban Revolution as an answer to international modernism from the 

periphery, both symbolically and ethnoculturally. This emphasizes their 
ties with nationalism, the Third Wor話， and Cuban socialism, and their 

conflicts with pseudorational and pseu往opragmatic modernization. 
In reviewing the course of vicissitudes that Loomis recounts to us in 

his book, a question emerges. What does the future hold for the Schools of 

Art? A famous Latin American novel, José Eustasio Rivera's La Vorágine, 
ends with a frightening sentence which acquires metaphoric connotations 
for so many histories of our continent. “Los devoró la selva." (The jungle 

devoured them.) Hopefully, the decisive contribution of Revolution of 

Forms to validate these extraordinary architectural masterpieces will pro

pitate concrete steps to save them, and they will continue to perform the 

functions for which they were created. 

Gerardo Mosquera 

Havana, 1998 
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INTRODUCTION 

A revolution of forms is 

a revolution of essentials. 

José Martí 

Nearly forty years since the advent of the Cuban Revolution, one complex 
of buildings stands out as its most compelling work of architecture-the 

Escuelas Nacionales de Arte (National Art Schools). Constructed in a 

comandeered country club between 1961 and 1965 and then partially 

abandoned, they occupy an ambiguous and, even today, controversial 
place in the architectural canon of the Cuban Revolution. The complex is 

virtually unknown among works of contemporary architecture, its story 
buried in history just as some of its buildings lie buried in the verdant 

landscape. Created by one Cuban architect, Ricardo Porro, and two Ital咱
ians, Roberto Gottardi and Vittorio Garatti, the schools express the revoω 

lutionary passion and utopian optimism of a unique moment when the 

Cuban Revolution appeared, as Ricardo Porro has described 祉，“más sur

realista que socialista." 

Despite their various states of deterioration today, the evocative and 

poetic qualities of the schools are nevertheless still apparent in their 

expressive forms. Moreover, the story behind the schools provides insights 
into the relationships among politics, culture and power in a small, insular 
Marxist-Leninist state struggling to reconcile conflicting realities. Cuba 

may appear from the outside to be a monolithic Marxist-Leninist con-

struct, but in reality it is a permeable assemblage of competing and often 
conflicting political, economic and-class-interests that present a range 
of complexities and contradictions. The architects of the National Art 

Schools came out on the losing end of a drama framed by those particular 

contradictions of the early years of the Cuban Revolution. The values that 
they chose to represent Cuban socialism proved not to be in accordance 

with those later promoted by the Soviet Union. Nevertheless, through their 

expressive independence, Porro, Gottardi and Garatti created the works of 
architecture that most successfully embody the hopes and aspirations of 
the young Cuban Revolution. 

In addition to representing a unique revolutionary political and cul
tural environment, the National Art Schools also very much engaged in the 

(以xii)

contradictions that formed the architectural debates of the early 1960s 

internationally: expressionism vs. rationalism, appropriate technologies vs. 
advanced technolog帥， and cultural identitγvs. universal values. In each 

of these polemics, the architects took the less favored position, opposi
tional to the modernist values that had dominated much of architecture 

into the early 1960s. Polemical stances do not necessarily secure a positive 

place in history, and this book seeks to rectify this situation. 
With few exceptions, existing documentation of the National Art 

Schools is schematic in nature and of lirnited accessibi1ity, often in obscure 

publications. Some of it is highly partisan, and much of it reviews only the 
work of Ricardo Porro. Critiques often reflect the tendency of European 
and North Arnerican architectural historians to take interest in the archi-

tecture of the so-called Third World only when it serves to validate a First

World context. For those seeking to understand the architectural merits of 

the schools, and moreover, wish to know their history, none of the existing 
publications are fully satisfactory in presenting Cuba's National Art 

Schools either as works of architecture or as subjects of an ideological 
debate. In part the lack of a full accounting of the story of the schools is 

due to their ambiguous position within Cuba. But in part it is also due to 

the increasingly incomprehensible economic blockade imposed by the 
United States that inhibits Cuba's accessibility to researchers an位 a free 
intellectual exchange. 

Nearly a ful1 decade since the end of the cold waζthe National Art 

Schools stilllie somewhere outside Cuba's vision of its own national h缸"

itage. This situation, however, is not permanent. Geopolitical changes, as 
well as changes within Cuba itself, now provide for Cubans an opportu
叮叮 for a fresh perspective in evaluating the significance of the National 

Art Schools. Hopefully, they will soon assume a place in both Cuba法
architectural history as well as the greater history of contemporary archi

tecture, as critical works that sought to articulate alternative values to 
mainstream socialism and to mainstream modernism. 
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Los caminos de mi Cuba 

Nunca van a donde deben. 

Carlos Puebla 

ONE 

In the Beginning 

Forging a National Identity 

When the Cuban Revolution ushered in the New Year of 1959, both the 

context and future of Cuban culture were to change profoundly. Creating 

a revolutionary Cuban identity in all areas of culture became one of the 

major goals for the Revolution. Internationalist and socialist values were 

an important part of the developing discourse seeking to define Cuba法

new cultural identity. 

This discourse had its origins in another revolutionary period. During 

the late nineteenth century, the cultural debate concerning the nature of 

Cuban identity-cubanidad一-had political resonance with the movement 

for independence from Spain. J osé Martí, the most important intellectual 

figure in the struggle for independence, understood that establishing a 

clear sense of national identity was an essential ideological component to 

creating a unified patriotic movement to liberate the island from Spanish 

domination. The idea of the regional specificity of Cuban culture, that is 

its otherness to Spanish culture, found some of its most coherent expres-

sion in Marti's writings, though other intellectuals, such as Félix Varela, 
had been examining this in the earlier part of the century. One of the 

important aspects of Martí's writings was his progressive view of race 

which recognized African as well as Spanish contributions to a common 

Cuban culture. It is important to note that the leader in the struggle for 

independence, second only to Martí in importance, was the black general 

Antonio Maceo and that the majority of the troops under his command 

were themselves Cubans of African descent. Because of their participation, 
the wars of independence of 1868 and 1895 were not only struggles for 

politicalliberation, but also processes of national and cultural integration. 

After independence, cubanidad was still in process of definition and 

continued to be a subject of debate. After the Little War of 1912 and the 

defeat of Afro-Cuban insurgents who had rebelled against their disenfran

chisement by the new independent government, the discussion of race was 

suppressed for a time in favor of a discussion of culture. Nevertheless, 

OPPOSIπ Wifredo La阱， VisiblelInvisible, 1971 
(COLLECT /O N OF NARCISO MENOCAL) 



beginning in the 1930s the issue of race became an unavoidable compo

nent of the cultural debate. 

One tendency, negrismo, associated with other Latin American intel

lectual movements influenced by the negritude movement of the French-

speaking Caribbean, granted African culture equal status with Spanish 

culture in forming a cubanidad that was mula旬， or mixed race. The 

ethnographer and historian Fernando Ortiz summed up this position with 

the words,“Without the Negro, Cuba would not be Cuba."l Another ten

dency, more Hispanic or Creole oriented, did recognize African contribu-

tions to Cuban culture, but considered them secondary to Spanish 

influence in the creation of a cubanidad that was criolla. Intellectuals such 

as Alberto Arredondo regarded contemporary interest in black culture as a 

passing European fad, like the Parisian infatuation with jazz and ]osephine 

Baker, that had little to do with the reality of the Caribbean. To some of 

these intellectuals,“Afro-Cuban" was an irrelevant concep t. The memory 

of the Little War of 1912, as well as of slavery's unavoidable legacy of 

racism, accounted for a certain amount of negrophobia on the part of 

some who wanted to believe that slavery had essentially erased African 

culture. Many of these Creole oriented intellectuals tended to advocate a 

process of blanqueamiento (whitening) toward achieving a unified 

national identity. However, acriollamiento (creolization) was a process that 

affected not only blacks but also the descendants of Europeans and repre

sented for many a process for the development of a common culture dis

tinct from both those of Europe and Africa. 

It would be a mistake to view issues of cultural identity in Cuba simply 

in bipolar racial terms or framed by North American experience. The 

Negrista and Creole tendencies did not always function in opposition or in 

tension. They often coexisted, intimately interconnected. Some intellectu-

als, such as the writer Alejo Carpentier, published in journals that repre

sented differing cultural positions regarding race and ethnicity. Shared 

among all Cuban intellectuals was a desire to articulate a distinctly Cuban 

cultural identity, within a strongly anti-imperialist, nationalist agenda.2 

Beginning in the late 1920s, literature became an important medium 

for the exploration of identity and the development of Afro-Cuban and 

other cultural themes. In 1930 Nicolás Guillen publ 

REVOLUTION OF FORMS (2 ) 

ABOVE: Amelia Peláez， 扎1arpacifico ， 1936
(PRIVATE COLLECγION ， MJAJ\ lI) 

ABO VE RIGHT: René POγtocarrero， Interiores del Cerro, 1943 
(P RI VATE COLLECTION , MIAM I) 

Painting was also an important venue for the expression of identity. 

Cuban art historian Narciso Menocal points out that 

In Europe establishing new definitions of form and pictorial space were major 

concerns，的 is evident in Cubism, German Expressionism or the neue Sach

lichkeit-however different from each other these movements may have been 

and whatever their respective iconographical agendas were. In Cuban art, by 

contrast, establishing a national imagery through a search for the characteris

tic and exploring national identity were the major issues.3 

And indeed, cubanidad was central to the work of Cuba 's artists in the 

1930s and 1940s who explored the island's African heritage, Creole 

culture, and tropical environment. Amelia Peláez (1896-1968) developed 

a “tropical Cubist" idiom that celebrated decorative and architectural 

elements from everyday Cuban life. Her abstract forms are both sensuous 

and organic in character. The work of Luis MartÍnez Pedro (1920-1989) 

drew from Afro-Cuban ritual and the indigenous Taino heritage. René 

Portocarrer。這 (1912-1985) early work had thematic populist similarities 

to that of Diego Rivera. His work of the 1940s explored memory and 

nostalgia through the renderings of colonial interiors in the Interiores 

del Cerro series. The body of work of this period sufficiently impressed 

Alfred Barr such that he organized an exhibition at the Museum of 

Modern Art in 1944 entitled Modern Cuban Painters. In the catalogue 

he commented upon the degree of regional and national expression in 

Cuban art: 

In the Beginning (3 ) 



Wifredo Lam, La Jungla, 1943 
(TH f. MUSEUM OF MODERN ART, NE\ll YU RK) 

There is almost no painting of the Cuban scene comparable to our often literal 

or sentimental painting of the American scene, and there is little obvious 

regional and nationalistic feeling. Cuban color, Cuban light, Cuban forms and 

Cuban motifs are plastically and imaginatively assimilated rather than realisti

cally represented.4 

An artist whose work grew out of this period and went on to tran

scend it was Wifredo Lam (1902- 82). Of mixed Chinese, African, and 

Spanish heritag巴， Lam fused the experience of European modernism, espe

cially surrealism, with that of his own cultural, especially African, identity. 

Not only a cultural radical, Lam was a political radical, a self-declared 

Marxist long before the Cuban Revolution who remained closely identi-

fied with the Revolution until his death, despite long periods of residence 

abroad. Lam's work, often agressively sensual and sexual, is unique in how 

it transcends the specifics of iconography to penetrate the essence of Afro

Cuban culture from within. Cuban art critic Gerardo Mosquera describes 

Lam's work as “ the first vision ever of modern art from the standpoint of 

Africa within Latin America. . . [representing] a synthesis that might be 

endorsed by modernity, thus creating a non-Western space within the West 

ern tradition, decent叮ra扎li白zmgl吭t， transf臼orming and de令-且-Europeani口i也zmgl此t."

Despite a conscious presence in art and literature, Afro-Cuban issues 

tended not to be expressed in the parallel debate that emerged in the late 

1930s regarding architectural identity in Cuba. This is partly due to the 

enormous physical presence of the Spanish coloniallegacy and the com-
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parative lack of African spatiallegacy in Cuba. This Hispanic architectural 

legacy was first and most consciously documented by Joaquín E. Weiss y 

Sánchez (1894'-1968) in 1936 in his seminal book, Arquitectura cubana 

colonial. 6 Weiss, an architect and historian, educated at Cornell (1916) 

and at the University of Havana (1919) , was a professor of architectural 

history until 1962. He was an early proponent of the cultural value of the 

built colonial heritage and an advocate of historic preservation. Yet, as 

Jorge Rigau points out, 

Wei訟法 La arquitectura colonial cubana, Cuba's preeminent text on Havana 's 

early architectural efforts, could today be reread as a text on Spanish influ-

ences, rather than as a testament to Cuban achievements. Not that it could 

have been otherwise. In the early decades of the twentieth century, Latin 

American intellectuals repeatedly validated their built heritage based on com 

parisons to the Old World, and Weiss, in keeping with the times, assumed fili

ation to be sufficient clarification. Adjectives like baroque, 
neochurrigueresque, and Andalusian-in spite of their imprecise, yet frequent 

application- were imported to dignify Caribbean architecture. But in the end, 
buildings so labeled had been inaccurately endowed with a distant coat of 

arms. This “ elsewhere-centered" cultural explanation has always stopped 

short of indigenous validation .7 

The importance of Cuba's arquitectura criolla was 

further validated, and in another “elsewhere-centered" 

context, in 1947 in the work of Francisco Prat Puig, El 
prebarroco en Cuba-una escuela criolla de arquitec-

tura morisca. 8 Together, Weiss, Prat Puig, and their 

colleague Pedro Martínez lnclán (1883-1957) , 
another one of Cuba's early preservationists, can be 

considered important for value they placed on local 

architectural heritage. 

ln 1941 the Agrupación Tectónica de Estudios 

Contemporáneos (ATEC), a group associated with 

CIA扎1， was founded to pursue the discussion of con

temporary issues of architecture and urbanism within 

Inside an eighteenth century c%n叫 cou件 Cuba's environmental and cultural context. Many of 
yard in Trinidad 山的 typ叫/ medio punto the founders of ATEC developed distinguished 

an叫d /0削仰Je盯γ何ed 0呻pe帥丹削tn丹:gS (心jO HN A 

nizati昀on吭1， the Pat仕ronatωo Pr叩o-Ur吋bani吟smo叫， headed by 

扎M臼ar叮tíne位z lnχ叫clá訂組n吭1， tωo pr閃es記en叫t an exhibition in the center of old Havana, 
Trinidad. . . 10 que fue, es y será. The exhibit presented Trinidad, one of 

Cuba's most beautiful colonial towns, and used this example from history 

as a platform for debate on issues of contemporary urbanism. 
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In the conservative atmosphere of the academy, however, there was 1it
tle attention to issues of cubanidad unti1 after World War II. A few Cuban 

architects, 1ike We悶， had studied abroad, but most were educated at the 
architecture schoo1 at the Universidad de La Habana, founded in 1900. In 

1947, students, 1ead by Frank Martíne耳， Ricardo Porro, and Nico1ás Quin
tana, abducted Vigno1的 books from the 1ibrary of the architecture schoo1 

and pub1icly burned them in the p1aza, a symbo1ic act that declared their 
allegiance to modernism. This was a youthfu1 act that they have all since 

disowned with no small amount of embarrassment. Neverthe1ess, after the 

“quema de los V悅。la，" the schoo1 did depart from its Beaux-Arts origins 
to embrace a more modernist program, whi1e at the same time seeking to 
reintegrate va1ues from the is1and's arquitectura criolla. The former stu

dents of that era recall it as one particu1arly charged with debate and 

energy. There subsequently emerged a sincere desire among mostly 
younger Cuban architects to create a regiona1ist architectura11anguage, 
although within mo位ernist conventions, that wou1d reroute the universa1-

izing tendencies of the Internationa1 Sty1e. 
European and North American exemp1ars of the Internationa1 Sty1e 

Harriso l1 and Abramovitz, u.s. Embassy, 
Havana, 1952-530. .'LEX LASGLE\ï 

LEFT TO RIGHT: Ricardo Porro, Franco Albini, 
Migllel Gast加， Fernando Salinas, and Imide l1-

tified architect with model of proposed devef.“ 
opment for Habana del Este (COURTESr R. 5EGRE) 

were no strangers to the is1and. Walter Gropius, at the 

invitation of students Frank Martínez, Nico1的 Quin-

tana, and Ricardo Porro, 1ectured in Havana in 1945, 
as did Richard Neutra. Neutra returned in 1956 to 
design the Casa Schu1thess in the exclusive Country 
C1ub Park suburb. Harrison and Abramowitz designed 

the U.S. Embassy (1952…53). Welton Becket (with 

Arroyo y Menéndez) designed the Havana Hi1ton 
(1958) , renamed the Havana Libre after the Revo1u-

tion. Josep Lluís Sert had visited the is1and briefly in 
1939 on his way to the United States as a refugee from 

the Spanish civil war. He was retained with Pau1 Lester 

Wiener as consultant to the Junta Naciona1 de P1anifi
cación for the development of a new regiona1 p1an 

(1955-58) of epic proportions. It went unrea1ized, and 
fortunately so for colonial Havana, which wou1d have 

lost or had radically a1tered much of its historic core. 
Philip Johnson paid a visit in 1955 in anticipation of a 

hotel and casino project that was not realized .1o In 

1958 Franco A1bini came to collaborate with Gas的ny

Domínguez on urban p1anning proposals for Habana 

del Este, new1y deve10ping suburbs to the east of the 

bay. At the t 
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A significant number of Cuban architects participated in the interna
tiona1 scene of the time and sent representatives to CIAM meetings six 

through ten. 11 The regiona1ist and vernacu1ar interests that were on the 
margins of CIAM paralle1ed similar debates in Cuba. These are illustrated 

in two semina1 studies: Los bateyes de los centrales azucareros (1951) by 

Eugenio Batista and Alberto Bea1e; and Las villas pesqueras (1953) by 

Frank Martínez, Ricardo Porro, René Ca1vache, A1berto Bea1e, and 
Nicol孟s Quintana. Adding to this 1ively intellectua1 environment was an 

architectura1 practice formed in 1952 called Arquitectos Unidos and 
headed by Humberto Alonso (b. 1924). The Co1egio Instituto Edison 

(1953-54) and the offices of the Co1egio de Arquitectos (1953-55) are two 

of their works. But of equa1 or greater importance to their bui1t work, 
Arquitectos Unidos served as an intellectual forum, a scene of weekly 

“ tumu1tuous and uncontrollab1e tertulias," sa1ons, that debated current 

issues in architecture, arts, and politics.12 

Allied with Arquitectos Unidos was a group of painters known as Los 
Once (painter and architect Hugo Consuegra (b. 1929) was a member of 

both). Los Once rejected the "tropicalismo" that characterized the art of 

the preceding decade 也 favor of an abstraction that assumed a more inter
national perspective. At the same time, their avant-gardist rebellion was 

connected to their po1itical opposition of the Batista dictatorship. They 

open1y refused to participate in officially sponsored exhibitions, and orga
nized counter-exhibitions as acts of po1itical defiance. It is interesting to 

note that whi1e Lam, Pe1孟ez， and Portocarrero continued to work in a figu
rative venue, their work now assumed a more abstract elaboration of their 

cu1turally oriented themes during the 1950s. 
In this same period, architecture was generally manifesting itse1f in 

Cuba in three ways: the monumenta1ist pub1ic works of the Batista dicta-

torship, the International Style buildings that were pro1iferating in areas of 
rea1-estate specu1ation 1ike the commercia1 and residential E1 Vedado dis-

trict, and the small experimental projects, mostly 
houses, that exp10red regiona1ism and cubanidad. It is 

because of the quality and diversity of these 1ast works 
that the decade of the 1950s stands out as the richest 

period for twentieth-century architecture in Cuba. In 

the forefront, and p 

ElIgenio Batista, Casa Falla Bonet, 1939 
(EDUARDO LUlS RODR1GUEZ) 
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TOP LEFT: Moenck)' Qllintana, Cabana of the Hotel Kawa l1la, 1955 (SER\'IFOroJ 
TOP CENTER: Moenck )' Qllintana, Casa Ral1lirez Con白， 1956 (SE肘'/fOTO)

TOP RIGHT: Mario ROl1la舟ach， Casa Alvarez, 1957 (SERI'IFOTOJ 
BOTTOM LE叮: Mmlllel Glltiérrez, Casa Verdera, 1955 IJOHN A. LOO.\ I1SJ 
BOTTOM RIGHT: Femando Salinas, Casa Higinio Migllel, 1958 IJOHN A. LOO.\ f/SJ 

Barragán by more than a decade. Batista's own house (1944) is character

ized by a subtle appropriation of colonial massing, distinct relationships 

between solids and voids, spareness of detail, and a manipulation of the 

section that recalls the work of Adolf Loos. 

Other significant architects who explored the realm of cubanidad in 

residential architecture included Nicol的 Quintana (b. 1925), Frank 

Martínez (b. 1924), Silverio Bosch (b. 1918) and Mario Romañach 

(1917-1984), Emilio delJunco (1915-1974), Manuel Gutiérrez (b. 1925), 
and Fernando Salinas (1930-1993). Quintana developed a modern idiom 

informed by responses to the tropical environment that exhibit a clarity of 

structure and lightness of mass as seen in the cabanas of the Hotel 

Kawama (1955). In his Casa Ramirez Corría (1956), a series of courtyards 

within a walled compound provide cross ventilation for all rooms, elabo

rating a Spanish-Moorish tradition within a modern syntax. The work of 

Bosch and Romañach also represents a regionalist reelaboration of moι 

ernist themes, such as the Casa Noval (1949), a bar hovering above the 

ground plane on pilotis and punctured by a void providing a shady gather

ing place; and the Casa Aristigueta (1953) which represents more of an 

integration with the landscape. The work of Frank Martínez reflects both 

the massing of colonial precedents as well as sedate typological reinterpre

tations of courtyards, balconies and other elements as seen in much of his 

residential work. Likewise, Emilio del Junco's own house (1957) , in an 

extreme departure from his International Style commercial work, draws 

from colonial precedents, but of a more rustic vernacular origin. By con-

trast, the Casa Alvarez (1957), by Mario Romañach (without Bosch) 
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ABO\'E LEFT: Qllintana, R lIbio )' Pél伐， Medical 
Offices, 1953-54 (SER\'IFOToJ 
ABO I'E CENTER: G lIstavo Moreno López, 
Misiones Office Bllildi.峙， 1951-52 (SER\'l fO ToJ 
ABO I'E RIGHT: Capablanca)' Grallpera, Tribllnal 
de ClIentas, 1952-54 (0. .<R l.UJ 

RIGHT: Max Borges, Jr., Sala Arcos de Cristal, 
Cabaret Tropicana, 1952 (COURT日r ,\1.<\.'\ IJORG E.S JR.) 

exhibits a dynamic relationship of shifting volumes and planes that bear 

some similarities to Rudolph Schindler and de Stijl, representing one of the 

most original works of this period. Manuel Gutiérrez's work of this period 

exhibits highly creative and economical structural propositions such as the 

undulating ferrocement roof of the Casa Verdera (1955). Fernando Sali-

nas, newly returned from having worked in New York on the Seagram's 

Building for Mies van der Rol時， demonstrated a Wrightian inclination in 

the Casa Higinio Miguel (1958).13τhis body of work demonstrates that 

Cuba was developing a distinctly creative, critical, and regional presence 

within the waning years of the Modern Movement. 

However, little of the work that represented the avant garde of Cuban 

architecture and cuba71idad was celebrated in the Museum of Modern 

A丘吉 1954 exhibit and catalogue, Latin America l1 Architecture Since 1945, 
curated and written by Henry自Russell Hitchcock. 14 Hitchcock selected: 

office buildings by Antonio Quintana (1953…54) and Gustavo Moreno 

(1951-52), typical and not particularly remarkable commercial develop

ments; the aforementioned U.S. Embassy (1952-53) by non-Cubans Harri

son and Abramowitz, a rather somber testimony to U.S. hegemony on the 

island; and the Tribunal de Cuentas (1952-54) by Aquiles Capablanca, a 

carefully proportioned and detailed Corbusian government ministry build-
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ing, with a mural by Amelia Pel是ez， that is óften compared to Oscar 

Niemey缸's Ministry of Education (1937-42) in Rio de Janeiro. In sharp 

contrast to these rationali鈍， and not unpredictable, examples of mod-

ernism in the 1\在oMA exhibit stood the Cabaret Tropicana (1952) by Max 

Borges, Jr. (b. 1918). In the Sala Arcos de Cristal of Borges's nightclub, the 

organic, episodic nature of the plan, the filtered light, integration with the 

landscape, and the arched thin-shell construction would be an interesting 

reference point for the National Art Schools a decade later. While 

acknowledging some Cuban contributions to modern architecture, Hitch

cock nevertheless seemed more intent on revalidating his (and Philip John

son's) own vision of the International Style rather than demonstrating the 

diversity and richness of Cuban modern architecture. 

Within this lively cultural atmosphere of the 195缸， the young Ricardo 

Porro (b. 1925) began to emerge as an important figure. Having graduated 

in architecture from the University of Havana in 1949, he had returned 

in 1952 after two years of postgraduate studies at the Institute of Urban

ism at the Sorbonne in Paris. While in Paris he spent much time with 

expatriate painter Wifredo Lam, whom he credits for having had a great 

influence on him in terms of both art and politics, for it was Lam who 

early on converted him to Marxism. Porro also made the acquaintance 

of Pablo Picasso, and on his travels visited the works of Gunnar Asplund, 
whose command of plastic forms deeply impressed him. Before Porr。這

return to Cuba he attended a course in Venice organized by CIAM that 

was taught by, among others, Le Corbusier, Giulio Carlo Argan, Ignacio 

Gardel泊， Ernesto Rogers, Carlo Scarpa, and Bruno Zevi. Rogers's theoret

ical ideas concerning tradition and historical continui可 had a genuine res

onance with the debate that had been occurring back in Cuba. 

Upon his return to Cuba, Porro worked for others and began to build 

his own architectural practice, consisting of resi吐ential works in Havana's 

affluent suburbs. He also took a brief trip to Mexico, where he encoun

tered the work and person of Luis Barragán. Porro's work evolved from a 

Miesian rationalism informed by the tropical climate, as exhibited in the 

Casa Armenteros (1949) and Casa García (1953), toward a much more 

organic and personal expression of form , as seen in the Casa Villegas 

(1954) and Casa Ennis (1957). Porro was very mu 

Ricardo Porro assumed a very provocative role in Cuban culture during these 

years. . . . Porro proposed the heresy of organic architecture. He gave lectures 

at the Colegio de Arquitectos and incessantly proselytized to anyone who 

would listen. During these years Porro was enlightened-he radiated ener野

His friends were painters, musicians, filmmakers, and writers, and he made 
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LEFT: Ricardo Porro, Casa García, 1953 (j OHN .4. LOO.I!叫

RIGHT: 民iιardo Porro, Casa Ellllis, 1957 (u叫NK削NOU.N rHOTOGR.-l廿叭pf阻R叫l 

himself heard in all the intellectual circles of Havana. It became quite the 

fashion to talk about Porro. His sermons contradicted the latest wave of 

the avant gar缸; making many of the young feel prematurely old fashioned. 

All of a sudden Gropius, Neutra, and Mies were ancient history. Porro 

respected Le Corbusier only because of Ronchamp but would have nothing to 

do with the “machine for living." He accused Mario Romañach, Tonino 

Quintana, Frank Martínez, Humberto Alonso, Emilio del Junco, and all the 

other Cuban “modernos" of being passé. He had no fear of attacking our own 
d cows.15 cows. 

Porro outlined his position in a thoughtful analysis entitled “El sentido 

de la tradición," published in 1957.16 In it he discussed the twofold chal喲
lenge facing the socially committed architect: first, that the architectural 

work have social merit, and second that it reflect Cuban tradition. He 

went on to state that the existing political and economic conditions made 

the first goal impossible to achieve, so the conscientious architect could 

only, and therefore must, strive to achieve the second through a selective 

and nonliteral interpretation of history. He singled out the work of 

Eugenio Batista as being the most successful in synthesizing arquitectura 

criolla and modernism. The discourse on cubanidad in architecture, as 

exemplified by Batista's work, had by and large been framed by the 

Creole intellectual tendency of the previous decades. While Porro 

acknowledged the importance of Cuba's arquitectura C1"iol缸， he made 

a clear distinction betvveen it and Spanish architecture, which he character

ized as embodying the severity of Catholic Spain. Porro recognized that 

Cuba's culture had been profoundly affected by the culture and especially 

religion of the African diaspora, resulting in a Cuba that was really not 

all that Catholic. He asserted that the formal differences between Cuba's 

arquitectura criolla and Spanish architecture were a result of the softening 

influence of African culture. In a few years he would adopt a more 

strongly negrista position, declaring “Cuba es una mulata," and calling 
for “una arquitectura negra." 
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Revolution 

This intellectual environment of architectural inquiry in 1950s Cuba 

was taking place during the repressive regime of the dictator Fulgencio 

Batista. Arquitectos Unidos themselves came under investigation by the 

BRAC (Bureau de Represión de Activida往es Comunistas), and they were 

forced to suspend their “salons" in 1955, though remaining pröfessionally 

active unti11956. In December of that year the guerrilla forces of the July 

26th Movement, led by Fidel Castro, began their armed opposition to the 

Batista government in the eastern Sierra Maestra far away from Havana. 

Concurrent with the growing political turmoil was a booming economy 

fed largely by foreign (U.S.) capital. A majority of banks, public services, 
sugar plantations, and industries were foreign-owned. On the outside, 
Havana's character was that of a well-appointed Caribbean resort for 

North Americans. But on the inside, political corruption and economic 

disparities were provoking a national crisis.17 Porro remarks today that 

building an吐 real耐estate development in El Vedado was nothing more than 

“ cocacolonialismo." But this did not matter for the majority of Cuban 

architects involved in private practice, 90% of whom practiced in Havana 

and represente吐 an older and established generation. For them, times were 

prosperous. For the younger generation who engaged in the oppositional 

intellectual and political activities, uncertainty or even danger threatened. 

Architecture students and recent graduates, such as Osmany Cienfuegos 

(brother of guerrilla leader Camilo Cienfuegos), Mario Coyula Cowley, 
Selma Díaz, Emilio Escobar Loret de Mo泊， Josefina Rebellón, Fernando 

Salinas, and others were very active in anti-Batista activities. One young 

architecture student , Jos吾 Antonio Echeverr話， a leader of the Directorio 

Revolucionario, was killed in an incident related to the abortive assault on 

the Presidential Palace on March 13, 1957. 

Ricardo Porr。這 opposition to the Batista dictatorship led to his 

involvement in the Movimiento de Resistencia Cívica. His home became a 

safe house for those working in the underground resistance. Carlcis Rafael 

Rodríguez, a Communist, and Armando Hart, then very anti-communist, 
were both close friends of Porro's and frequent visitors. Rodríguez later 

split from the mainstream Communists, the Partido Socialista Popular 

(PSP), and aligned himself with the guerrillas in 

Batista was a wretched one . . . a thief, bloodthirsty-not as bloodthirsty as 

some others, less perhaps, but in the end . . . 1 was disgusted, so 1 did what 1 

could do, 1 was involved in conspiracies, but 1 was not a revolutionary with a 

machine gun; 1 am just not that type. 1 could not shoot a gun, much less kill 

anyone. But 1 aided the Revolution wherever possible, ve可 modestly. 1 was on 

the side of Fidel, 1 found him very appealing, and the only alternative to the 
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old regime of corrupt politicians. Besides, at that time, 1 was a Marxist, as 

were almost all of the young intellectuals of that time-yes, back then we 

were all Marxists. 1 was never a member of the Party, 1 was a so個called fellow 

traveler. The Party, like the Catholic church, tried to appear to be in opposiω 

tion, but it gave no real support to the Revolution. . . . Therefore, 1 partici-

pated in the underground struggle. 1 tried to help in the general strike, [April 

9, 1958] which was a fiasco. After this 1 learned that the police had been 

informed of my involvement. So in 1958, 1 departed for Venezuela.18 

In Venezuela Porro maintained his characteristically intense level of 

activity. He worked at the Banco Obrero, a government office of public 

works charged with much of the country's urban design and social hous個

ing. The head of the Banco Obrero was Carlos Raúl Vi1lanueva (1900-

1975), master architect of Venezuela's Ciudad Universitaria (1944-60). 

Sponsored by Villanueva, Porro also began teaching design and theory in 

the architecture school of the Universidad Central de Caracas. While in 

Venezuela, Porro met two young ltalian architects, Vittorio Gara肘， with 

Carlos Razíl Villall /leva, Ramþ fro l1l tbe A /lla 

Maglla to the Plaza Cllbierta, Ci/ldad UlIiver

sitaria, Caracas, 1952-53 {ROL LlE .If CKEN".,j 

A New Start 

whom he worked at the Banco Obrero, and later 

Roberto Gottardi. The three shared interests in history, 
politics and the reformulation of contemporary archi

tecture. Caracas had some interesting examples. The 

space of the curved, ramped lobby of the great hall of 

Villanueva's Ciudad Universitar詞， dappled with light 

filtered through a lattice wall, was a contemporary 

icon. Félix Candela (b. 1910) built the plastic forms of 

the Club Playa Azul (1956). Also, the Club Tachira 

(1956) by Fruto Vivas (b. 1928) with its hyperbolic 

paraboloid roof was both spatially and technically 

avant garde. 

In August 1960 Porro returned to liberated Cuba to help reconstruct 

the country at the urging of Osmany Cienfuegos, now the new head of the 

Ministry of Construction (MICONS). But to remain in Cuba after the vic-

tory of the Revolution was an unpopular choice for most of Cuba古巴stab

lished architects. As the capital and class interests they had served came 

under attack by the emerging political and social program of the new revo

lution, there was a near mass exodus of a whole generation of Cuban archi

tects. The diaspora included Eugenio Batista, an eponymous move to 

Eugene, Oregon; Max Borges, Jr. to Virginia; Silverio Bosch to Los Angeles; 

Emilio del Junco to τoronto; Mario Romañach to academic appointments 

at Cornell, Harvard, an吐 the University of Pennsylvania; Frank Martínez to 

Miami; Nicolás Quintana to Caracas, Puerto Rico, and Miami; and many 
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others, who sought to reestablish their careers abroad, though few would 

again enjoy the degree of success that they had achieved in their own 

country.19 One of the few architects of this generation to remain and rise 

to prominence was the late Antonio Quintana Simonetti (1919…93;no 

relation to Nicolás). His best work, however, remains that of the 1950s. 

The flight of this generation of Cuba's practicing architects was con

demned as the betrayal of counterrevolutionaries.20 Their work inevitably 

became considered somewhat guilty by association, and came to be denied 

or treated in a cursory fashion in courses on architectural history. The 

irnpressive architectural achievements of this lost generation of prerevolu

tionary Cuba are now being recovered and reevaluated through the efforts 

of Eduardo Luis Rodríguez and other Cuban historians. Nevertheless, at 

that time, the departure of Cuba's most important practitioners would 

cause a major break in the continuity of architectural development in the 

country which had many building needs with which to contend. 

The departure of so many architects affected education too, requiring 

the restructuring of the faculty of the architecture school, located still in 

the University of Havana in El Vedado. This opened up opportunities for 

young professors and recent graduates, though this process was not with

out conflict as Hugo Consuegra recalls: 

The year 1959 had been chaotic for the school: professors expelled, professors 

exiled, underenrolled classes, disoriented students, incomplete programs. 

Some diplomas were conferred unde~ pressure to students for their “revolu

tionary" credentials. Others plodded through the traditional path: analytic 

geometry, calculus, statics, structures, etc.21 

In September of 1960 Consuegra, with Fernando Salinas and Raúl 
Gonz這lez met to reorganize the program. They invited to join the faculty 

Ricardo Porro, who had just returned from Venezuela, and the Spanish 

architect, Joaquín Rallo, who had come from Philadelphia wherehe had 

worked for Louis Kahn. A few months later, Vittorio Garatti and Roberto 

Gottardi also joined. Artists Raúl Martínez, Guido Llin缸， Tomás Oliva 

and Loló Soldevilla were also added to the staff of motivated and talented 

young professors intent on redirecting architectural education in revolu月

donary Cuba-zz 

“Norwithstanding the political violence and the difficulty of change, 
the 1960s was a time of cultural splendor during which a plurali可 of artis

tic tendencies flourished," states art critic Gerardo Mosquera.23 Indeed, in 

contrast to the departure of Cuba's prorninent architects, many prorninent 

artists and intellectuals who had spent the Batista years abroad now 

returned, initiating a period of energetic artistic activi叮﹒ Alicia Alonso 

returned from the New York City Ballet to found the National Ballet of 
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Cuba. Alejo Carpentier, Nicol的 Guillén and Heberto Padilla returned to 

write. Wifredo Lam, without altogether abandoning his Paris residence, 
nevertheless came to spend more time working in Cuba. Other cultural fig

ures such as writers Edmundo Desnoes, José Lezama Lima, Virgilio Piñera, 
José Alvarez Baragaño, and painter René Portocarrero, who had remained 

in Cuba, joined forces to create a new revolutionary culture. New publica耐

tions such as the feisty Lunes de Revo[ución, edited by Guillermo Cabrera 

Infante, promoted provocative literary works and criticism. A number of 

artistic and literary salons spontaneously enlivened the cultural environ-

ment. Virgilio Piñera and J osé Lezama Lima had their followers, along 

with other informal groups led by Olga Andreu, María Maya Surduts and 

later Wanda Garatti, and not without a certain amount of rivalry. Several 

women also emerged as irnportant official culturalleaders: Vincentina 

Antu瓷缸 the director of the National Council for Culture; Edith García 

Buchaca, who as the PSP's politicalliason to the National Council of Cul

m間， wielded equal or greater power; Marta Arjona, a PSP member, 
ceramic artist, and Director of Plastic Arts within the National Council of 

Culture; Haydée Santamaría, head of Casa de las Am缸icas; and Celia 

Sánchez, secretary and confidante of Fidel Castro.24 Of emerging imp肘，

tance was a young protégé of García Buchaca, Selma Díaz, who would be 

instrumental in promoting Ricardo Porro for the commission of the 

National Art Schools. While the early years of the revolutionary govern

ment were characterized by this burst of creative activity and utopian 

optimism that energized culture and expanded the intellectual discourse 

on cubanidad, foundations would also be laid for sectarian politics 

that would eventually undermine the careers of some of the Cuban 

Revolution's best and brightest.25 Nevertheless, these early years are 

remembered by the enthusiasm and optimism they inspired，的 Roberto

Gottardi recalls: 

1 remember the first years of the Revolution with much nostalgia. The spirit in 

which one worked was very beautiful. In a certain sense, we had much free-

düm. There was an atmosphere in which one thought, one reflected. 1 have 

never since had an opportunity to engage in a project of this type. To found a 

new country, with a new peopl巴， was a great undertaking.26 
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TWO 

Founding the Schools 

One late afternoon in January 1961, an unlikely pair of golfers, Fidel Cas
tro and Che Guevara, enjoyed a few rounds on the well-manicured course 

of what had been the exclusive country club of Havana's elite. There they 
pondered the future of this unique site for a new society, in which exclu

sive country clubs would have no place. The beautifully landscaped coun

try club was the crown jewel in Havana's most affluent suburb, aptly 
named Country Club Park. Laid out in 1914, it was mostly developed in 

the 1920s and 1930s at the far western reaches of the city, near “whites 
only" beaches and the Yacht Club. Breaking with the traditional Spanish 

grid patterns of Havana's other neighborhoods, the meandering Garden 
City drives of Country Club Park set it apart from the rest of the city. But 

with the Revolution most of its inhabitants 缸ed， and the area was renamed 

Cubanac鈕， a name from Cuba's indigenous past. Though many residences 
were reserved for members of the new leadership as well as for foreign 

diplomats, Cubanac妞's beaches to the north of the club were now open to 

the general public and the whole, formerly private, preserve was to be 
devoted to social uses, with the former country club occupying a central 
place. Surveying the immaculate golf course and surrounding woods, the 

two former guerrilla leaders, now responsible for developing and execut帥
ing social and cultural policy, came upon the idea of creating an innovative 
school of the arts. 

Education was conceived as the fulcrum around which the Cuban Rev

olution's economic, politic肘， social and cultural programs would revolve. 

On January 1 a National Literacy Campaign had been launched, sending 
235,000 volunteers throughout the country. In the course of just one year 
they would reduce the country's illiteracy rate from 25% to 3.9%. The 

revolutionary leaders wanted to capitalize upon this wave of popular 
mobilization and education. Ideas were circulating as to how to extend 

this momentum to the promotion of cultural activities. It was a visionary 

moment for the new revolution , with the literacy campaign just underw呵，
when the idea for the art schools was launched. The newly formed board 



Schematic plan of Havana, with site for the National Art Schools in 
COll1l tηI Club Park outlined at lower left (InLL 

of the schools, drew up a program that would serve Cubans as a center 

for the education of artists and instructors from which to disseminate cul

turalliteracy throughout the island. But in response to Che Guevara這

internationalist interests, the program would extend beyond that and 

also serve as an international center, primarily drawing from the Third 

World, granting full scholarships to some three thousand students from 

Africa, Asia and Latin America in the service of the creation of a “new 

culture" for the “new man." The political objective of the schools would 

be to educate those artists who would give socialism in both Cuba and 

the τhird World its aesthetic representation. Moreover, the schools were 

conceived as an experimental center for intercultural education and 

exchange. Since the idea and the site were without precedent, it was 

decided that the architecture，的0， should be without precedent. The 

visionary spirit in which the program was conceived would be symbolized 

in its design. Carlos Rafael Rodríguez, Cuba's late Vice President, recalls 

the act of founding the schools: 

1 remember vividly today that afternoon when compañero Fidel Castro, from 

one of these balconies, accompanied by compañero Hart and some others of 

肘， sketched out what was to become the National Art 5chools. The place had 

been, up to a short time before, where both Cuban and foreign aristocrats 

would meet in its exclusive confines to enjoy their prosperity derived from the 

extortion of our people and the exploitation of our wealth. In what had been 

their favorite golf course, in this beautiful setting, our 5ecretary General, with 

that creative imagination for which he is known, outlined for us what would 
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be the image of this new incubator of culture, this new school. And because of 

the unique features of this site, it was agreed by all, that the school should not 

be like any ordinary school, for it is precisely because this site and its unique 

features invite a design appropriate to this environment which should becorne 

the fountain of our future artists, the creators or interpreters of tomorrow這

socialism. And so emerged the beginnings of the foundation of the material 

support for these beautiful buildings by Cuban and foreign architects. 50 

would begin to develop the dream of that afternoon.1 

The unique qualities of the site and the program demanded a unique 

vision, and no one was more appropriate for the commission than Ricardo 

Porro. Newly returned from Venezuela in August 1960, Porro had been 

occupied with urban planning up until the moment he received the com

mission for the schools. Even though it was Fidel Castro who would p缸"

sonally give Ricardo Porro “ the command" of planning the schools in 

January 1961, the offer was brought to him by his old friend from univer

Sl叮 days， Selma Díaz, whose husband was Osmany Cienfuegos, the 

twenty-five-year-old head of the Ministry of Construction (MICONS). 

There was a cocktail party at my house. 5elma Díaz showed up (uninvited) 

and told me she had a proposal direct from Fidel, that he wanted to create a 

school of the arts in what had been the country club and that he wanted it to 

be unlike any other. 5he said that Fidel wanted its architecture to be com

pletely new and that it should be the most beautiful school eveζand 5elma 

said that he expected them to be complete in two months. 1 said that this 

would be impossible. But she replied that this was Fidel's proposal and 1 could 

take it or leave it. 50 1 did what any architect would do, 1 said yes, of course 1 

would take it.2 

It was not out of character for Porro to agree to the impossible. 

Ricardo Porro Hidalgo, who likes to point out that he was born the year 

before Fidel Castro, 1925, once said,“It has been claimed that my pride is 

greater than my intelligence, no mean measure in my unhumble opinion.吋

Gilberto Segl丘， who worked as a young draftsman under Porro on the 

National Art Schools, describes his acquaintance wirh Porro: 

. . . the Revolution had triumphed. All our hopes had been raised. Utopia, 
everything seemed possible, in politics as well as in architecture. . . [Ricardo 

Porro] gave a series of lectures at the National Library, each one dedicated to 

a different architect: Mies van der Rol咒， Le Corbusier, Alvar Aalto and 

finally-Frank Lloyd Wright. Porro used an unknown language. He spoke of 

art, of poetry. 1 remember the emotion he aroused in the room when he 

declared himself a Marxist. . . . 1 introduced myself to Porro one day as we 
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both happened to be on the number 22 bus going toward 

Marianao. 1 still remember the welcoming atmosphere of his 

house in the La Sierra neighborhood, where he lived with his 

wife and their little boy, surrounded by paintings of Lam, of 

Milián and ceramics by Picasso. Some of the neighbors were 

scandalized by Lam's paintings, believing that they were 

objects of sorcery! Porro had just been put in charge of the 

project for the National Art Schools at Cubanacán. 1 saw his 

first sketches. He had produced an architecture of fantasy, 
with many elements of cubanidad and others non-Cuban, but 

for me they were only comparable with the works 1 had seen 

in photos and drawings of Wright. 1 was enthusiastic, and 

right away 1 requested authorization to work with him.4 

The schools were conceived at an inspired moment. Porro recalls it in 

terms of a1most magic realism as “ the moment, common to every revolu-

tion, during which the marvelous becomes the everyday and the Revolu-

tion appeared一-más sU1"realista que socialista. ,,5 To symbolically connect 

the new cultural program with the unfolding success of the literacy cam喲

paign, government officials now imposed a less unreasonable but stil1 
demanding deadline for the inauguration of the schools: the official end of 

the literacy campaign, December 22, 1961. Porro knew he could not 

accomplish the task alone. To collaborate on the project he called upon 

architect Iv是n Espín, brother-in-law of Raúl Castro, and his Italian col嘲

leagues from Venezue尬， Roberto Gottardi and Vittorio Garatti. (Espín 

dropped out early on in the collaboration.) Part of a small but dedicated 

international community of architects6 who had come to contribute their 

professional skil1s to the Cuban Revolution, Gottardi and Garatti had 

arrived in December 1960 and were working in physical planning when 

Porro invited them to join him on the project for the National Art Schools. 

Gottardi and Garatti brought their own unique talents and experiences 

to the project. Both had been exposed to postwar antirationalist currents 

in Italy prior to coming to Cuba. The revisionist thought of Ernesto 

Nathan Rogers had been an important inf!uence on each of them. Garatti's 

and Gottardi's exposure to alternatives to the Modern Movement, pro-

posed in the critical architectural environment of 1950s Italy, created a 

sympathetic bond with Porro, who also brought to the project his ongoing 

search for an authentic architectural cubanidad. 

Roberto Gottardi, born 1927 in Venice, studied architecture at the 

Instituto Superiore di Architettura di Venezia where both Bruno Zevi and 

Carlo Scarpa were inf!uential. He had the good fortune of being one of 

Scarpa's students prior to his graduation in 1952. Gottardi credits Scarpa 

as an 的lportant inf!uence on his own approach to design: 
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Scarpa is the teacher who influenced me the most. He taught me much about 

architecture as well as about many other things. For me the experience with 

Scarpa was not about formal codes. It was more about the manner in which 

to pose a problem and how to think about architecture-something very indi

rect. Every time 1 go to Venice, 1 search out his work and 1 always learn some

thing new.7 

From 1956 to 1957, Gottardi had worked closely with Ernesto Rogers 

in the studio Ban益， Be1giojoso, Peressl肘， Rogers (BBPR). This environ

ment where theory and practice converged would also be an important 

part of his formation. In November 1957 upon the invitation of a 

Venezuelan architect visiting Rogers, Gottardi left for Maracaibo. He later 

moved to Caracas, where a mutual friend, the photographer Paolo Gas-

pari凹， introduced him to Vittorio Garatti and later to Ricardo Porro. 

Vittorio Garatti, born 1927 in 此也lan， graduated from the Politécnico 

di Milano in 1957 where Rogers taught and where among his classmates 

were Gae Aulenti and Guido Canela. He left that same year for Caracas 

with his wife to join his parents and siblings who had immigrated there in 

1948. There, after other jobs, he found employment in the Banco Obrero 

where he befriended Ricardo Porro. Porro provided Garatti an introduc-

tion to the university, where he also taught until1960 when he decided to 

commit himself to building the Cuban Revol叫ion. Prior to assuming his 

new responsibilities in Havana, Garatti and his wife took a fifteen-day trip 

to the United States, where he sought out the work of Frank Lloyd Wright 

in Chicago, Racine, and New York. Wright's work deeply impressed him, 
especially the Johnson Wax Building, and further reinforced his convic

tions about the deficiencies of International Style modernism. 

Porro , Gottar函， and Garatti began to work on the design of the 

schools in earnest in late April1961 after the successfully repelled invasion 
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at Playa Girón (Bay of Pigs) earlier that month. The band of fifteen hun

dred American-backed counterrevolutionaries had been easily defeated by 

the revolutionary armed forces commanded by Fidel Castro himself. This 

victory added to the confidence and optimism of the population that 

supported the Revolution, and reinforced a general feeling of omnipo個

tence. The three architects, themselves energized by the collective euphorià, 
labored in a commandeered chapel that had once serve社 the aristocratic 

5arr這 family at their former residence in El Vedado, and which was 

now the headquarters for the National Council for Culture under the 

directorship of Vincentina Atuña and the powerful influence of Edith 

García Buchaca. Important cultural figures such as Alejo Carpentier 

an吐 Wifredo Lam frequently dropped in to visit the surreal environment 

of the chapelldesign studio, where the country club of Havana's elite was 

being transformed into art schools for the children of the workers. As 

Porro recalls: 

1 organized our office in the chapel. It was an marvelous place. To work in the 

chapel was enchanting. A series of delightful youngsters from the architecture 

school came to help too. 1 began to work, Vittorio began to work, and 

Roberto began to work also. And to work in that dark atmosphere, all night 

and all day, was a poetic experience, the most beautiful possible. It was clear 

that the architecture we developed right from the beginning was strongly con

nected to that of each other, even though 1 did not intervene in the architec偏

ture of the others and they did not intervene in mine. . . . Era una arquitectura 

nca一ωorgamca﹒8

The three architects originally conceived the project as a single center 

with shared services for five schools: Modern Dance, Plastic Arts, Dra

matic Arts, Music, and Ballet.9 But the directors of the schools soon 

requested that the individual disciplines be accommodated in separate 

buildings. This generated a new master plan. Besides assuming general 

leadership, Porro took responsibility for the design of Modern Dance and 

Plastic Arts, delegating Gottardi for Dramatic Arts and Garatti for Music 

and Ballet. 

While they worked independent旬， they agreed that the design of the 

schools would be governed by three guiding principles that would unify 

their work. First, the schools were to respect and respond to the verdant 

landscape of the former country club. The well-manicured golf course 

occupied the central part of the site, traversed by the Rio Quibú, a small 

tributary of the Rio Almendares. Therefore, the architects decided to place 

the individual schools 乳t various locations at the periphery. Modern Dance 

was placed on a high point overlooking the others. Dramatic Arts was 

located in the meadow at the edge of the valle犯 while Ballet was irnmersed 
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in a deep gorge. Music was to occupy a 血iddle ground along the side of a 

ridge. The existing clubhouse located on the plain would accom.modate 

offices, cafeteria and other common services. Across from it and the 

entrance to the complex was sited Plastic Arts. 
The second guiding principle concerned materials. Due to Cuba這

industrial underdevelopment, there was no steel produced on the island 

and very little Portland cement. The imposition of the U.5. economic 

blockade on October 19, 1960 and the subsequent inflated cost of 

imported materials left Cubans to their own devices. With this situation, 
the Ministry of Construction approved the architects' choice to substitue 

earthen materials for cement. 50 it was that brick and terra-cotta tiles 

became the primary materials used in the construction of the schools. 

Contingent to the decision to use brick and tiles was the third and 

most significant principle, formally and tectonically: the bóveda catalc肌肉
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the Catalan vault, would be the primary structural system. This came 

about in part due to a fortuitous discovery of a skilled mason from 

Barcelona who was the son of a mason who had worked with Antoni 

Gaudí. This mason, simply known as Gumersindo, had learned the craft 

from his father. Despite its name, the exact origins of the Catalan vault (or 

“cohesive timbrel arch construction叮 are unknown, but attributed to 

ancient vernacular practice rooted in the Mediterraneah countries of 

North Mrica, Spain, France and ltaly, and perfected in Catalonia.10 The 
technique has several merits. The Catalan vault is 可pically very thin, 
deriving its strength not from its mass, but from both its form and its con

struction. Thin terra cotta tiles, typically 15 x 30 x 2.5 cm, are positioned 

flat in at least two layers, one orthogonal, one diagonal, and held together 

by a thick bed of mortar, which, making up about half of the mass, results 

in what might be considered almost a concrete shell with a tile aggregate. 

Structurally monolithic and light in weight, the Catalan vault offers great 

latitude as to form since it exerts very little lateral thrust. 1t can therefore 

assume shapes with very little curvature without impairing its structural 

integrity. Because of the strength and cohesive nature of their construction, 
Catalan vault structures are virtually indestructible and, in fact, difficult 
and costly to demolish. 11 

From its existence as an almost lost art, the Catalan vault was revived 

in the 1860s in Barcelona, primarily through the work of Rafael Gu叮叮

tavino y Moreno. 1n the 1870s he moved to the U.S. where with his son 

(also named Rafael) he established the Guastavino Fireproof Construction 

Company. Together the father and son team built some of the greatest civic 

works of the American Beaux Arts by such architects as McKim, Mead & 
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Gllastavíno Ríb and DO l11e S)叫el11， GOllld Stable and Cíty Engíne 
HO lIse at Broo l11e Street, New York , 1902 
(FRO.\f J. PARKS AND .-\. NEU.\IANN. THE OLD \\ORLO nUl lDSτHE SE\\ (A\'ERr LJBR.-I.R\', 1996) 

White, Richard Morris Hunt, Cass Gilbert, and Carrère & Hastings. The 

Boston Public Library, New York's Grand Central Station, Pennsylvania 

Station, and the facilities at Ellis 1sland all incorporate the Guastavinos' 

Catalan vault construction. The Guastavinos' greatest structural achieve

ment was the central dome of the Cathedral of St. John the Divine, con-

structed in 1909 with a diameter of 40.4 m and a crown built of only three 

layers of tile, just 11 cm thick. Guastavino the elder also publishe吐 the first 

theoretical treatise on the technique, Cohesive Construction, in 1893, 
which remains the definitive work on the subject. 

While in the U.S. the Catalan vault was a practical solution to struc

tural needs-one most often covered up by neoclassical decoration 一句m

Barcelona it was loaded with meaning in terms of cultural identity and 

was exploited more in terms of its potential for expressive form. Architects 

of the Movimento Modernista Catal缸， such as Muncunill, Dom已nech i 

趴在ontaner， Puig i Cadafalch and Berengueζnot to mention Antoni Gaudí, 
pursued its revival as an assertive plastic expression of cultural and 

regional identity. Le Corbusier demonstrated a brief interest in the craft, 
incorporating a modified version of it in the roofs of the maisons Jaoul 

and Sarabhai. 1n Argentina both Antoni Bonet and Eduardo Sacriste were 

known to have employed it in the 1940s. The Uruguayan engineer Eladio 

Dieste, master of plastic form in masonry, use社 it in many of his unique 

projects. The cultural relevance of the craft persisted in Barcelona, where 

in 1960, just prior to the National Art Schools, the Church of San Medi by 

Jordi Bonet was constructed with hyperbolic paraboloid Catalan vaults. 

There are two aspects of the Catalan vault that should be noted. Fir鈍，

it is a very labor-intensive technique, one requiring skilled masons. For this 
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reason its use died out in the U.S. during the 1920s and 1930s with the 

adoption of reinforced concrete. Second, few engineers are farniliar with 

the system or have been capable of providing a quantitative analysis of 泣，

until the more recent development of computerized models. The technique 

resides within the artisan tradition of the master builder and not within 

the tec站lÍcal discipline of the engineer.12 With revolutionary Cuba's mater“ 

ial shortages, the use of the Catalan vault was a resourceful and inspired 

decision. The resulting organic shapes it made possible would be the for個

mal signature of the National Art Schools. Moreover, the cultural signifi-

cance of the Catalan vault as a craft of Hispanic and Mediterranean 

origins was well understood by the architects of the National Art Schools, 
who sought an appropriate idiom in which to develop their vision of a rev

olutionary cubanidad. 

In June of 1961, with ground not yet broken and designs still in devel

opment, Fidel Castro praised the National Art Schools as “ the most beau

tiful academy of arts in the whole world," and lauded their architects as 

‘artists. "13 
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NOTES 

1. Carlos Rafael Rodríguez, "Problemas del arte en 
la Revolución," Revolución y Cultura 1, (October 
1967): 6, (author's translation). Hart here refers 
to Armando Hart, the one time anti-communist 
leader of the Directorio Revolucionario, who after 
the vicrory, underwenr a dramatic conversion ro 
Marxism and went on ro serve as Minister of Edu
cation and later of Culture for many years. Carlos 
RafaeI Rodríguez, an old communist from the PSP, 
who unlike many of his comrades had given his 
support to the armed struggle early on, held many 
positions of importance in the government, and 
served for many years as Vice Presidenr. He died 
in December 1997. Inrerestingly, this supportive 
statement was made in 1967, after the “ official" 
repudiation of the schools and Ricardo Porr。這
departure. 

2. R. Porro, interview with the author (November 
1997). 

3. Nakamura, Toshio, ,‘Ricardo Porro," A+U 282 
(March 1994): 60. 

4. Gilberto Seguí Diviñó,“Les odeurs de la rue," La 
Havane 1952-19日 ， Série Mémoires 31 (May 
1994): 34 (author's translation). 

5. R. Porro, ,‘Cinq Aspects du Contenu en Architec
ture," PSICON一月Rivista Internazionale de 
Archite的1m 2/3 (January/June 1975): 165 
(author's translation). 

6. Some of the other architects from abroad who 
came ro dedicate their professional skills ro the 
Revolution were: Sergio Baroni (Italy) , Rene Du 
Bois (France), Joaquín Rallo (Spain), Jerry Barr 
(U.S.) , Walter Betancourt (U.S.), Paul Jacobs 
(U.S.) Roberto Segre (Argentina) and Fruro Vivas 
(Venezuela). It is interesting to note that Hannes 
MeyeζErnst May, Andre Lurçat, and other for
eign architects had gone ro the Soviet Union in the 
1930s, in a parallel act of solidari旬; to contribute 
their skills ro the First Five Year Plan. 

7. R. Gottar函 interview with the author (June 
1992). 
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8. R. Porro, interview with the author (July 1992). 
9. The schools of modern dance and ballet were 

given separate facilities largeIy due ro the insis
tence of Alicia Alonso, the prima ballerina and 
director of the new Cuban National Ballet. 

10. For a thorough hisrorical and structural account 
of the Catalan vau址， with particular attention to 
the work of the Guastavino father-and咕。n team 
in the U.S., see George R. Collins,“The Transfer 
of Thin Masonry Vaulting from Spain to Amer
ica," ] ollrnal of the Society of Architectuml His
torians 幻， no. 3 (October 1968): 176-201. AIso 
of interest: Janet Parks and AIan G. Neumann, 
The Old World BlIilds the New: The GuastavÎno 
Comþally alld the Teclmology of the Catalan 
Vau丸 1885-1962 (New York: Columbia Univer
siry, 1996). 

11. 
s泣id白erable difficulry in their r閃emoval. On several 
visits to the demolition, the present author failed 
to find a single whole tile in the rubble; the aggre喝
gate had proven to be so homogenous and rigid 
that pneumatic drills were being used with conf卜
dence by workers standing on unsupported rem
nants of the vault that jutted out as much as eight 
feet." Collins, op. cit., 183. 

12. “Such was the case for the Metropolitan Museum 
of New York in Wings H and E of New York這
Metropolitan Museum where cracks deveIoped, 
apparently from weaknesses of the waIls, [built 
by other contracrors] and, as no engineers 
could be found who could predict reliable enough 
ro satisfy the insurers the action of the existing 
vaults when submitted to the weight of large 
exhibition crowds, the Guastavino vaults 
were removed and replaced with concrete floors." 
Ibid, n. 11. 

13. Fidel Castro Ruz, quoted in “La más hermosa 
academia de artes de todo el mundo," Noticias de 
Hoy, 4 May 1963 (a日出仗's translation). See Doc
uments, herein. 
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在sta es la nueva escuela, esta esla nueva casa 

Casa y escuela nuevas como cunade una nueva raza. 

THREE 

The National Art Schools 

By September 1961 the architects had moved their studio from the chapel 

to the clubhouse on site in order to be close to the work which had now 

begun and would proceed on a fast“ track basis. The team grew beyond the 

original architects and their 吐raftsmen to include engineers, plurnbers, elec但
tricians, and others. They formed a tightly knit interdisciplinary “family" 

that worked together in what all recall as a festive and spontaneous atmos

phere. David Bigelman, a young student draftsman at the time recalls: 

Despite the intense demanding work, the initial conditions were like paradise. 

The club grounds were beautiful, immaculate. Sometimes for lunch we would 

even go to the Yacht Club's restaurant. During afternoon break, there was one 

colleague who would often entertaÏn us with opera arias. And at times, for a lark, 
we would take the golf carts (which were still working) and race around the site.1 

The three architects also had other responsibilities. They were design也

ing other projects and competitions, teaching design studios, lecturing and 

writing curriculum for the restructured architectural scho仗， as well as par

ticipating in voluntary work brigades. They involved their students in the 

design and construction process of the schools, interweaving theory and 

practice. José Mosquera, a former student of Vittorio Garatti recalls: 

We would spend the mornings at school and the afternoons at the site. Vitto

rio Garatti was very concerned about the integrative nature of our education 

and was very dedicated to making the connections between theory and prac-

tice. He taught us that the design process eventually generated its own criteria, 
and once we were integrated with that process, our contributions would be 

part of that collective whole, not an individual statement. 1 remember 1 was 

given one of the entrances to design while he had gone away for five days. 1 

was very nervous about showing my design to him when he returned. But 

when 1 finally showed it to him, he said，“Y凹， that is correct. That is the pro

ject." And it was built without any changes.2 

OPPOSITE: School of Modem Da l1ce, el1try, 1965 
(I'AOI.O GAS l'ARtNI) 



Stlldents of Vittorio Garatti, 1962. 
José Mosqllera, centel; in glasses 

(UNKNO\l"N l'HOTOGRAPHER) 

Students affectionately referred to Porro as “Le Porbusier" and “Por個

romini." He gave lectures on the history of art and architecture to both 

students and workers during informal gatherings at the site.3 

One important member of the team was the project's structural engi

neeζHilda Fernández, also the young niece of a well-known Cuban engi

neer. She had been assigned to the project by her superioζFernando Villa 

who supported the project but soon left for the United States. Hilda Fer呵
n孟ndez joined the “ family" at Cubanac孟n in all its work and cultural 

activities and during the process married one of the foremen. 

Clara Porcet was another interesting woman who contributed to the 

project. Although she was Cuban, she was raised in Mexico where her 

parents had fled in exile in the 1930s. There she studied design and 

became acquainted with Luis Barrag妞， with whom she worked from time 

to time. Among other things she designed some of the furniture and cabi

netry in his house. As a Marxist she was excited by the prospects of the 

Cuban Revolution and returned to the country of her birth to màke her 

contribution. She worked with Porro, designing all the furniture and cabi
netry for both of his schools. 

One of the more colorful persons to participate in the project was José 

Bacallao, the Spanish master mason in charge of the School of Ballet. More 

than twenty years older than the young architects, he cut a very severe, dig

nified, figure with old world courtly manners. José Mosquera recalls: 

Bacallao was a perfectionist, a very precise man, very Spanish. He had a pole 

with the standard courses marked out and he would walk around the site, 
checking on the accuracy of his masons. On at least one occasion he required 

a mason to completely tear down a wall he had built in the School of Ballet 

because it did not meet his standards. Bacallao was quite amused at the new 
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Bllildillg a trial Catalan valllted clIþola 
in the cOllrtyard of the Millistη， of 

Pllblic Works, 1961 (u叫OWN l'HOTOGRAPHER) 

situation and at the young architects. He would talk about how before the 

Revolution, the architect would show up at the site in his white suit, mostly 

concerned about not getting it dirty. Here Garatti and the others, very infor

mally dressed, were hands也on involved with the workers and treating them as 

their social equals. He was very happy with this new relationship and he 

treated the project as a labor of love.4 

When the masonry was completed on the School of Ballet, José Bacallao 

retired, believing that he had completed his finest work. 

But the real “aristocrat" of the construction crew was Gumersindo. He 

had come to Cuba from Barcelona to supervise the restoration of a con-

vent. With the Revolution, however, the nuns were expelled, and 

Gumersindo was left without a job. Fortunately, Porro learned of his situa

tion and engaged him to bring his talents to Cubanacán. Gumersindo was 

known for his quiet, modest demeanor and for his ability to work for 

many hours without resting. He began his assignment by training other 

masons to construct trial Catalan vaults and test them under loa品， which 

they did in the courtyard of the old Ministry of Public Works. In a short 

time a skilled work force developed-so skilled that at times construction 

got ahead of design. The construction team exerted considerable pressure 

on the architects. Drawings were often made in haste, at a small scale with 

few details-sometimes too late. But the synergy and collaborative spirit 

between the architects and the builders produced a remarkably unified 

work. At peak periods of activity there might be as many as three hundred 

to four hundred workers at each site. To this day the architects speak of 

the unusual commitment of these workers to the project. This was 

matched by the students of the future arts schools themselves. With the 

project still under construction, classes commenced in 1962.5 As construc-
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Site of the Schoo/ of Ballet in April1961 (LEFT) and 
September 1961 (RIGHT) (叫CH此叩門J

tion proceeded around them, students and teachers developed and put into 

practice a highly experimental curriculum that would direct their artistic 

formation. While architects, masons, and laborers were toili嗯， horn play

ers practiced in the woods and ballet dancers pirouetted on the greens. 

There was a passionate sense of ownership and involvement by all-a rev

olutionary bacchanalia of collective participation. Gottardi remembers: 

The reaction of the workers was interesting. 1 remember when 1 first took the 

plans and models to show them and explain the design. 1 wanted them to 

really participate in what they were building. And with the social changes 

brought by the Revolution it was possible for the workers to think that the 

school that they were building could be for their children. It was not like 

before when they built just for the rich. Their participation, their enthusiasm 

was very important. There were not only close relations between the designers 

and builders but also with the new generation of art students who were there 

from the beginning. They both participated in the shaping of the new curricu

lum and the actual building of the schools. There was established a very 

strong relationship among the designers, the builders and these young art stu個

dents. They too participated in the construction. They helped whether it was 

to build a wall or dig a foundation. At that time voluntary work was very nat

ural, very spontaneous with no feeling of obligation.6 

Garatti recalls: 

The project was accompanied by great enthusiasm. 1 remember the time when 

it was necessary to pour without interruption the ring of the base of the 

cupola of the main dance pavilion. A party was organized, together with the 

students of the schools, food was distributed so as not to interrupt the work 

and with a group of drummers who played continuous Afro-Cuban rhythms. 
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To the beat of the congas and with everybody joining in we were able to con

vince even the truck drivers, who were used to always quitting for their mid

day meal, to continue to bring concrete to us. 7 

However, there were circumstances beyond the inf1uence of the com愉

mitment and enthusiasm of the architects, students and workers. The origi

nal internationalist vision for the schools became compromised by 

international events. The Third World socialist countries had suffered s叫“

eral reversals. The overthrow of Ben Bella removed Algeria from the 

socialist camp. China's split with the Soviet Union, and Cuba's growing 

alignment with the USS哀， strained relations with that former ally. Vietnam 

would soon be even more consumed in an escalating war. The ambitious 

international program for the project was thus scaled down as the schools 

now officially became known as the National Art Schools. A project with 

the scope of the arts schools was proving to be an ambitious undertaking 

for a small country grappling with political and social change, economic 

hardship, and growing isolation from the international community. 

The December 22, 1961 deadline proved unrealizable, though Ricardo 

Porro's School of Modern Dance and School of Plastic Arts were well 

advanced. Roberto Gottardi's School of Dramatic Arts went for a period 

without a director and was dogged by organizational problems as well as 

lack of a clear program. The faculty was continually changing and so were 

their requirements for the schoo1. Gottardi was faced with endless pro-

grammatic changes, reversals and delays, thus slowing his project法

progress. Working closely with Alicia and Fernando Alonso, Vittorio 

Garatti was able to push ahead the School of Ballet, but his School of 

Music had a late start. Due to its initiallack of a director, design did not 

begin until September 1961 and construction not until January 1962. A 

large concert hall and opera house made it the largest of the five projects. 

A turning point in the construction of the schools came following the 

October Crisis (Missile Crisis) of 1962, after which projects not directly 

involved in economic production were given low priority. The work force 

began to diminish as the Ministry of Construction redirected workers to 

other projects deemed of greater importance. As construction gradually 

lost momentum, the project became paralyzed. Nevertheless, by September 

1963, when the UIA held its congress in Havana, the National Arts 

Schools were well on their way to completion. They received favorable 

attention from more than twenty-five hundred architects who came to visit 

the f, 
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NOTES 

1. David Bigelman, interview with the author 
(November 1997). 

2. José Mosquera, interview with the author (Sep
tember 1997). 

3. Porro considered the cultural enlightenment of his 
charges very much his mission as Gilberto Seguí 
notes in this account: “Porro had the habit, some
times a bit aggressive, of making us aware of our 
cultural deficiencies, which were many. ln his cul喇
tural crusade, he conducted a relentless campaign 
to make us read books, see films, attend concerts 
and visit exhibits that he deemed necessary to our 
cultural formation." G. Seguí,“Les odeurs de la 
rue," La Havane 1952-1961 , Série Mémoires 31 
(May 1994): 36 (author's translation). 

4. Jos正 Mosquera， interview with the author (Sep
tember 1997). 
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5. For an account of a former art srudent, Ever Fori
sec丘， see Documents, herein. 

6. R. Gottardi, interview with the author (June 
1992). 

7. V. Garatti,“Antologia su ‘Le scuole nazionale 
d'arte di Cubanacán,' 1961-63," Architettllra e 
istrllzione a ClIba, Fiorese, Giorgio, ed. (Milan, 
CLUP, 1980): 63. 

8. Besides the architects from this gathering, the 
National Art Schools had also received other 
important cultural dignitaries from abroad. 
Graham Greene, Alberto Moravia, Dacia 
Marair泣， Tony Richardson, Joris Ivens, Andrzej 
Waj血， Vittoriano Viganó, Roberto Matta, and 
others were among the lurriinaries who visited 
the schools. 
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Schoo/ of DramatÎc Arts 
ABO\也: aerial view of COl1strllctiol1 IrAOLO G.ur-'R叫l

BELOW: Roberto Gottardi (seco l1d fro l1l righ吵 al1d l1Iodel l1lakers with l/1odel of theater 
(USK:\()\'γ~' l'HOTOGR.... l'HER) 
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Schoo/ of Music 
ABO\吧: view of cOllstmctioll scaffo/dù哼" 1962 (.\IICI叫叫A!

BELO Iï': COllcrete rillg base for Cata/all vall/缸， 1962 (.\IICHEι E.NA) 

Schoo/ of Modern Dance 

ABO I'E: aeria/ view of cOllstrllctioll (P.'OI.() G.UP.' RlNl! 

BELO Iï': carþellters erectùzg scaffo/d (u",..,o"., rHOTOGRMH叫
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Schoo/ of Ballet 
ABOVE: 5hower 1"00 /11 el1cl0511re at lef已 scaffolded da l1ce pavílío l1 at ríghι1961 (.IIICHHE.'.') 

OPPOSITE 
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School of Modern Dance 

Ricardo Porro 

The School of Modern Dance commands a ridge on the south side of the 

country club, overlooking the rest of the grounds. This assertive scherne 

draws cues from its prorninent location. The prograrn called for a perfor

mance theater, four dance class pavilions, classroorns, a library and adrnin耐

istration facilities, which Porro assernbled in a dynarnic play of forrns. 

1 was in love with the Revolution and it was this emotional response that 

prompted a new direction in my architecture. Architecture must take into 

account the need to create a potent image compatible with the purpose of the 

building. This may incorporate references to tradition, to the problems of our 

time, or to the eternal problems of mankind. In other words a work of archi

tecture must have meaning. Architecture must add a poetic dimension to 

everyday life. 

In the School of Modern Dance 1 wanted to express two very powerful senti情

ments produced by the first stage, the romantic stage, of the Revolution: the 

exaltation, collective emotional explosion, but at the same time a sense of 

anguish and fear confronting an unknown future. The entrance and the dance 

pavilions are the image of exaltation. The fragmented vaults above appear 

inflated by an expansive force. Upon passing through the portals that lead to 

the plaza the angles of the columns point in different directions, breaking the 

order and provoking disorientation, anguish. At the same time 1 tried to play 

with the dancer's sense of movement. When the dancer leaps, the surrounding 

space expands-巴吋xplodes-around him. And this is what 1 tried to create in 

the interior of the dance pavilions. But at the same time the sensation of 

explosion was that of the emotional explosion that the country was living at 

that moment.9 

Porro conceived the plan metaphorically as a sheet of glass that ha社

been violently smashed by a fist and fragmented into shifting shards, syrn

bolic of the Re\叫ution's overthrow of the old order. The fragments gather 

OPPOSITE: Valllted entl}; 1992 
(JOHN A. LOO.\flS) 
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ABO I'E: Aerial view, 1965 (1'.'叫 o r..4. 51'ARl.\'IJ 

OPPOSITE: Plall 1M." II R1 TO ASD 盯I.U.4.\ 1 t> USc'-l N.\O N) 
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around an entry plaza-the locus of the “impact" -and develop into an 

urban scheme of linear, though non rectilinear, shifting streets and court

yards. Three Catalan vaults celebrate a triumphal entry. Others form the 

enclosures for the studios, classrooms and administration buildings, soft

ening in volume what is angular in plan. The shifting geometries of the 

plan cause the exterior spaces and passageways to expand and contract in 

a dynamic construct, prefiguring the formal preoccupations of many archi

tects today. 

The entry arches form a hinge around which the library and adminis

trative bar rotate away from the rest of the school. The south side of the 

fragmented plaza is defined by the rotating dance pavilions, paired around 

shared dressing rooms. The north edge, facing a sh位p drop in terrain, is 
made by two linear bars containing classrooms, that form an obtuse angle. 

At the end of the angular procession, farthest from the entry, where the 

plaza once again compresses is the performance theater. 

This was the first of the schools under construction. Ricardo Porro 

had prepared the plans in less than two months' time. For all practical 

purposes, the School of Modern Dance can be considered complete as 

originally envisioned, even though some interior work remained unfin

ished. The dance pavilions are particularly celebrated spaces. The unfold

ing of the interior of the cupola and the layered walls expanding outward 
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and upward, describe the expansion of space that Porro recognized in the 

illovements of the dancer. The Catalan vault is used throughout in a vari

ety of shapes covering a diverse set of plastic volumes. However, the engi也

neers at the Ministry of Construction, not trusting the structural potential 

of the Catalan vault, imposed a conservative structure on the dance pavil

ions' domed enclosures. Nevertheless, Porro turned this to advantage, 
expressing the musculature of the reinforced concrete frame for the domes, 
incorporating it into planters, a gesture integrating landscape into the fab但

ric of the building. Unlike the other schools which have exposed brick倫

work throughout, the walls, piers and other vertical elements in the 

Modern Dance School are sheathed in a thick rustic stucco, reminiscent of 

Le Corbusier's chapel at Ronchamp, setting off the Catalan vaults which 

remain exposed in natural terra cotta. 

NOTES 

1. R. Porro, interview with the author (July 1992). 

OPPOSITE: Dance pavilion, Ílzterior view, 1965 (PAOLO G."P.," INI) 

BELOW: Cafeteria, interior vie叫 1965 (P.WLO G.H側的
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OPPOSITE 

TOP: Sectioll throllgh dallce pavi/io l1 (COURTEsr R/ CARI)() rORRO) 

BOπOM: Cllpolas with planters blli/t into structllral 斤仰1院 1965 (r.,oLO G.UPA叫1)

ABO I'E: Landscaped view ρ0111 exterio月 1965 (r.4. 0LO G.-\Sl'ARINJ) 
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OPPOSITE 

TOI': Maill plaza, 19921101/".' 印的115)

BOTTO,\l: Classroom, 19921101叫 A 叫的IfS)

A/lOI'E: Colo ll1wde, 1997 (1 0 1/" .,. /.00." 1." 
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School of Plastic Arts 

Ricardo Porro 

The School of Plastic Arts is located at the entrance to the former country 

club, on a flat grassy site across from the clubhouse at the northern 

perimeter of the site. It is the most visible and accessible of the five schools 

and therefore the one most often identified with the complex. Its vaulted 

walkways and domed studios seem to hover over the green meadow. The 

program consisted mostly of studios, ten in total, with exhibition space, 
offices and some classrooms. As in the School of Modem Dance, the forms 

of the School of Plastic Arts were determined through a spatialized sym

bolic representation. Howeveζhere the figurative iconography engaged 

issues of gender and culture that would prove controversial. Porro sought 

to address issues of identity through an architectural synthesis of Cuba's 

multicultural heritage, which he defined as a hybri社 of patriarchal Spanish 

baroque culture and nurturing matriarchal African culture, both mediated 

by the sensuality of the tropics. The issues that Porro had first raised in his 

article “El sentido de la tradición," now developed into a formal imagery. 

The Revolution had been for me a cataclysm, and a very good one at that. 1 

now wished to refute both architecture's and my own family's aristocratic 

past. 1 wanted to seek an expression of an architecture for the people and to 

delve into the eternal problems of the human condition. The 5chool of Plastic 

Arts is the expression of beginnings-the beginning of my creative life and the 

beginning of the Revolution. 

In the moment that 1 conceived the 5chool of Plastic Arts 1 was interested 

very much in the problem of tradition. Cuba is not Catholic. Cuba is a coun

try where the African religion has more force than the Catholic. 50 1 tried 

to make an arquitectura negra, a city seized by a negritud that had never 

before had a presence in architecture. While it had been given a presence in 

the paintings of Lam, to draw from Cuba's African culture in architecture 

was a radical step.l0 

OPPOSITE: View between C1I1"ved c%llnades, 1965 
(I'AOLO GASPAR1NI) ( 57) 



Cuba is sensual. Everything touches the senses and there is nothing strange 

about this. It is an island bathed by the breeze, with a smooth and gentle land

scape that a hand can almost caress. . . . The fertile soil is sensual as is the 

walk of a Cuban woman. The 5panish austerity was lost in this sensuality. 

The whites profited from this sensuality and over time produced a more modi

fied barroco criollo. . . . The mysticism and tragedy of the 5panish baroque 

never had validity in Cuba, they were left behind in the mother count耶 What

came was a miniaturized, simplified and sweetened form. 11 

5ensuality and sexuality are noted everywhere. Among fruits , the papaya is 

the feminine sex. The open mamey with its perspiration and its color一-what

does it suggest? Pass the tongue over the mango seed and see how the palm 

tree penetrates the ground! . . . And a politician puffing on a big dark cigar, is 
that not sublime! . 

50 this calm and sensual Cuban baroque from the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries arrived in the twentieth century with an explosion, an apotheosis. 1 

believe that this was a very correct evolution for Cuba. It exists in Lezama and 

in 5arduy. In Cuba this new baroque is fully expressed. It is also that which 1 

wished to express in my 5chool of Plastic Arts.12 
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HU.f J\\": PI. lJl Porro's poetically interpretive reading of Cuban history provided a the

oretical framework for a formal elaboration of cultural themes heretofore 

unknown in Cuban architecture. The plan of the school evokes an arche

typal African village, creating an organic urban complex of streets, build-

ings and open spaces. The studios, oval in plan, are the basic cell of the 

complex. Each one was conceived as a small arena theater with a central 

skylight to serve students working from a live model. The studios are orga

的zed along two arcs, two curving colonnaded paths. Lecture rooms and 

offices are accommodated in a contrasting blocklike plan that is partially 

wrapped by and engaged with the colonnaded path. The Catalan vaulted 

cupolas over the studio pavilions bear reference to both Borromini and the 

female breast. There was also a triple domed exhibition space with a cen-

tral column where the vaults converged, and a contrasting rectangular 

block which housed classrooms and administration. 

Porr。這 desire to create an architecture that was evocative of the female 

was in part a response to the poem Eupalinos by Paul Valéry, in which 

Eupalinos, an architect, decides to build a temple based on the proportions 

of a beautiful young girl he knows in Corinth. Ideas of gender and ethnic-

ity converge in the curvilinear forms and spaces of the Plastic Arts School 

which are intended as evocations of negritud as well as of female nurturing 

and sensuality. For Porro sensuality was not just a condition of negritud or 

gender but also a condition of the generic erotic nature of the tropics that 
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invited open expression of sexuali可﹒ He brought together these readings of 

the building with the phrase,“La Escuela de Artes Plásticas es la ciudad 
que se convierte en Eros." 13 

Three Catalan vaults leading to three diverging colonnaded paths pre

sent themselves at the entrance. The central path, however, ends unexpect

ed旬， compelling one to choose one of the flanking paths. The curving 

paths deny the visual orientation common to linear perspectival organiza

tion. Following this paseo arquitect白1Ìco is a disorienting experience since 

one is never quite sure where one is. Arrival at the main plaza is indirect 

and comes as a surprise. Here one encounters Porro's most overt and lit-

eral reference to the body and sexuali句， a fountain in the form of a 

papaya, a fruit with distinct sexual connotations in the Caribbean, filling a 

pool surrounded by limp phallus-like drains. Here at the culmination of 

the journey, the erotic is no longer suggestive, but representationally 

explicit. But beyond the erotic episodes, it is the organic spatial experience 

of Porro's choreographed paseo arquitect白1Ìco and the magic realist sensa

tion of disorientation formed through plastic manipulation of Catalan 
vault that make this complex distinctive. 

NOTES 

1. Porro, intervie、v with the author (July 1992) 
2. R. Porro叩0， “ C心uba旭a yY，油0，" Esc.α仰正Gn吶正d的伽圳11扣ω仙'a/，叫71，攸!t仰aωIηr-酬胸ω一一一-崢咱吋呵e倫岫昀-巴

3. Ibid., 155-6. 

4. R. Porro, quoted in Patrice Goulet, Ric.ardo Porro , vo l. 1 of Partitions, 2 vols. , (Paris: 
Institut Français d'Architecture, 1993). (author's translation) 
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ABO I'E: Roofscape, 1965 (1'-""." 川 f'.4. f:/:，:/)

OPPOSITE: Landscaped view 斤。111 exteri01; 1965 {rA叫“ (;.-l. sr.-IR ls I)
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r\ BO\心 111的 ior view of sClllptllre stlldio, 1965 μ'...!O l. O r;.Uf'.4.r:. IXI) 

OI'I'OSITE 
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ABO I'E: Exhibition galle1}', 1965 
(r.-\O l. O G.UP.-\R l.\' t) 

RIGHT: Exhibition gallel}', 1975 
(J OSf. .H.nERTO F/ GUERO.4.) 

OPPOSITE 

TOP: Ce l1tral en t1}' valllt, 1992 
0υH...... .-\. l. OO.\l fS) 

BOTTOM: Colomwde, 1992 
(!O f{ S 丸 J.(i{J，\l lS)
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OPPOSI花沛/Iail1 plaza 1ι，ith fozlI1 tai刀， 1965 (I'.HJU川; .. \.\f川J)

rlBO I'E: NlaÍlz plaza with fO /llztaÍlz, 1992 11011-,".1. /.(1 0.\1川
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School of Dramatic Arts 

Roberto Gotlardi 

The School of Dramatic Arts lies to the east of the School of Modern 

Dance on a site that steps down to a densely vegetated bend in the Rio 

Quibú. This school and the School of Music would have been the largest 

of the complex, had they been built to their entirety. The original program 

for the School of Dramatic Arts was extensive, complicated, and without 

clear precedents. The school was to contain both a large indoor theater 

and a smaller amphitheater with a shared stage and technical support. 

Various types of classrooms, studios and administrative facilities made 

up the rest of the program, which also included a cafeteria and library. 

Instead of symbolic or cultural references, Gottardi's approach to the 

School of Dramatic Arts reflects an intimate relationship to program 

and process, and an interpretation of program as both subject and 

object of design. 

Conceptually, the theater constituted a center of mass from which other func-

tions, technical, pedagogical, support were organized. The more theoretical 

classes were located on the exterior, the more practical classes just inside, and 

at the cent叫做perimentation within the theater itself. When it was time for a 

performance, everything would come together. The attention toward the the

ater was accentuated by the roofs which were inflected inward toward the the

ater. The school was organized like a small community bearing in mind the 

character of a theater company. Theater is made with actors, directors, sound 

technicians, set designers, costume designers, etc. 1t is important to see all 

these members as part of the community. The streets are the means to both 

bring together all the disciplines and to provide informal places for the indi

viduals of the community to meet and sit. 1nside the complex there is a sense 

of being in an environment completely apart from the outsi缸， like the hermet

ically social experience of being part of a theater company. The circular form 

facilitates a certain independence. 1t provides a special experience that could 

not derive from a linear form. The spaces follow in an unanticipated manner. 

Also, many spaces that are not theateζcan be used as theater. 1n a certain 
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sense, all parts of the school can be used as a theater. The theater is a school 

and the school is a theater, like Antonin Artaud's concept of the “ theater and 
its double."l 

The complex was originally intended to be comprised of three units, 
each organized around open courts and connected to each other by the 

landscaped terraces stepping down to meet the river. The administrative, 
librar)日 and cafeteria facilities were partially built and abandoned. The 

unit housing classrooms around the double patios was never built, nor was 

the flanking storage facility. Likewise, the aforementioned theater, part of 

the primary complex, was never constructed, except for a few pylons, leav
ing open one side of what should have been a closed system. The unbuilt 

theater would have functioned in three ways: opening to an enclosed audi

ence as a typical proscenium theater, opening to an exterior courtyard 

audience, or opening to an audience surrounding the performance on all 

sides. What was constructed was the tightly knit complex of classrooms 

surrounding the courtyard amphitheater. As built, Gottar函's school, which 

integrates the experience of learning and performing, and embodies the 

essence of collectivitγ， holds together remarkably well due to the strength 
and integrity of its scheme. 

Like Porro's two schools, the Dramatic Arts School is urban in con-

cept. It is organized as a very compact, axial, cellular plan around the cen

tral courtyard amphitheater. The amphitheater, fronting the unbuilt 

theateζat what now is the entrance, is the focal point of all the subsidiary 

functions, which are grouped around it. The narrow leftover interstices, 
open to the sky like streets, serve as circulation routes between the positive 

volumes of the masonry cells. This is quite the opposite of the other 

schools where the paseo arquitect加ico is celebrated instead through the 

positive connective tissue of its elongated vaulted passageways. Winding 

more or less concentrically through the complex, the circulation experien

tially negates the axiality and generalized symmetry that organize the plan. 

This presents an interesting formal contradiction. While quite ordered in 

plan, the experience of walking through the streets seems random and 

spontaneous. This school turns its back to the landscape and looks inward 

to an interiorized environment that is evocative of a north African or 

Mediterranean urban vernacular. And like true vernacular, the harmony of 

its forms and materials in a unified organic construct, provide an architec

tural continui叮 despite the missing elements. 

NOTES 

1. R. Gottardi, interview with the author (June 1992). 
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OPI'OSITE 

TOI': Longitlldi/lal section throllgh complex and IInbllilt theater Ilrtl."'" 1"..'<.1.'."'.'1 
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Illterior streetscaþes 

ABO I'E AND AT RIGHT: 例時H H:\XKlS. 199-1) 

OPPOSITE: (!OIlS .,. 1 圳的1 1:;. 1991) 
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ABO\倍 Performallce space, 1997 (IiUH IiA ，'"川 1

OPPOSITE 

TOP: Interior streetscape, 1997 {(05E .H.HERTO F1叫ERO...)

BOTTOM: Exterior view of classroom, 1997 11011,' A. LOo.\lIsl 
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OI'POSITE: Detail of bllilt-in classroom seatÌl惚， 1992 (/OHN .,. 1.叫別的J

ABOVE 
TOP: Classroo111, 199ï (JO .\f. .-\l. ÐERTO ffGVER<H) 

BO丌OM:Pe/仰7/wnce classroo月1， 1997 IJOSE .H.UER刊 Fl GUERO....)
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ABOVE: Abandoned constrllction, 1997110." .;/.8E8TυH叫ERO....'

OPPOSITE 

TOP: Py/o的 (or IIIzbllilt theateι 1992 (fOHS A. tOO.\IIS) 

BOTTO,\/: Abandolled cOllstmctio月， 1997 (j OHS A. 1. 00.\山}
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School of Music 

Vittorio Garatti 

The School of Music by Vittorio Garatti embraces a hillside roughly paral

leling the river. The school provides classroom facilities, individual practice 

rooms, and group rehearsal and lecture rooms. In addition to these peda也

gogical facilities, the complex was intended to include a symphonic con-

cert hall, an opera, hall and administrative services, which remain unbuilt. 

The scheme was formed primarily out of a response to the site. 

OPPOSITE: Recita/ hall, 1997 
(JOHN A. LOO .\fIS) 

Primary among our design principles was the intention for the architecture to 

be integral with the landscape. 1 selected two sites where the character of the 

terrain would have to inform the design. There are several vectors of analysis 

that lead to design. First is the analysis of the landscape and the physical con-

text. There is also the analysis of function which is very decisive in plan orga白

nization. Then one must consider cultural vectors; Wifredo Lam for example 

was for me an important inspiration. And there are vectors having to do with 

history, precedent, typology. These were the kinds of things [Ernesto] Rogers 

made us very much aware of. 50me of these vectors are internal forces and 

some are external in the way they influence the design process. The architect 

has to work back and forth among these different sets of information, usually 

with great difficulty, especially in the beginning, to generate a design. Eventu

ally the process becomes self-generating. The work begins to transcend the 

data and becomes something unto itself in which none of the original pieces of 

information is any longer recognizable. The creative process when it becomes 

truly self-generating，的日ean-François] Lyotard says, can result in something 

that is unrecognizable, illegible to the artist himself. 50 the artist has to have a 

certain amount of faith in what emerges from the process. 

1 have always thought of a design project like a trip, and the attention one has 

to pay in packing one's suitcase. In my suitcase there are the records of Johann 

Sebastian Bach, of Igor Stravinski, of Béla Bartók, the paintings of Lam (intro

duced to me by Porro) the books of Lezama Lima and Alejo Carpentieζand 

naturally “The Revolution" which was the spark to my creative process .1 
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The School of Music is constructed as a serpentine ribbon 330 meters 

long, traversing the contours of the landscape and almost touching the 

river at both its “head" and "tail." Adjacent to the central body of the rib

bon was to have been a piazza around which the concert hall, opera hall, 
library and adrninistration would have been constructed. The serpentine 

scheme and its paseo arquitectónico begins with the “ tail" where a group 

of curved brick planters step up from the river, initiating the sequence. At 

first the curvilinear band contains individual practice rooms and the exte

rior colonade. This passage then submerges as the band is joine吐 by

another layer containing larger group practice rooms and another exterior 

colona缸， shifted up in section from the original band. The idea was to 

facilitate easy movement between individual practice and group practice. 

There is also a series of other upward displacements that occur along the 

procession. These displacements are read in the roofs as a series of terrace

like planters for flowers. Garatti likens the development of the classrooms, 
which follow the terracing, to the Bath Crescent. Transversally, this 15-

meter-wide “ tube," broken into two levels is covered by undulating Cata-

lan vaults. These layered vaults emerge organically from the landscape, 
traversing the contours of the ground plane. Garatti's meandering paseo 

arquitectónico presents an ever changing contrast of light and shadow, of 

dark subterranean and brilliant tropical environrnents. The functional 

organization along the path continues to proceed programmatically in 

scale from smaller to larger uses, culminating in a concert hall that wraps 

around an ancient and monumental jagüey tree from whose branches 

drape huge roots. The constructed landscape again steps downwar仕 with a 

series of curved brick planters that return to the river. 

NOTES 

1. V. Garat泣， interview with the author (November 1997). 

CAPTIONS OPPOSITE 

TOP: Plall 紅LEX HRITO :\.ND 間L Ll.-\.\! D叫C.-\NSO:-<)

CntTER: Model, 1962 (叫CHELEN:I.)

BOTTOM: Aerial view, 1965 (\'1廿ORto GA叫廿J)
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OPPOSITE: Covered passage, 1992 
{JOHN .-\. LOQ ,\rtSJ 

LE訂: Ba/coll)' alld elltη! to recita/ 

ba//, 1992 (}OHN .,. LOO.\l15) 

BELOW: Subterra l1eall corrido月 1965
μIICHELEN.4) 
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.-\ßOFE: Model of cO l1cert hall, 1962 "'" /1 ft IS.;J 

O l'POS1TE 

TOI': Abmzdol1ed c1assrDOI刀， 1992 (}OJ叫.\.!.r JII.\!叫

1l0TTOM: OccllþÎed c1assroo l1l, 1992 001'" .;. JO"" ,.,) 
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r\ BO I'E: Recítal hall, 1992 (J U I/ S .,. l.O ums 

O I'I'OSITE 

TOP: Detail at exterior of recítal hall, 199ï 11" 1/.' 丸 1 川、1川

CF.λ:TER: View to recitallh711 fro ll1 balcol1)', 1992 I川/.\.".-\.I()(!\!I叫

BOTTO,\I: Pla l1 ters at begilllIillg of paseo arquitect的悶， 1992 川HX 也 /.1)(州州
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School of Ballet 

Vittorio Garatti 

The School of Ballet lies just south of the School of 1\在us此， across the Rio 

Quib泣， nestled into a lushly vegetated ravine at its bend. The program was 

somewhat similar to that of the School of Modern Dance, calling for a 

large performance theater, three dance class pavilions, classrooms, a 

library and administration facilities. But for Vittorio Garatti, the site called 

for a radically different and equally original scheme. 

OPPOSITE: Roofscape, 1965 
(PAOLO GASPAR/Nl) 

Our design freedorn was total, even in the choice of site. For the 5chool of 

Ballet, we found a srnall valley frorn which the approach was frorn above. 

That would have perrnitted rne to have alrnost hidden it. At first 1 thought of 

burying the 5chool of Ballet, but that proved too expensive. Ironically, today, 
with the help of nature, the building has spontaneously becorne subrnerged. 

了he first sensation looking at the terrain was to descend toward the opening 

below, describing an “5" with open arrns like a child playing airplane. This 

咕" becarne the spine of the structure for the design. The choice of the pavil

ion type was a cornrnon one between Porro and rnyself. We both attended 

practice sessions of the dancers and we observed that while they were dancing, 
they were designing space. But they were psychologically crushed by the walls 

and the ceiling. Therefore we chose to construct cupolas and curved lateral 

walls, (in rny case convex) that could collect the rnovernents of the dancers. 

This rnovernent was perhaps one of the principle characteristics. There was 

also a preoccupation on rny part concerning representation. 1 wanted the 

school to be extrernely dynarnic, in part as a response to the dynamisrn of 

dance. But 1 wanted the school to be dynarnic, not only because it was a ballet 

school, but because it was to be a vision of our future. Dynamic, at the same 

tirne expressing freedom, open in all directions where you could corne and go 

as you wished. Therefore, there was also to be a freedom of use for all parts of 

the building, even the roof. 1 imagined that in the evening the students would 

gather up there and stro日， srudy, exercise or dance as the sun set. The School 

of Ballet was to be sornerhing which could be used, experienced throughout. 1 
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From the top of a ravine one looks down upon the complex, nestled 

into the descending gorge. The plan of the School of Ballet is articulated 

by a cluster of domed volumes, connected by an organic layering of Cata

lan vaults that follow the serpentine path. There are at least five ways to 

enter the complex. The most dramatic starts at the top of the ravine with a 

simple path bisected by a notch to carry rainwater. As one proceeds, the 

terra-cotta cupolas, articulating the major programmatic spaces, emerge 

floating over the lush growth. The path then descends downward into the 

serpentine passage that links the three dance pavilions, administration 

pavilions, grand performance space, and library. A partially subterranean 
arc extending toward the river contains classrooms. The path leads not 

only into the complex, but also up onto its roofs which are an integral part 

of Garatti's paseo arquitectónico. The essence of the design is not to be 

found so much in the plan but in the spatial experience of the school's 

choreographed volumes that move with the descending ravine. 

In creating this dynamic spatial experience, Garatti pushed the struc

tural potential of the Catalan vault farther than any of the other projects. 

In none of the other schools are they as thin or as audacious in the appar個

ent act of defying gravity. The spans of the dance pavilions are a clear 17 

meters, and the dome of the large performance hall covers a diameter of 

34 meters. The vaults were also elements used to modulate and choreo-

graph light. In the organic interior pathways, the Catalan vaults peel away 

allowing slices of the brilliant tropicallight to penetrate the dark subter耐

ranean corridor. Likewise, there is a dramatic contrast upon leaving the 

dark pathway and entering the brightly lit volumes of the dance pavilions. 

Here the light was modulated differently employing an element from 

Cuba's arquitectura .criolla that Garatti had witnessed inτ'rinidad， medio 

pU l1tos, wooden louvers fanning out in a half circle, in the arches of the 

cupolas. And there are other examples of the dramatic effects of light from 

the central oculus in the dome of the performance hall to the clerestories 

over the showers and toilets in the changing rooms. 

Garatti also refers to this as an architecture of the garden, with roots 

in various Mediterranean traditions-Moorish, Spanish and Sicilian. In 

this spirit, he appropriated the element of water and combine 

NOTES 

1. V. Garatti, interview with the author (July 1992). 
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, dile que sí 

es, peor para t i. 

FOUR 

Crime and Punishment 

The National Art Schools had been conceived in 1961 during a period of 

optimism and enthusiasm, but by 1965 it was clear that something had 

gone terribly wrong. Their subsequent neglect and abandonment were not 

merely the result of redirected national priorities necessitated by economic 

concerns. In the increasingly doctrinaire political environment, the schools 

became subject to a series of ideologically framed attacks that resulted in 

their repudiation. Their ostracism would bear unfortunate consequences 

for the future of architecture in revolutionary Cuba. 

The repudiation of the National Art Schools took place in an evolving 

political and cultural context thatis worth examining. Cuba, having been 

humiliated for years by the Platt amendment, was at the time of the Revo

lution still very much subject to U.S. political and economic control. The 

new revolutionary leadership, not yet fully radicaliz仗， nevertheless had 

also inherited profound anti-imperialist (anti-D.S.) sentiments that had 

their roots in the nineteenth century, and which had been strengthened by 

the four弓rear U.S. occupation after the War for Independence. The more 

recent demise of Guatemala's democratically elected reformist government 

in 1954, at the hands of the CIA, left no illusions as to North Arnerican 

tolerance of true independence. Mter Cuba's embrace of Marxism-Lenin-

ism, in 1961 , economic and social reforms would in time come to take on 

the contours of one-party rule, central planning, and state control of the 

means of production. By that time, the KGB had already upgraded their 

formerly skeptical code name for Cuba from You l1 tsie (Youngsters) to the 

more optimistic Ava l1þost (Bridgehead), and a growing emulation of the 

Soviet model would ensue. 

Nonetheless, it is also true that in practice, and in the eyes of many Latin 

Americans and Cubans, at the outset, the island revolution represented a 

major break with the Soviet model. It was freer, more democratic, disorderly, 
tropical, and spontaneous, as well as being intellectually more diverse and 



politically more liberal. With time the resemblance between the models would 

grow, and Cuba would come to look much more like the Soviet Union. But in 

the early stages, at least, the discontinuities clearly outweighed the 

similarities.1 

With time, through its reforms, Cuba woul吐 eliminate the severest 

forms of pover可 so common throughout Latin America and the develop

ing world. Cuba's revolution would also provide a basic level of education 

and health care for most of its population, remarkable achievements for a 

small, underdeveloped, isolated country. But these achievements would 

come at a significant price-a dependency upon the Soviet Union that 

affected many aspects of peoples' lives. Lisandro Ote凹， Cuban writer and 

former cultural attach正 to the Soviet Union, sUll1illed up this phenomenon 

retrospectively in a 1991 interview: “In the Revolution there was a whole 

aspect of freshness, spontaneity, and originality that faded as we began to 

adopt more and more Soviet patterns of behavior, from the red kerchiefs 
to centralized planning. . . .必

The National Art Schools were indeed a product of the origirral “fresh倫

ness, spontaneity, and originality" that would inevitably come to conflict 

with the changing political culture. The initial opposition that the schools 

encountered was technical, however, not ideological. Most of the engineers 

in the Ministry of Construction distrusted the Catalan vault and were 

strongly opposed to its employment. Ricardo Porro recalls: 

1 was called to the Ministry to a meeting with all the engineers. They told me 

that the Catalan vault was an absurdity and that 1 did not know what 1 was 

doing. The schools were going to fall down and kill the children of workers. 

How could 1 be so arrogant! It was a great struggle to realize the Catalan 

vaults.3 

But the use of the Catalan vault was approved after Gumersindo had 

successfully constructed a prototype which he tested under loa血， and after 

structural engineer Hilda Fernández had produced supportive structural 

calculations. Nevertheless, skeptical engineers imposed on certain spans 

the employment of steel tension rods-utterly superfluous elements given 

the lack of lateral thrust inherent ih the Catalan vault. But in the begin-

ning, criticism was mostly just an irritation, because the schools had the 

support of the most important person of all, Fidel Castro. In time this 

would change. 

Even though the Catalan vault had been approved and work was 

advancing, opposition to the structural system continued, coming mostly 

from mid“ level functionaries, both engineers and architects, at MICONS. 

This opposition often masked a much more subjective agenda, fueled 
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COllstructiOIl of the 叫ults at the School of MIISic, 1962 (.IIlCHElEN.,) 

by a petty combination of fear and envy, that only later assumed an 

ideological dimension. The plastic forms emerging from the landscape in 

Cubanac如 were a refutation of the rationalist principles upon which 

modern architecture and the professional formation of these newly 

appointed bureaucrats rested. The late Antonio Quintana, an accom耐

plished architect before the Revolution, held strong mainstream modernist 

convictions, and was a central figure in the jockeying for power within 

the bureaucracy of the newly formed MICONS. He felt particularly threat“ 

ened by the “ organic" heresy occurring in Cubanac這n. Vehement in his 

opposition, he formed a nucleus for other detractors. There was also 

resentment of the comparatively privileged and unproletarian environ-

ment in which the art schools' team worked, the luxurious country club 

with its still well-maintained facilities. Moreover, the schools' architects 

answered directly to the ministeζbypassing the intermediate layers of 

bureaucrats who felt slighted. 

Many of the young members of the design team were, like Porro him呵

se旺， former members of the bourgeoisie and not of proletarian extraction. 

Some critics questioned Ricardo Porr。這 revolutionary credentials because 

he had been in exile during the armed struggle from 1958 on, even though 

he had declared himself a Marxist long before many others. (Exile, it is 
worth noting, did not hinder the careers of other cultural figures such as 

Wifredo Lam, Alicia Alonso, Roberto Retamar, and Alejo Carpentier.) And 

of course Roberto Gottardi and Vittorio Garatti were ltalian, not Cuban, 
and easily considered outsiders in a country with strong nationalist sensi-

bilities, even though “ internationalism" was now the order of the day. All 

of these factors, no doubt, contributed to the smoldering antagonism 

within the l\-也nistry of Construction. The minister, Osmany Cienfuegos, 
remained cautiously detached as the controversy escalated. 
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Another contributing factor to the repudiation of the schools was the 

fact that building construction in Cuba was becoming increasingly influ

enced by the adoption of Soviet models. The Soviet Union and Eastern 

European countries had responded to their serious need for massive post喲

war reconstruction by developing standardized building types that initially 

followed the prewar neoclassical dictates of Stalin's social realism. With 

Stalin's death, however, and the rise of Nikita Khrushchev in 1953, the 

aesthetics of social realism in architecture were inverted. Moreover, 
because of Khrushchev's concern for efficiency in the economics of con“ 

struction, standardization was extended beyond type and into the produc

tion of building components, such that by 1958 70% ofthese were 

prefabricated, significantly up from 25% in 1950. However, this techno-

logical orientation, instead of introducing flexibility and multiple options 

into building systems, resulted in a formal and typological rigidity. Soviet 

architecture's adoption of the most simplistic functionalist tendencies of 

the Modern Movement led to an anonymous and reductive aesthetic of the 

frame and the panel. For the Soviet architect, the result was a further sup

pression of individual creativity and the devaluing of the profession's role 

in design. Priorities were clear1y delineated by Nikita Khrushchev in 1954 
in a speech to the All Union Conference of Builders and Architects, titled 

“Remove Shortcomings in Desig泣， Irnprove Work of Architects": 

Comrades! Successful industrialization, improvement in the quality and reduc

tion in the cost of building depend to a considerable extent on design organi-

zations, on the work of architects and designers. 

The interests of industrializing construction dictate the need to reorganize 

the work of design organizations and to make standardized designing and 

application of existing standardized designs the chief thing in their work. 

Widespread use of reinforced-concrete parts, sections, large blocks-and 

new and effective materials is a new element in building techniques which 

imperatively requires us to give up obsolete design methods. (Applause) 

[W]e have tolerated shortcomings in training architects. Many young 

architects who have scarcely crossed the threshold of the institute and have 

not yet got properly on their feet follow the example of masters of archit缸"

ture and wish to design only buildings of an individual characteζare in a 

hurry to build monuments to themselves. While Pushkin created for 

himself a monument unwrought by human hands, many architects want 

to create for themselves monuments ‘wrought by human hands' in the 

form of buildings bui!t according to individualized designs. (Laughter, 
applause) 
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To introduce standardized designs we must be determined and persistent, for 

we may meet resistance in this matter. Evident!y there are some people who 

need a good explanation of the necessity for standardized designs. 

The use of standardized designs in building will have a tremendous effect on 

economizing, speeding up and improving construction work. Of this there is 

no doubt. (Stormy applause)4 

In Cuba, all sectors of design and construction, including the architec

ture school at the University of Havana, slowly succumbed to the Soviet 

model and progressively came under the centralized influence of MICONS. 

By November 1963 private architectural practice in Cuba had been abol-

ished, and the professional association, the Colegio de Arquitectos, ceased 

to exist, its functions now absorbed into the Centro Técnico Superior de la 

Cor吼叫“n. The architecture school became a subdep訂tment of the 

school of construction, which was under the administration of the Min儡

istry of Construction. Most architects now became regarded as techni-

cians, part of a team of engineers, who would resolve Cuba's many 

building needs through massive industrialized solutions that too often 

ignored the specifics of site and context, not to mention aesthetics. 

Against this rapidly developing centralized framework for the produc

tion of architecture, the National Art Schools came to be seen as out of 

step and ideologically incorrect. According to Cuba's leading architectural 

historian, Roberto Segre, 

In [the schools] there was present an idealist ideology that still was conserving 

the attributes of an autonomous [capitalist] superstructure, elaborated by an 

intellectual elite, without direct contact with the base conditions and the social 

transformation carried forward by the revolutionary process.5 

Much of what constituted the prosecutorial drama surrounding the 

schools went unrecorded. What can be regarded as the “official" critique 

is best documented in Segre's texts, which are representative of the types of 

criticism endured by the schools and their architects. Though this first 

account was published in 1968, three years after the inauguration of the 

schools, its ideological construct reflects much of the prior discourse that 

led to their repudiation.6 

Segre's first text, La Arquitectura de la Revolución Cubana (see 

excerpt in Documents), faults the architects for not working together as a 

team and for their “ individualism" in seeking a unique solution for each 

school. Furthermore, the article alleged that this individualism le吐 to a 

“monumentalism," a condition that could only be associated with 

“authoritarianism," not in character with the Cuban Revolution, where 
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authority is derived from the “people." The use and “glorification" of tra前

ditional materials and forms which look backward into history instead of 

forward into the revolutionary process were likewise questioned and 

rejected as not “scientific." The aesthetics of the schools were also criti

cized as representative of the static personal cultural gestures of the indi

vidual architects rather than the dynamic experience of a new society in 

transformation. 
An expanded analysis appeared the following year in two books , Diez 

A方05 de Arquitectura Revo!ucionaria en Cuba and in Cuba-Arquitectura 

de !a Revo!ución, also both by 5egre. This analysis further defined the 

“errors" of the schools that caused them to fail to achieve a true revolu

tionary, socialist architectural identity. It then attempte吐 to establish the 

correct values for this identity. In categorizing these errors as both pro-

grammatic and ideological, the critique faulted the architects for decisions 

that were outside their control. They were blamed for the remote location 

of the schools, though this had been a decision of Fidel Castro and Che 

Guevara. The architects were also blamed for not having designed an “efι 

cient，"“間社fied" complex with sh訂ed facilities, though sep缸ate facilities 

had been a decision of the board of directors of the art schools, who rejected 

the architects' original proposal of a single complex. There were also criti-

cisms concerning function, though these were rarely speci血ed in the texts. 

50me of these criticism may have had basis, such as the acoustical problems 

in some of the oval domed pavilions in the 5chool of Plastic Arts, though 

Porro insists that had the acoustical baffles been installed as designed, this 

problem would have been solved. In 5e厚的 summary of the situation, 

The real problems of the debate were about the rational use of resources, the 

standardization of constructive elements, the transformation of the sociallife 

of the working classes and the elaboration of a design methodology that per

mits itself to obtain the typological diversification in accordance with the new 

themes demanded by society. 

Therefore, the debate about artistic expression in the new revolutionary archi

tecture was characterized by a fear of confronting industrialization and pre-

fabrication. The value given to craft techniques, the persistence of the autonomy 

of design, the celebration of hypothetical Afro且Cuban roots, transformed the 

National Art Schools (which manifested a “cultured" orientation, aesthetically 

and formally) by a team of designers lead by Ricardo Porro, into an isolated, 
autonomous experience. . . . In other words, there existed an antagonism 

between a “privileged" work in the aesthetic and symbolic sense, and “stan

dardized" construction, regarded in the pejorative sense according to a preju

dice inherited from the architectonic production of the capitalist system.7 
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Critics of the art schools faulted the Catalan vault and masonry con

struction as constructive techniques that did not allow for transformable 

structures that could adapt to evolving needs. This criteria also had a sym

bolic component, as flexible building systems were associated with an 

unfolding socialist future, whereas fixed masonry structures signified a sta

tic capitalist past. 5tandardization and industrialization of construction, 
while ostensibly a pragmatic polic犯 was also one bound up in its own set 

of symbols that contained a “scientific" iconography expressive of a revo-

lutionary socialist identity, more in 個ne with generalized universalist val

ues than with those of culturally or ethnically specific identity. Of course, 
it had been conveniently forgotten by critics that the decision to use brick 

and tile had been an official one, made with the input and approval of 

MICON5 itself, and the schools were well under construction by the time 

the first industrialized building system (the Gran Pane! which was highly 

inflexible) from the U55R was introduced in 1963 .8 
Furthermore, this newly developed aversion in Cuba to the use of tra

ditional brick and masonry construction techniques also reflected a 50viet 

prejudice. There is an illustrative anecdote from 1959 that comes from the 

construction of Akademgorodok, a new city in 5iberia 吐edicated to scien

tific research. With the construction of the ci可 already in progress for a 

yeaζall came to an abrupt halt when Khrushchev, upon learning that the 

buildings were being constructed of brick, called for the immediate change 

to prefabricated concrete panels. This actually slowed construction 

because the new factory that was to provide the building components 

could only meet one fifth of the demand. 50 massive prefabricated panels 

were inefficiently trucked in from hundreds of miles away and retrofitted 

into a design that had anticipated masonry construction. For Khrushchev, 
it seems brick was not only a technically “backward" material, but one 

representing bourgeois taste, which had no place in socialist architecture. 

In addition to these objections to the architects' use of traditional 

building methods, the ideological errors the architects were alleged to have 

committed were categorized in the triumphalist rhetoric of the times: 

“ individualism, "“monumentalism," "historicism，自“utopianism，"“for

malism," "gran 
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Here it is interesting to examine some ana10gous situations that 

emerged in the early years of the Soviet Union after the Russian Revo1u

tion. The first years of Soviet power were a1so characterized by dynarnic 

and diverse cu1tura1 manifestations in all the arts, especially in architec

ture. The situation in Russia was somewhat inverted, though. The Soviet 

avant garde held that all representations of the past must be eradicated, as 

they embodied the va1ues of a decadent society. These architects sought to 

create comp1ete1y new forms of expression, and created a 1arge, diverse 

body of work that falls under the 1abel “ Constructivism," though it was 

produced by different, and often contentious, groups. The a1ternative view 

he1d that pro1etarian culture cou1d se1ective1y incorporate forms from the 

past if 由ey were infused with new and progressive content. This 1atter 

view prevai1ed, and it 1ed to a reviva1 of classicism under Sta1in, in contrast 
to Cuba which reflected K.hrushchev's preference for a representation of 

functiona1ism. Architecture in both the Soviet Union and in Cuba was 

affected by power strugg1es that 1ed to the centra1ization of the means of 

architectura1 production in A地hplan in the Soviet Union by 1934 and in 

MICONS in Cuba by 1965. The subsequent repression of the Soviet avant 

garde, which was accused of 臼 bourgeois forma1ism" and "utopianism," 
provided the po1itica11anguage that 1ater would be used against the 
Nationa1 Art Schoo1s. 

In understanding the drama that consumed the Nationa1 Art Schoo1s, 
it is he1pful to consider the internationa1 context as well as the specific 

context of Cuba in the early 1960s. Part of the critique of the schoo1s rnir

rored the “process versus form" debate that was occurring often in very 

po1iticized terms in Europe and North America. The issue of collective 

work versus individua1 creativity, expressed in Marxist terms, can be con

sidered in part as a rearticu1ation of Walter Gropius's position that 盯chi

tecture shou1d be the product of teamwork, not of individua1 ta1ent. This 

position was disparaging1y described by A1do van Eyck as “dear industry, 
happy future , teamwork, no art, no prima donnas, kind of gruel.,,10 

The criticism of traditiona1 bui1ding methods must be seen a1so in 

terms of the 1arger argument for industria1ized systems taking p1ace int缸"

nationally. Whi1e this tendency was dominant in the Soviet Union and the 
Eastern B10c cou 
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H l/l1lberto Alol1so, CÎI/dad UllÎversÎtarÎa José AlltO I1ÎO Echeverría (CUJAE), 1964 
LE附': Block of classrooms; RIGHT: Courtyard between classroo l1l blocks (JOHN A. LOOM叫

industria1ized forms of construction was primary on the agenda. Howeveζ 

during this same period in both the Third and First Worlds, there were 

other architects besides Porro, Gottardi, and Garatti who instead of favor

ing industria1ized systems, 100ked to 10w-tech means to reso1ve bui1ding 

needs. Neverthe1ess, with Cuba's growing a1ignment with the Soviet 

Union, it was not surprising that industria1ized bui1ding systems, with their 

optimistic promises of efficiency, qua1ity and quantity, would in a short 

time come to dominate Cuba's bui1ding po1icy. Again, it must be born in 

mind that the Nationa1 Art Schoo1s were first conceived and for the most 

part constructed before any such system appeared upon the is1and and 

before a tru1y intimate relationship with the USSR had deve10ped. 

On a re1ated issue, the accusation that the schoo1s were "historicist" 

presents an interesting paralle1 to Reyner Banham's 1959 attack on 

Ernesto Rogers for his "retreat from modern architecture." Nevertheless, 
the clash of passionate, and at times angry, positions in Europe and North 

America over all these issues resu1ted in a diversity of architectura1 produc

tion, whereas the one且sided discourse in Cuba eliminated diversity and 1eft 

the country with a hegemonic approach to bui1ding. 

The project that is universally used in Cuba as an examp1e of the “cor

rect" va1ues of socia1ist architecture is the Ciudad Universitaria J osé Anto

nio Echeverría (CUJAE, 1964), a po1ytechnica1 university which became 

the new home for the architecture schoo1, formerly part of the University 

of Havana 10cated in E1 Vedado. The CUJAE was designed by the architect 

Humberto Alonso, formerly of Arquitectos Unidos, and it represents an 

a1ternative ideo10gica1 position to that of the art schoo1s. Located at a site 
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La Papaya, School of Plastic Arts, 1965 
(I'.HIUJ (;.4':>1',\1\1.'\1} 

more remote from central Havana than Cubanacán, this project utilized 

lift-slab construction of prefabricated parts. Within this standardized con

structive system, a successful relationship of solids and voids, spatial conti

nuities and transparencies emerged, that are otherwise absent from much 

of Cuba這 other examples of industrialized construction. It was a unique 

example, not to be repeated. Alonso left the country in September 1961 

and the CU]AE's construction was completed by others, who then received 
credit for its design. 

Perhaps as important as the criticism of the schools' use of traditional 

building methods and materials, was the disapproval of the references to 

Africa and the expressive sensuality in Porro's School of Plastic Arts. 

Although Afro-Cuban imagery richly inhabits the paintings of Wifredo 

Lam and Manuel Mendive, the sculpture of Agustín C孟rdenas， the poetry 

of Nicol的 Guillén and Alejo Carpentier, and many other artists very much 

celebrated by the Cuban Revolution, its appearance in architecture was 

criticized as “ folkloric." Having origins in the historical tension between 

the negrista and Creole views on Cuban culture, the opposition toward 
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Mrican imagery also reflected the contradictory cultural and political pol

icy of the Cuban Revolution toward Afro-Cubans. The Cuban Revolution 

did indeed do much legislatively to end discrimination and improve the lot 

of the pooζthe majority of whom were Mro-Cubans, estimated as being 

as much as 65% of the total population. Moreoveζapart from the com-

paratively privileged appm叫， Cuban society was becoming decisively more 

egalitarian. Structural vestiges of racism, however, persisted within the 

new institutions whose leadership was, and still 芯， predorninantly white. 

Moreover, the Revolution's vision of cubanidad often seemed to be rooted 

more in the Creole tradition which regarded blanqueamiento (whitening) 

的 the solution to racial disparities. Blanqueamiento was often regarded as 

a necessary part of the process toward the creation of the revolutionary 

Afro-Cuban “ new man." Mro-Cuban leaders and intellectuals who within 

the context of the Cuban Revolution tried to promote racial issues and 

criticize racial inequities were often treated harshly, as the cases of Walte

rio Carbonell, Dr. Edualdo Gutiérrez Paula, ]u的 Betancourt Bencomo, 
Manuel Granados and many others bear out. They either lost their jobs, 
had publications withdrawn from circulation, were imprisoned, forced 

into exile, or a combination of these things.11 Negritud was tolerated as 

long as it assumed its proper place within the ortho吐oxy of MarxÍst-Lenin

ist doctrine and remained subservient to the class struggle. This contradic

tory relationship with Mro-Cuban culture was part of the context during 

which criticism of the schools developed. Remarkably, critics of the “hypo

thetical Afro-Cuban origins" of Porr。這 School of Plastic Arts claimed that 

much of the memory of Africa had been "erased by slavery," so anyarchi“ 

tectural representation thereof was artificial. This bias was primarily 

rooted in the traditional Creole prejudice against negrismo, but neverthe-

less supported by orthodox Marxist ideology. Some Cuban intellectuals, 
both in and out of Cuba, play down the contradictions of race, claiming 

that issues of nationalism have always taken precedence over those of race 

in Cuba. There is a tendency, even among some of the best intentioned of 

W1ifredo Lam, Quarro Famba, 1947 these intellectuals, to sometimes regard Mro啊Cuban
(I' RI\'ATf. ClJ t U-.CTH山 ， .\11.-\ ，\11) culture in an almost “Orientalist" framework. It is 

interesting to note that as the Soviet Union sought to 

establish a cultural policy reflecting the ethnic "other" 

of its eastern republics. Much of this policy, too, was 

ultimately “ Orientalist" in nature.12 

In 1962 there had been an incident in which 

Wifredo Lam and his use of Mro儡Cuban imagery had 

briefly been subject to a formal and ideological cri啊

tique that was not unlike that which descended upon 

the schools. Lam had been abroad during the October 
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Crisis (Missle Crisis). Rivals of his took this opportunity to attack him 

upon his return to Cuba and brand him and his art as “ counterrevolution

ary." This would not be the first or last example of ideology being mar.-

tialled to pursue personal feuds in Cuba. Ricardo Porro and Car10s 

Franqui, editor of Revolutio l1, hastily organized an exhibition and the 

publication of a catalog, to which Porro provided the text (see Docu-

ments), in order to defend Lam's reputation as an artist and revolutionary. 

Ironically, Lam, who died in Paris in 1982, went on to become one of 

Cuba's most respected and untouchable cultural figures. Porro and Fran

qui became exiles. 

In 1963 there was another move against “ counterrevolutionary" art 

that probably also had as much to do with personal as well as ideological 

issues, and it too illustrates the generally contentious atmosphere. The 

works attacked represented some of the most formally avant-garde in 

Cuba. Largely upon the instigation of powerful PSP member Edith García 

Buchaca, a year before her downfall, a large work by Tomás Oliva, which 

had won a prize at the São Paolo Bienal, was removed from the Teatro 

Blanquito. A mural by Guido Llin這s in Maceo Park was also attacked as 

“ counterrevolutionary" in a denunciation lead by Osmany Cienfuegos. 

And in another act by Edith García Buchaca, a mural in the Naval Hospi“ 

tal by Hugo Consuegra was completely destroyed. For whatever reasons, 
the avant-garde and the experimental in certain kinds of art were not par

ticular1y welcome. 

Similar1y, some themes were not particular1y welcome in architecture. 

Sensuality and sexuality had been recurrent themes in Cuban art and liter

ature for years. And in some of Cuba's architecture, from the Baroque to 

Art Deco to modern works, one can point to many examples of sensuous 

forms. But sexuality as overtly expressed in the School of Plastic Arts was 

foreign to architecture. It came into conflict with a puritanical tendency 

among some Cuban Communists that was not without basis. Havana had 

been a "sin ci叮" for tourists prior to the Revolution, and the civic sexual

i叮 of its brothels and live sex shows represented a decadent capitalist past 

to be buried for good. On the other hand, the victory of the Revolution 

was a catharsis of sorts that released the tensions and fears under which 

many had been living during the final years of the armed struggle, result

ing in a (hetero )sexual revolution that som 
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ing a mass wedding for his troops in the futile hope that this might curb 

his boys from being boys. These conditions may account for part of the 

context for criticism of the schools' “sensuali叮叮 equating it with degener

acy. It is amusing to note that water was banned for a period from Porro's 

suggestive fountain, on Party orders. Criticism of the school's sensuality 

adhered to the political rhetoric of the times: 

If sensuality-whether originating in Africa or in the tropics--corresponds to 

the erotic world that comes from leisure, the contemplative life, and coincides 

with thoughtless impulse, [the result is] irrationalism; the representative spirit 

of the Revolution is the total antithesis: rigor imposed by the struggle against 

the enemy, hard and tenacious work necessary to rise from underdevelopment, 
scientific education necessary to dominate available resources and to design 

the society of the future-these require active social integration and not indi

vidual contemplative isolation.13 

An awkward thread of logic leads from sensuality to deviance. One of 

the informal but damaging charges endured by the architects was that the 

school's curvilinear forms indicated homosexual tendencies. This was no 

casual accusation. The Cuban Revolution was marked by machismo and 

intense homophobia that, beginning in 1961, had on several occasions 

resulted in the police round-up of scores of gay Cubans who were sent off 

to “reeducation" camps. By 1965 this persecution had extended to the 

university and to the school of architecture. Though this policy was later 

officially repudiated, it nevertheless formed part of the context in which 

criticism of the schools developed, when innuendo concerning one's sexual 

orientation could be disastrous to one's career.14 

The short film PM by Sab乏 Cabrera Infante and Orlando Jiménez-Leal 

was condemned for its sensuality in 1961, as construction on the art 

schools was commencing. The trial and banning of this film, as well as the 

later suppression of the cultural review LUl1es de Revoluciól1, are part of 

the context of the later repression of the art schools. The seemingly harm

less twenty-minute film was a neorealist celebration of the sensu泣， rough 

and tumble, nightlife of Havana's gritty waterfront bars. The film was con

demned during three hearings held at the National Library in June 1961, 
the same month in which Fidel Castro praised the art schools. Castro him

self took a leading part in the hearings. Among other things, PM was 

accused of being too "se月r" and of misrepresenting the Revolution by por

traying “ too many Afro-Cubans." Alfredo Guevara, the head of Cuba's 

new film institute denounced PM as “counterrevolutionary and 

decadent. "15 LUl1es de Revoluciól1, which had been a font of revolutionary 

cultural ener前， was cIosed the following October on the grounds of pro-
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moting “ degeneracy." The extreme formalized procedures taken against 

PM and Lunes de Revolución, were not taken against the art schools, 
however, when they fell from grace three years later. There were no hear

ings. They were never officially banned or suppressed, just criticized and 

allowed to fade away. 

In October 1964, Fidel Castro gave a general address to the country's 

architects and engineers. It was the year after Cuba had received its first 

prefabricated building system, the Gran Panel, from the 50viet Union and 

three years after he had praised the National Art 5chools as “ the most 

beautiful academy of arts in the world." In this characteristically long 

speech, Castro addressed many issues such as agricultural production, edu

cation and socialist principles. Regarding construction, Castro stressed the 

need for economy, though he cautioned those gathere吐 not to sacrifice 

quality and form. He said that he agreed with the 50viet solution of stan

dardized construction in an effort to achieve these ends. He also criticized 

the “ egocentric criteria" of some architects who “ pretend to make a par-

ticular case out of every building，叫6 an indirect repudiation of the 

National Arts 5chools and their architects. Castro's words now echoed 

those of Nikita Khrushchev who a decade earlier had criticized 50viet 

architects who “follow the example of masters of architecture and wish to 

design only buildings of an individual characteζand are in a hurry to 

build monuments to themselves." 

During the informal campaign against the National Art 5chools and 

their architects, there were several public attempts to defend them from 

attacks. In fact, in the same month as Castro's critical speech, a very posi

tive article by Darío Carmona titled “Dos Ciudades de la Imaginaci但…

Escuelas de Arte de La Habana," appeared in Cuba, a sort of 

revolutionary Life magazine. It was largely a photo essay with comments 

by foreign critics, and in what was probably a nationalistic prejudice, por

trayed and mentioned only the work of Ricardo Porro. In it was an inter

esting comment by Graham Greene on the 5chool of Plastic Arts: 

[Tlhe sculprure and painting studios are the work of a young architect, 
Ricardo Porro. 了h月! appear as an African village built of brick. Each house 

has its own domed roof and little streets circulate, meandering from one 

school to the other. AII of a sudden streams of water burst forth and at each 

bend the perspective is different. It is like a village hidden in the hills. And this 

reminds the visitor that Cuba is as African as it is Spanish, and that the 

African has finally been liberated. . . . Segregation has ended.17 

The following year Mario Coyula Cowley wrote supportively of 

the schools in an article entitled “ Cuban Architecture, its History and 
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its Possibilities," in the international edition of Cuba Revolution and 

Culture. 

The architects undertook their work eager to achieve a visual effect in har明

mony with the landscape and Cuban cultural tradition. They labored with 

great precision, helped by the characteristics of the project. Although not fully 

completed, the ensemble is very impressive by its size and freedom of form 

which at moments produces an almost sensational effect. Adding to this, the 

charm of other e1ements, not of apparent necessity, it is easily understood that 

the project一--carried out in an economica l1y poor country under constant 

threat of invasion-is the Cuban architectural achievement which is best 

known abroad. Among Cuban architects it is a constant object of discussion 

and the symbol of an attitude and a differentiating element which divides 

them into “ tecnicistas" and “h umanistas. " 18 

The most supportive and comprehensive defense of the National Arts 

5chools was presented by Hugo Consuegra in a well-illustrated article with 

photographs by Paolo Gasparini in the pages of the journal Arquitectura 

Cuba in 1965. (5ee “Documents" for a complete transcript.) It was to be 

the last attempt of this period to reconcile the schools within the values of 

the Cuban Revolution and salvage their reputation. Consuegra, both an 

accomplished artist and architect, was an important part of Havana's cul

tural world. From 1953 to 1955 he had been a leading member of an 

group of avant-garde abstract painters known as Los Once. He had also 

been a founding member of Arquitectos Unidos and had been active in 

anti-Batista activities. With the Revolution he became Director of the 

Department of Fine Arts of the Ministry of Public Works until1963. At 

the time he wrote this article he was a professor of art history in the school 

of architecture in Havana. 

Consuegra's article makes for very interesting reading because of the 

terms of his argument and how it is presented (see full text in Documents). 

He begins with the charges that the schools are "out of scale" with Cuba's 

needs and represent an “ excess and grandiloquence" incompatible with 

revolutionary values, to which he responded, implicitly defending them 

against charges of excessive cost: 

What is one to think of a small underdeveloped country just ninety miles from 

the United States that declares itself the “first socialist country in America?" A 

small country whose economy, production and markets were entirely con-

trolled and organically dependent upon its colossal enemy, and dares to break 

this dependence and live in perpetual threat. David and Goliath! Out of scal巴，

without a doubt. 
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and 

[I]s it not grandiloquent and spectacular our historic moment? . . . If Cuban 

culture-in any of its manifestations耐-aspires to reflect the Revolution, 1 

estimate that it must do so fully aware of a certain excessiveness; meaning: 

freely indiscreet and shockingly realistic. . . . The National Art Schools, 
above and beyond the personal expression of their creators-two Italian 

architects and one Cuban-are the expression of this moment in revolution也

ary Cuba.19 

He uses a similar strategy with the accusation that the architects were 

“cultural aristocrats," repackaging it as a positive attribute. Like others 

during the period, he indulges in a bit of revolutionary hyperbole: 

It is not important whether the architects of these works are Cuban or 

foreign, they are, by their architectural formation and wo法， true “cultural 

aristocrats": humanist architects, products of the whole complexity of 

contemporary culture. It is well understood that these “aristocrats" are faith

ful to the Revolution, they march shoulder to shoulder with the people to 

harvest cane and they stand guard rifle in hand.20 

Much of the rest of Consuegra's article is a description and analysis 

of the schools. He deals with all of the schools and each architect equal旬，

unlike so mariy other writings which tend to single out Porro. His descrip

tions of the schools are quite insightful and the most articulate found in 

any Cuban publication. Consuegra pays particular attention to formal 

disintegration as he finds it in the design of all the schools and how this 

is used to convey a sense of spatial anxiety. He analyzes the role of the 

paseo arquitect白1Íco in maintaining the visitor in a disoriented state, 
and how all these formal complexities correctly and positively commu血"

cate Cuba's revolutionary ethos of the moment. Consuegra ends on an 

posltlve note: 

1 am optimistic in respect to the future of these works. Reality-as hard as it 

can be now-and hope-as fantastic as it might seem-are convergi月， all the 

time more vertiginously in revolutionary Cuba. Abundance will unfailingly 

come. The "disproportion" of the schools of art will diminish with time. 

But Consuegra's optimism proved to be “ out of scale," both for the 

National Art Schools as well as for the future of Cuba itself. AIso, part of 

his article had been censored, a paragraph in which he referred to the 

October Crisis (Missile Crisis). Consuegra recalls: 
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[The form in which] it was published alludes to the CubanJSoviet disagree

ment during the October Crisis and the withdrawal of the missiles. The origi

nal form was more direct--calling the missiles by their name-and italicizing 

[the words] “ total independence." This was the dream of independence that 

many of us-intellectuals and politicalleaders-had in those days: the possi

bility of creating a “camino cubano," different from the “cammos ‘yankee' y 

'sovi是tiCO."，21

One could argue that this small, though loaded, change in text and 

emphasis were more a case of editing than censoring. But either way, the 

motive for the change was clearly political. Eventually, Hugo Consuegra 

found himself too intellectuaIly confined by the increasingly restrictive 

environment. In 1966 he felt compelled to leave Cuba for Spain. Today he 

practices architecture and paints in New York City. 

Consuegra's carefully constructed defense of the National Art Schools 

did little to alter their fate. While Roberto Gottardi and Vittorio Garatti 

sought to adapt themselves to the changing political environment and 

work within the new architectural norms in Cuba, Ricardo Porro refused 

to relinquish his principles regarding an autochthonous, organic, provoca

tive, and revolutionary architecture戶 Earlier in 1963 he had been criti-

cized for "escapist tendencies" for lecturing on Frank Lloyd Wright and 

assigning readings from Heinrich Wölflin to his students instead of 

encouraging them to immerse themselves in proletarian reali可. Porro had 

also been an outspoken critic of the purges in the architecture school and 

the persecution of gays. He therefore bore the brunt of the criticism of the 

art schools in both its official and unofficial manifestations which at times 

approached the bizarre. Often he woke up in the morning to find very 

unscientific forms of criticism waiting for him in his garden-decapitated 

chickens, powders carefully wrapped in colored paper and other objects of 

santel臼. But in the end, this was all overshadowed by what had become 

an intractable situation, as Porro recalls: 

There were those in the Ministry who made my life impossible, a daily strug

gle. Then came the purges in the university which 1 was very much against. 

Then there were the persecutions of the gays which 1 was very much against. 

But in the end 1 do not accuse anybody. 1 cannot blame individuals. You have 

to understand the context. The passions of the moment obscured rational 

thought and common sense. Moreover, you have to understand the true 

impersonal nature of repression. It is a Kafkaesque drama in which you do 

not know who charges you or who judges you-it just happens. And you are 

made to feel very guilty, like original sin, even though you did nothing. 
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LE訂 TO RIGHT: Ricardo Porro, Car/os 
Leclmga, D r. Osva/do Dorticós Torrado, 
Roberto Gottardi, and tl/lidenti，升edmason

insþecting the schoo/s (UN"NO\VN rnOTOGRAPH叫

Finally, Fidel personally intervened to see what the problem was all about. He 

sent [President Osvaldo] Dorticós and another minister, Car/os Lechuga to 

investigate and report to him on the situation of the schools, and he realized 

that my persecution was in error. Car/os Rafael [Rodríguez] was very support

ive too, and he, like Fidel, did what he could to help me. But in the eyes of the 

Ministry 1 was banned-prohibido. As a consequence, my name later disap-

peared from my work. This, like the removal of certain individuals from pho

tographs, is unforrunately a common occurrence in socialist countries. 

Nevertheless, Fidel offered to transfer me to another ministry. But 1 knew that 

there would be no more opportunities to make architecture in which 1 

believed. In the end Fidel was very generous, he understood the situation. He 

had his secretary Celia S孟nchez arrange for my depa口ure.23

In July 1966 Ricardo Porro, with his wife and son, and little more 

than two paintings by Wifredo Lam, departed for Paris, to a new life and a 

new career. Vittorio Garatti would depart too, but much later. In June 

1974 he was arrested and imprisoned for twenty-one days on charges of 

espionage. Even though he was acquitted, he was expelled from the coun

try, and he returned to Milan where he started a practice. Of the three 

architects, only Roberto Gottardi remained. It was considered necessary to 

reorient others who had worked on the schools. Heriberto Duverger who 

had worked on the schools as a young architecture student would recall 

many years later: 

Due to the violent reaction generated during its erection, the temple of the 

new faith,“Las Escuelas Nacionales de Arte" was declared finished in its 

unfinished state. The student designers who took part in the project, declared 

out/aws and enemies of the truth, were scandalously dispersed among the 

technical productive units of the Ministry of Construction to help them get 

their feet back on the ground. As soon as the principal architects, priests of 

this religion, had been successfully neutralized and subjected to a bloody 
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process of marginalization, we reached an equilibrium in which the law and 

reeducation would be imposed by the winner. Peace and the centrality of the 

technosphere were restored. Work was organized within the centralized cul

ture. “Creativity" was discouraged.24 

The repudiation of the National Art Schools represented an important 

symbolic step in the consolidation of power in the hands of MICONS by 

July 26, 1965, the date the schools were declared officially opened and 

work was definitively suspended. Just prior to that, in March, the architec

ture faculty had been placed firmly under the control of MICONS. The 

director of the school, Roberto Carrazana, had been replaced by the vice 

minister of MICONS, Eduardo Granados. The head of the design pro-

gram, F ernan吐o Salinas, hirnself no friend of the art schools or Porro, had 

nevertheless been replaced by Antonio Quintana.25 In his new capacity, 
one of Quintana's first directives to the faculty was to forbid them to allow 

their students to visit the art schools. Moreover, Quintana, who had pro-

voked much of the opposition to the art schools from within MICONS, 
now positioned himself to become the Cuban Revolution's “ court archi-

tect." 口ntil his death in 1993 he used his political skills to secure a near 

monopoly over major public commissions, which unfortunately represent 

a rather undistinguished body of work, despite the design freedom 

uniquely åccorded to him. He was successfl址， however, in denying these 

opportunities to other architects who were left to contend with restrictive, 
standardized norms. This increased authority within the hands of 

MICONS mirrored activities that were occurring elsewhere. Centralization 

was occurring at the highest levels of the Cuban government. On October 

3, 1965, the Partido Comunista de Cuba (PCC) was formally inaugurated, 
replacing and consolidating the power of the former PURS, which had 

incorporated cadre from the former July 26 Movement, the Revolutionary 

Directorate, and the PSP. 

As for the course architecture was to take, Mario Coyula Cowley, 
architect and current deputy director of the Grupo de Desarollo Integral 

de la Capital summed it up in the following: 

While a self需serving apparat became more and more involved in its own main耐

tenance, the social role of the architect was devalued in relation to other pro-

fessions. The purpose of an architect's education was not to stimulate 

creativity and invite change, but to maintain an existing system, an establish個

ment that promoted endlessly repetitive projects, based on rigid pre間fabricated

systems. The people who could have been important in changing things were 

too often compromised themselves in the maintenance of the establishment, or 

felt helpless to promote change and shifted their efforts to planning, writing, 
teaching or other activities. Critics of real substance were rare and often fell 
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into a kind of self-censorship. For the architect it becarne convenient to sacri

fice beauty in order to guarantee the quantity of production. Life has shown 

that when you sacrifice beauty, you lose everything: social value, quality of 

construction and in the end also quantity.26 

Coyula's words are given historical resonance by those of Berthold 

Lubetk凹， who, reflecting back on the co盯se of Soviet architecture, wrote: 

Disarrning itself by rejecting the whole of past architectural tradition, the pro

fession gradually lost all confidence in itself and in its social purpose. Those 

architects who were rnost honest with thernselves drew their own conclusion 

frorn the worship of the engineer and the denial of all architectural tradition, 
and actually abandoned their profession to becorne building technicians, 
adrninistrators and planners.27 

With the adoption of Soviet-style conformity and centralized models, a 

chapter closed in the history of Cuban architecture. The search for an 

architectural cubanidad that would reflect the identity of an Afro岫His-

panic, Caribbean, socialist society-effectively came to an end. The 

National Art Schools themselves were allowed to fall into various states of 

decay. Once objects of pride, they were now treated with indifference 

and/or embarrassment. Porro's two schools, Modern Dance and Plastic 

Arts, were complete as originally conceived, save some miscellaneous inte“ 

rior work. Both are utilized today but haphazardly maintained, and Clara 

Porcet's cabinetry and woodwork in both have sadly disappeared or been 

destroyed. RobertoGottardi's partially constructed School of Dramatic 

Arts is occupied but underutilized and poorly maintained, with one section 

in ruins. Like the theater in Gottardi's school, the performance halls of Vit血

torio Garatti's School of Music were left unbuilt, and today only a third of 

the constructed school is used. The remainder is aban吐oned and left to 

rUlil. 

Most incomprehensible is the total abandonment an吐 progresslve

decay of Garatti's School of Ballet. It was 90% complete when work on it 

was terminated. Alicia Alonso, the director of the school, both partici

pated in and approved of all phases of the project. During a visit when the 

school was almost complete, however, she reportedly took one last look, 
saying "No me gusta," and left, never to return. Was this a spontaneous 

expression of her taste, or a self-preserving response to the growing restric個

tive ideological environment? Either way, the classical ballerina thereupon 

appropriated a classical colonial mansion in El Vedado to house her school, 
where it remains today. Garatti's Ballet School was briefly used for training 

circus performers, then abandoned.τ'oday it serves as a kind of quarry for 
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scavengers in search of building materials. Its mahogany medio þuntos have 

been completely stripped. Bricks and tiles also continue to disappear from 

the school, now engulfed in a magic realist, tropic前， Piranesean landscape. 

In 1979, in an affront that further symbolized architectural hegemony 

of MICONS, a crude concrete slab dormitory, constructed of prefabricated 

panels, was erected facing Ricardo Porro's School of Plastic Arts. 

In reflecting back over the contentious history of the National Art 

Schools, Roberto Gottardi has said: 

We began the schools with the belief that all was possible. There was so rnuch 

faith in the future at that tirne and a cornplete lack of preconceived ideas. This 

perhaps eventually took the schools somewhere that was econornically out of 

scale with their ambitions. But was this any reason for the absurd attacks suf

fered by the architects? . . . Nevertheless, the euphoria, enthusiasrn, 
unbounded happiness . . . that is what 1 believe is rnost reflected in the 

schools. That is still today their greatest rnessage.28 
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school, for example. In the end there is an inti
macy as well as a fragility to an appamt which 
responds to imp111ses that are often other than 
politica l. As for Osvaldo Dorticós, he served as 
C l1ba's president until the First Party Congress in 
December 1975. In 1983 he committed suicide. 

24. Heriberto Duverger,“Mis Años Felices," unpub
lished article, 1992. 

25. This had been precipitated by an interesting chain 
of events. In mid March 1965 the architecture fac
ulry and students, sevenry in tot泣， temporarily 
abandoned their academic activities to form two 
brigades of volunteer 

Crime and Punishment 

assigned to pick potatoes. The men's brigade was 
to plant sugarcane. During a break for political 
discussion, a group of more radical students 
aggressively criticized their less politicized peers 
for errors of, among other things: formalism, 
bourgeois orientation, and homosexual tenden
cies. There had already been accusations circulat
ing in the school against members who were 
perceived as homosexuals or otherwise “disaf
fected" from the revolutionary process. The 
motive was to “purge" the school of these unde
sirables. Realizing that things were getting out of 
hand, the director Roberto Carrazana along with 
Iván Espín and Osmundo Machado Ventura 
called a halt to the divisive discourse that was 
ensuing in the men's work brigade. But within two 
days of their return to Havana, a general meeting 
of faculry and students was called by Armando 
Hart, who berated the faculry for their petty bour間

geois tendencies. Immediate勻， after this Car呵
razana and Salinas (who had carefully avoided the 
controversy) were sacked. Ironically, Hart himself 
later gave Salinas a sinecure within the Ministry of 
Culture, which he held until his death in 1993. 
Espín and Machado Ventura were spared because 
they both had family connections to revolutionary 
leaders. The professors considered too “intellect怯懦
ally oriented," Fofi Fernández, Vittorio Garat叭，
Roberto Gottar訟， Joaquín Rallo and Roberto 
Segre were sent to work in different areas of “pro
duction" to acquaint them better with proletarian 
realiry. In Rallo's case, as mentioned earlie旦出IS

tragically and unnecessarily lead to his death. 
26. Mario Coyula Cowley, interview with the author 

(1993). For further information on how architec
ture developed in from the beginning of the Cuban 
Revolution to the early 1990s see: John A. 
Loomis,“Architecture or Revolution?-The 
Cuban Experiment," Design Book Review (Sum帥

mer 1994): 九一80.

27. Berthold Lubetkin,“Soviet Architecture: Notes on 
Development from 1917 to 1932," Architectllml 
Association Jou1ïIal (1956). 

28. R. Gottardi , interview with the author (June 
1992). 
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F I V E 

Other Modernisms 

The hegemony of modern architecture's rationalist tendency was first 

established by Siegfried Giedion and Nikolaus Pevsner. It was further ty阱，

fied in stylistic terms by Henry Russell Hitchcock and Philip Johnson. 

These critics could never really comfortably contend with the works of 

architects such as Hugo H泣ring， Eric Mendelsohn or Hans Scharoun, not 

to mention the likes of Frank Lloyd Wright, all of whom practiced on the 

margins of mainstream modern architecture. It was only after Wor1d War 

II that skepticism toward technocentric machine-age rationalism began to 

emerge, in part as a response to the horrors that technology had unleashed 

during that war. Nevertheless, Le Corbusier's heretical organic forms of 

the chapel at Ronchamp (1954) would provoke a crisis among the still 
numerous adherents of rationalism. 

The actual origins of so called “ organic" architecture, howeveζreach 
farther back into history. They can be found in the writings of William 

Morris where he used the term for the first t的le to refer to the Gothic, as 

well as the architecture he hoped it would inspire 一“an architecture that 

would throw off the encumbrances of applied style and evolve its forms in 

the spirit of strict truthfulness, following the conditions of its use, material 
and construction. "1 The subsequent English Free Style, in the second half 

of the nineteenth century followed in this spirit, drawing from regional 

traditions. The “ conditions of use" that were of greatest importance to 

Theodor Fischer, grandfather of German organic or “expressionist" archi明

tecture, were those of site and context. His greatest influence was acade

mic, however. Hugo H孟ring， Hans Poelz站， Eric Mendelsohn, Bruno Taut, 
and Lois Welzenbacher were all his students. One of Fischer's only existing 

built works, the Post Office (1910) 前 Hall near Innsbruck, demonstrates 

the importance he attached to genius loci. While his German students wènt 

on to be associated with expressionism, Welzenbacher and other Austrians 

would initiate a particular regional autochthonous tendency in the Tyrol. 
Despite their relatively marginal place in recorded architectural history, 
these tendencies have continued to be a critical force, from the Philhar-



LE阿': Hans ScharO/III, Berlin Philharmollic Hall, 1957-63 
FRO,\I \'. LfTI .\lESSINA, HAKS SC刊AROUN (OFF1CINA EDJZJONl , 1968) 

RIG即 Giovall1li Michelllcci, C/JlIrch of San Giovall1lÎ Battista, Campi Bisenzio (Florellce), 1964 
FRO.\I F. DAL CO , STORIA DELL'ARCHITEγrURA IT.孔 LI.-\SA (EI.ECT.-\. J 997) 

monic Hall (Berl凹， 1957-63) by Hans Scharoun (1893-1972) to the more 

current work of Coop Himmelb(l)au. 

Organic architecture was part of the search for architectural alterna

tives for which Italy served as a crucible during the postwar years. Bruno 

Ze啦， who had spent the years during World War II studying architecture 

in the U.S. and had become very much influenced by the work of Frank 

Lloyd Wright, returned to Italy shortly following its liberation to prosely

tize for organic architecture. In 1953 he published his polemical treatise, 
La Poetica de ll'architettura neoplastica. Shortly thereafter he formed the 

Association for Organic Architecture (APAO), which would attempt to 

extend the integrative argument for the organic into the broader cultural 

and political arena. In addition to Ze況， architects such as Mario Ridol宜，

Ludovico QuaroI哎， Giuseppe Samonà and Carlo Scarpa also in the 1950s 

contributed to Italy's architectural diversity through their practices and 

teaching. In the τïcino region of Italy and Switzerland in the 1950s there 

was a similar organic tendency. Kenneth Frampton points out that archi

tecture during those years 

was oriented towards the work of Frank L10yd Wright rather than the pre

war Italian Rationalists. Of this period Tita Carloni wrote: “We naively set 

ourselves the objective of an 'organic' Ticino, in which the values of modern 

culture were to be interwoven in a natural way with local tradition. ,,2 

Practice in Ticino later shifted again in the 1960s, favoring rationalist, 
though regionali哎， roots which ultimately proved to be the dominant 

influence, effectively integrating local tradition and the vernacular as 

exhibited later on by the work of Mario Botta and others. Nevertheless, 
this Ticinese episode of the 1950s is interesting in the way it parallels 

regionalist concerns elsewhere. In Italy, Carlo Scarpa (1906-78) continued 

to provide provocative examples, far from the mainstream, of an architec

ture rooted in mater划， constructive technique and place. In 1964 the 
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ABOVE: Ballfi, Belgiojoso, PeresslItti and Rogers, Torre Velasca, Milall, 1958 
FRO.\l S. .\fAFFIOLErTI. nllPR. (ZAN/CHε 1. L1. 199-lJ 

much acclaimed Church of San Giovanni Battista by Giovanni Michelucci 

(1891的1990) reproposed the organic alternative in Italy. 

One of the most important critics during the revisionist years of the 

1950s in Italy was Ernesto Nathan Rogers (1909-69). Rogers proposed the 

reintroduction of history and context into architectural design. He advo鳥

cated this progressive integration of history and a respect for the continu

ity of preesistenze a111bientali (preexisting environmental conditions or 

context) through his teaching at the Politécnico di Milano, his practice 

with Ban益， Belgiojoso, Peressutti and Rogers (BBPR) and through his edi

torship of Casabel!aωcontinuità from 1953-64. Projects such as the Torre 

Velasca (1958) and the Piazza Meda Office Building (1969) represent 

BBPR's efforts to create a modern architecture sensitive to history and con“ 

text. For Rogers, modernism represented not a break with history, but a 

part of a larger process of historical continuity. 

Many of those considered innovators share with the so-called conservators the 

common flaw that they start from formal prejudices, maintaining that the new 

and the old are opposed rather than represent the dialectical continuity of the 

historical process; both are limited, in fact, to the idolatry of certain styles 

frozen into a few images, and they are incapable of penetrating the essences 

that are pregnant with inexhaustible energies. To pretend to build in a p昆明

conceived “ modern style" is as absurd as to demand respect for the taboo of 
past sryles..) 

This position was very threatening to committed rationalists who had 

been influenced by the Bauhaus's rejection of history. Reyner Banham 

attacked Rogers in the pages of Architectural Review in 1959, accusing 

him of betraying modernism in an editorial entitled “Neoliberty-the 

Italian Retreat from Modern Architecture," to which Rogers replied with 

an editorial of his own, sarcastically entitled “The Evolution of Architec

ture: Reply to the Custodian of Frigidaires." It is not an insignificant 
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LEFT: J. S. Coderch, ISM Apartment Block, Barcelona, Spain, 1951 (FRO.\I ZODIAC 5, 1959) 

CENTER: Jordi Bonet, Chllrch of San Medi, Barcelona, Spain, 1960 (A\'ERr L叫 .. \Rr, COLU.\I/IlA UN川1\、γ叫?
RIGHT: Cωd的叫y川巾1的OωsM句ar官臼e叫sι， S臼a臼叫nJμosé Paro叮叫CI:彷hia叫alCαE月t的E臼7;jμ1m峙1咚ga呼peoα， Mexico， 1982 (FRO.\l ZODlACS, 1993) 

coincidence that all three architects of the National Art 5chools had per

sonally come into contact with the critical thinking of Rogers: Porro as a 

student at a seminar organized by CIAM in 1951, Garatti as a student 

at the Politécnico di 弘1ilano， and Gottardi as an employee at BBPR. 

Rogers's revisionist thought can be considered a sort of theoretical 

common denominator that helped to link the three architects. Neverthe

le蹈， Rogers's position was not widely appreciated and Vittorio Garatti 

remembers him as a marginalized figure on the faculty at the Politécnico 

di Milano. 
On the other side of the At1antic, deep in the heart of Texas, history 

was being introduced into the design instruction at the architecture school 

at the Univeristy of Texas at Austin through the efforts of Colin Rowe. He 

along with Bernhard Hoesli and others who later became known as the 

“Texas Rangers" were engaged in a restructuring of the curriculum during 

the years 1954-58 that would have later resonance throughoutthe U.5. 

History and context were to be cornerstones of this new pedagogy. These 

curricular reforms had been initiated during the deanship of Harwell 

Hamilton Harris (1903 咱 1990) from 1951 to 1955. Prior to his Texas dean

ship, Harris along with William Wurster (1895-1973) represented a dis

tinctive regionalist tendency in California. Their work also reflected the 

desire to reconfigure or redirect modern architecture away from universal

ist values toward an architecture informed by region, place and history. 

Both developed significant, yet diverse, bodies of work that emphasized 

wood, the local material of choice, with its constructive techniques and 

traditions. Much of the restrained and understated work of these two 

architects was eclipsed, however, in the mainstream publications by the 

work of Char1es and Ray Eames, Richard Neutra, Gregory Ain and others 
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LE訂': Rogelio Sallllona, QlIimbaya Gold M lIsellm and City Cent凹; Armenia (叫C.-I.R DO CASTRO) 
CENTER: Eladio Dies訟， CIJlI叫Ir吋 of Atl，衍'ánt訂ideι， Urzlgll叫叫d句}只\ 1960 (r叫.-\0ιωo GA叫s叫肘削N叫1 ， 印叫ο圳圳丸，\1 zon叫IAC S. 1993) 

RIGHT: \'(lalter Be的ncollrt， ClI ltllral Center of \月e/as印， ClIba, 1964-91 {jOH.' .'.1.0 0.\叫

whose crisp formalism fit more into the universalist modern genre. Harris's 

concerns for the cultural integrity of the region were most cogent1y 

expressed in theoretical terms in 1954 in a talk given to the Eugene, Ore喲

gon AIA entit1ed “Regionalism and Nationalism." Here he advocated a 

"Regionalism of Liberation" that allowed a unique cultural identity to 

emerge and express itself in architecture.4 

Regionalism and the politics of cultural identity were also issues that 

continued to influence architecture in Catalonia (land of the eponymous 

vaults) long after Gaudí and in spite of the repression of Francisco 

Franco's fascism. Here an architecture of cultural affirmation, or 凹的“

tance, had to face the contrådiction of addressing the rectilinear values of 

the rationalism of the Republican era as well as those of a more free-form 

regionalism of vernacular origins.τhe conscious persistence of a brick tra峙

dition is seen both in the faceted planar facade of the J. A. Coderch's 15M 

apartment block (1951) 的 well as the sensuous Catalan vaulted forms of 

the church of 5an Medi (1960) by Jordi Bonet, both in Barcelona. 

Architecture in Catalonia illustrates the importance of the link of 

materiality to regionalism. The deeply rooted masonry tradition in this 

region made the employment of brick craft both a political as well as prac

tical decision. 1t is probably reasonable to generalize that strong regionalist 

tendencies in Catalonia often led the designer to choose locally produced, 
masonry building materials. While not a rationalist decision, this is a ratio“ 

nal decision that allows materials to assume their proper constructive 

forms. The undulating masonry Catalan vault is no less rational than a 

rectilinear steel column-and-beam structure. 

Hispanic, if not Catalan, masonry traditions were also sustained 

throughout various regions of Latin America in the diverse work of such 
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LE訂': Fé/ix Cande/a, CIJllrch of Q lIr MiraC/l/ol/s Lady, Mexico City, Mexico, 1954 
FRO.\f C. FADε R ， CANDELA:τHE SH ElL fl Ul WER (REINHOLD rU lJLfSHl NG CO, 1963) 

CENTER: Ricardo Porro, Competition project for a hote/, San Sebastián, Spain, 1963 (r.'OLO GASP.mNI) 

RIGHT: Sa/vador de A/ba MartÎn, Market at San ]lIan de /05 Lagos, ]a/isco, Mexico, 1967 
S. DE .HII.-I., FRO.\I ARCHITEτTURA E SOCIETÀ: L'.UIERICA lAτI!":\ S"El XX SECO I.O , (J:\c.... ÐOOK, 1996) 

architects as Antoni Bonet (Uruguay, 1913-89), Carlos Mijares (Mexico, 
b. 1930), Eduardo Sacriste (Argentina, b. 1905), Rogelio Sa1mona 

(Co1omb血， b. 1929) and Jimmy Alcock (Venezue1a b. 1932). The work 

of engineer E1adio Dieste (Uruguay, b. 1917) continues to exp10re the 

p1astic and tectonic potentia1 of the brick as seen in the undu1ating walls 

of his Church of Atlántide (1960). In Cuba's eastern provinces, Walter 

Betancourt (1932-1978) successfully defied the Revo1utio羽毛 design con

ventions in his pursuit of Wrightian-influenced organic architecture using 

brick, most notab1y in the Forestry Research Laboratory at Guisa (1970) 

and the Cu1tura1 Center at Velasco (1964-1991).5 

J ust as the use of maso盯y does not imp1y organic form, the constn咚"

tion of organic forms does not necessari1y require masonry technique. 

Fé1ix Candela (b. 1910), a Spanish civi1 war emigrée architect, primari1y 

based in Mexico, produced an abundance of projects throughout his 

career that were comp1ex in form, ranging from hyperbo1ic parabo1oids to 

fo1ded p1ates, but rigorous1y determined by geometry. Projects such as the 

Church of La Virgin Mi1agrosa in Mexico City (1954) and the Church of 

San José Obrero in Monterrey (1959) were exclusive1y constructed in 

“ modern" materia1s-reinforced concrete and ferrocement-but re1ied on 

the avai1ability of 10w且cost 1abor more avai1ab1e in developing countries 

1ike Mexico. Organic form for Ricardo Porro cou1d a1so manifest itself in 

reinforced concrete, but for him the forma1 determinant was a scu1ptura1 

process, not a geometric one. His competition project for an exoske1eta1 

structured hote1 in San Sebastián, Spain (1963), although a radica1 depar

ture from the forms of the Nationa1 Art Schoo1s, is nonetheless organic. 

Other Latin American architects 100ked to traditiona1, low剖tech， build

ing techniques not so much as means of forma1 expression, but primarily 
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as means to provide 10w-cost, qua1ity solutions to the many bui1ding needs 

of the pooιIn Mexico, Sa1vador de Alba 趴在artín (b. 1926) used a varia

tion of the Cata1an vau1t technique in projects such as the Market at San 

Juan de 10s Lagos, Jalisco (1967). Fruto Vivas (b. 1928) experimented with 

adobe and wood structures in Venezue1a. Migue1 Ángel Bautista, María 

Eugenia Hurta1do, Carlos Gonz孟1ez Lobo (Mexico), Edwin Qui1es (Puerto 

Rico), and Victor Saú1 Pelli (Argentina; brother of Cesar Pelli) represent 

just a few other architects who have devoted efforts to deve10p appropri

ate techno1ogies and promote community participation. In another part 

of the deve10ping wor拙， Egyptian Hassan Fathy (190。“1989) had been 
advocating traditiona1 techniques and vernacu1ar form since the 1930s. 

His best known project of many is the new village of Gournah (1945-48) 

bui1t with a mud brick vaulting technique which, 1ike the Cata1an vault, 
required no formwork. The efforts of these architects to seek low-tech 

bui1ding solutions for socia1 needs were paralle1ed by simi1ar efforts on the 

part of other advocates in the First World 1ike Christopher A1exander and 
Lisa Peattie. 

The vernacu1ar was not on1y a source of constructive alternatives to 

modernist techno1ogy, but it a1so provided forma1 and 1inguistic opportu

nities that architects have emp10yed since the e1evation of the “primitive 

hut" in the eighteenth centu可﹒ The vernacu1ar has a1so been the major 

point of departure for much regiona1ist architecture. By 1953, even 

within CIAM, the vernacu1ar was 100ked to, at 1east in theory, as a 

way out of the modern architecture's rationa1ist di1emma. In one of the 

reports published from the Aix-en-Provence meeting of that ye叫 it was 

acknow1edged that "a primitive Cameroon hut has more aesthetic dignity 

than most prefabricated houses. "6 In 1964 the prevailing interest and 

nosta1gia toward the vernacu1ar was illustrated in Bernard Rudofsky's 

Architecture Without Architects. Whi1e there was an active interest in 

the vernacu1ar and 10ca1 tradition among the more progressive and avant

garde architects in Cuba during the 1950s, these issues dropped out of 

the discourse with the conso1idation of MICONS after the Revo1ution. 

A1though Spanish co1onia1 architecture was acknow1edged by the revo1u

tionary regime in Cuba as a part of the country's heritage, examp1es of 

the vernacu1ar, such as the bohio peasant h 
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ABO\也: Oscar Niemeyer, Casi1lo, Pamplll1:紹， 1942
(PAOLO Gr\S PAR lN l , fRO.\1 ZOOlAC s. 1993) 

parts so that a blending of culture and discourse was natural. The first 

recognized work of modern architecture in Latin America, Rio's Ministry 

of Education (1936), is of contested parentage. The concept may be 

Corbu, but the hand is really that of the young Oscar Niemeyer (b. 1907). 

Much of Latin America's modern architecture sought diversity within 

the parameters of rationalist principles, while other examples sought to 

break out of those boundaries. On all accounts, Latin American mod-

ernism still manifested itself as a “ white" architecture, but one that 

often transcended the formal bounds of rationalism. This “ other" mod.“ 

ernism was characterized by curvilinear forms, expressive freedom, and 

an affinity for the organic. Brazil's premier architect, also a Marxist, 
Niemeyer unabashedly attributes the sensuous forms found in his 

architecture to the influence of the curves of the Brazilian woman. Yet 

Cluestions of parentage and the desire on the part of European and North 

American historians for Latin American architecture to validate its First 

World relat訪問 have endured. In 1948 Alberto Sartoris published his 

Italocentric E l1cyclopédie de l'Architecture Nouvelle. Ordre et climat 

mediterral1ée肘， in which, by stressing the "Latin," he sought to link the 

new architecture with Mediterranean culture and classical heritage (to 

the exclusion of the Northern European and Anglo-Saxon relatives). But 

in time, some European critics would prove to be an unfaithfullot in 

regards to their postwar romance with Latin American modern architec

ture. This “other" modernism, for its expressive qualities, came to be 

regarded as deviant by some of the gatekeepers of orthodox Western 

European modern architecture. In 1954 in a series of articles entitled 

“Report on Brazil" in Architectural Review, Max Bill's comments could 

be considered almost racist: 
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There 1 saw some shocking things, modern architecture sunk to the depths, a 

riot of anti-social waste, lacking any sense of responsibility toward either the 

business occupant or his customers. . . . Here is utter anarchy in building, jun

gle growth in the worst sense. ï 

Bill went on to moralize: 

Thick pilotis, thin pilot芯， pilotis of whimsical shapes lacking any structural 

rhyme or reason, disposed all over the place; also walls entirely of reinforced 

concrete pointlessly confused with the columns, cutting up and destroying all 

form and purpose. It is the most gigantic disorder 1 have ever seen on a job. 

One is baff!ed to account for such barbarism as this in a count可 where there is 

a CIAt\t1 group, a country in which international congresses on modern archi-

tecture are he祠， where a journallike Habitat is published and where there is a 

biennial exhibition of architecture. For such works are born of a spirit devoid 

of all decency and of all responsibility to human needs. It is the spirit of deco明

rativeness, something diametrically opposed to the spirit which animates archi

tecture, which is the art of building, the social art above all others. 8 

Ernesto Rogers's article in the same journallacked the stridency of Bill's 

but nevertheless also assumed a patronizing tone. To be fair, Walter 

Gropius and others in the same issue of Architectural Review were some

what more generous. It is of relevance to note that 1954 was the same year 

of the aforementioned MoMA exhibit and catalogue in which Hitchcock 

established his selective canon of Latin American modernism. These acts, 
supportive or otherwise of Latin American modern architecture, neverthe-

less reflected the tendency of European and North American architects, 
historians, and critics to regard Latin American architecture in reference 

and subservience to their own. 

Africa presented a different kind of “other" for European and North 

American intellectuals, particularly artists, as Giulio Carlo Argan notes: 

The historical problem was not Negro sculpture but the crisis in European 

culture, which was forced to Iook outside its own circle to find value models. . 

. . [Picasso] realized that the value of Negro art lay in a unit只 an integrity, a 

formal absoluteness of which Western art is ignorant because its concept of 

the world is according to ancient tradition, dualist: matter and spirit, particu

lar and universal, things and space.9 

African culture was never to have an influence in architecture as it did 

in European art in the 1920s and 1930s. Nevertheless, propelled by the 

reasons cited by Argan, and intrigued by the articles of Marcel Griaule on 

Dogon culture in the surrealist journal Mi l1otaure, Aldo van Eyck under-
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took a series of journeys into central Africa.10 Out of these trips he devel-

oped an interest in anthropolôgy and indigenous dwelling forms, from 

which he would draw in the creation of the cellular plan for the Childrens' 

Home in Amsterdam (1955而0). This can be cited only as a parallel interest 

and not a precedent to Porr。這 investigations which take a different route. 

Nevertheless, it is important to note the overlapping dates and interests. 

Cuban culture, unlike Dutch, is deeply imbued with African influence. 

Gerardo Mosquera points out that unlike European artists, Wifredo Lam's 

incorporation of African culture in his art is an act from within and not 

from without, as with Pablo Picasso, et al. Moreover, Mosquera notes that 

"there is the natural way in which mythological thought operates in the 

Caribbean within the modern conscience, without any contradiction." 10 

Within this intellectual framework, Ricardo Porro's interpretation and 

editing of the Afro-Cuban experience makes perfect sense, if we accept 

that it is an act of interpretation and editing-just as Lam's work is a 

result of interpretation and editing. Vittorio Garatti and Roberto Gottardi 

do not claim any conscious Afro-centric impulses in their work. But 

Garatti does speak of the formal influence the paintings of Lam had on his 

architecture at Cubanacán. Gottar祉's plan for the School of Dramatic 

Arts, with its anthropomorphic form and cellular disposition, as well as a 

somewhat anthropological attitude toward program, bears greater resem

blance to Dogon form than van Eyck's school, though such resemblance 

may be only coincidental. 

By seeking to oppose or transform the rationalist tendency of modern 

architecture, as discussed in the preceding examples, something interesting 

happened. Other modernisms demonstrated an ability to embrace a multi

tude of diverse ideas. Other modernisms provided inclusive environments 

where diverse cultural and technological impulses could cohabit and inter

act, responding to diverse human conditions. The National Art Schools, 
while indeed very unique examples of formal expression, nevertheless form 

part of this “other" tradition. 
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SIX 

Road to Rehabilitation 

In 1982 a group of young architects who were critical of the way archit眩目

ture was taught and practiced in Cuba began meeting informally. In 1988 

they were given official status as a part of the AsocÏación Hermanos Saíz,l 
a young artists organization under the auspices of the Ministry of Culture. 

The 1980s in Cuba were a period that produced highly polemical, even 

protest, art. The Ministry of Culture had a higher tolerance for discord 

than the Ministry of Construction, and it was for this reason that young 

architects sought to assocÏate themselves there and join the polemical 

activities of the so-called "Generation of the Eighties."2 High on their 

agenda was the restoration of the National Art Schools to Cuba's architec

tural heritage. This was not necessarily a safe position to take at this tim巴，

yet the Ministry of Culture allowed them a certain latitude. In 1991 they 

organized a provocative exhibit entitled Arq的tectura Joven that was pre-

sented as part of the Fourth Havana Bienal. Prominent in the exhibition 

was a piece by Rosendo Mesías, entitled Revolución es Constru Ï1: • • 

Arquitectura. It was a photomontage mural featuring the stark Orwellian 

facade of the Ministry of Construction, crumb1ing away (not unlike the 

recent Berlin Wall) to reveal emerging through the cracks-the National 
Art Schools. 

This image was more than just a provocative gesture: the authority of 

MICONS had been eroding or at least changing. The optimistic plans for 

centrally planned, standardized construction had failed to sufficiently 

resolve the country's building needs, especially housing. Byrhe early 1970s 

an alternative system of “microbrigades," was introduced by MICONS 

itself. This system relied on volunteer construction workers utilizing more 

conventional construction techniques to augment the lagging efforts by 

MICO到S professionals. In 1983 architects and engineers were reorganized 

once again, this time into the Cuban National Union of Architects and 

Engineers (UNAICC). However, this time the architects were granted an 

entity of their own within the structure of UNAICC. This was the reconstiω 

tuted Colegio de Arquitectos, a symbolic though important recognition of 

OPPOSITE: View thro l/gh paseo arquitect的ico， Schoo/ of M I/sic 
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Rosendo Mesías, Revolución es Construir. . . Arquitecrur且， ρ991}
(COLLECTION OF THE ARTlST) 

architecture's. independent professional identi句﹒ By the late 1980s archi

tects increasingly started to work directly for individual ministries or gov

ernment organizations, indicating that a de facto process of 
decentralization was underway. Within this changing scenario, the physical 

and political rehabilitation of the National Art Schools appeared possible, 
though it would be a slow and, to-date, incomplete process. 

Other positive events contributed to the efforts of the young architects 

in Hermanos SaÍz. In 1986 Roberto Gottardi, who has remained in Cuba, 
was asked by the Instituto Superior de Arte to submit a proposal for the 

completion of the School of Dramatic Arts and renovation of the other 
schools. These plans were soon shelved and never acted upon. In 1989 a 

small in-house exhibit at the architecture school of the CUJAE organized 
by Elmer López,3 featured some images of the National Art Schools along 

with other works of Cuban architecture. This seemingly unremarkable 

act, within this modest little exhibit-which took place the same year 
the Ber1in Wall came down-was a gesture resonant with meaning in a 

faculty that had been for the most part hostile to the schools. In 1993 
Sergio Baroni published “Report from Havana," in Zodiac 8, a thoughtful 
and favorable account of all five schools and their architects. He carefully 

avoided, however, a discussion of the ideological issues and controversy 
that marked their history.4 Also in 1993, Roberto Segre published a much 
less critical article than any of his previous writings on the schools.) In 

1994 the School of Plastic Arts一-whose staff, along with that of the 
School of Modern Dance, has taken moderate care of its facilities-hosted 

a part of the Havana International Bienal within its exhibit space. Walls 

were painted, and things generally spruced up and put in good order 
for the first large group of international visitors since the UIA congress 

of 1963. 
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ABOVE: Schoo/ of Ballet. ηJe foyel; 1996 (j oSÉ ALBERTO f1GUEROA) 

BELO\\': Schoo/ of Ballet, pavillion with rnedio puntos, 1996 {jost AL8ERTO FIGUERO.'j 
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ABO I'E: Scboo/ of M lIsic. C/assroo111, 1997 (HAZEL HA~Kl~) 

BELOW: Scboo/ of M lIsic. CμSSro0111 !IJith detai/ of b/lilt-ill seatÎlIg, 1997 IJOH~ A. '.OO.\flS} 
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Scboo/ of M/lsic. 了ïJe paseo arquirecrónico at elltl}\ 1994 (H.4ZH HAN"IN) 

In April1995 upon another initiative by Hermanos Sa泣， an exhibition 

was organized showing the work of North American photographer, Hazel 

Hankin, who had extensively documented the National Art Schools in 

their various states of abandon and use. The exhibition was held in the 

gallery of the UNAICC. It was of no small significance that the works of 

Porro, Gottardi, and Garatti should be celebrated within the walls of this 

official organization which had not been known for being supportive of 

the schools. Despite the positive reception of the exhibit, mixed messages 

were presented in the accompanying catalog by architectural historian 

Eliana Cárdenas. While granting the schools faint p目前， she advanced no 

real new analysis, other than to echo some of the critique found in Segre's 

earlier works. For example: 

. . . the National Art Schools will not be considered as a symbol of the archi “ 

tecture of the Revolution; they will be appreciated as representations of a per

sistence of a concept of an architecture that pertains to the past, of the 

individual genius, of an expensive architecture, completed and delayed in its 

execution.6 
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Cárdenas went on to chide the young architects “ who have put [the 

schools] on a podium and pay them blind respect. "7 This simultaneous cel

ebration and criticism of the schools is symptomatic of an ideological 
schizophrenia that is slowly coming to a resolution. 

Later in 1995 the art schools were nominated for nationallandmark 

status along with other projects that represented the architecture of the 

Revolution: the CUJA且， schools by Josefina Rebellón, and Martyrs' Park 
by Emilio Escobar Loret de Mola and Mario Coyula Cowley. None of the 

projects nominated received landmark designation, not for political rea-

sons, but because the conservative inclinations of the national board con
sidered all of the projects too recent to be considered “historic," and 

therefore could not be considered landmarks. 
The symbolic resonance of the National Art Schools, so important to 

the young architects, still makes a number of the older apparat uncomfort

able.8 Some of them insist in maintaining earlier positions, such as the 
"inappropriateness" of the schools, especially when having to show. them 

to foreign visitors.9 Much of the Cuban architectural establishment today 
accepts the architectural value of the schools with a mixture of reluctance 
an吐 embarrassment. That the schools have become so abused and deterio

rated, as especially evidenced in the Ballet scho仗， is not something about 
which this establishment can take much pride. This accounts in part for 

much of the hesitant attitude toward their rehabilitation. In 1996, upon 
the initiative of Cuban cultural officials, two New York architects, Norma 

Barbacci and Ricardo Zurita, prepared nomination papers on behalf of the 
schools for the World Monuments Watch. An impressive dossier was 

assembled with letters of support from a distinguished group of interna
tional architects and historians. But when it was time for a Cuban official 

to sign off, none of the previously supportive advocates in Cuba would 
come forth to assume responsibility. Even though the World Monuments 

Fund generously extended the deadline in their case, eventually the nomi

nation of the schools had to be dropped. Despite this setback, within Cuba 
the schools were officially designated as a "protected zone" in 1997, mak

ing them now eligible for future designation as landmarks, even though 
this status had been denied in 1995. Also in 1997, the National Conserva

tion Institute (C 
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restore the country club's golf course for tourists一一-and to turn the schools 

into restaurants, bars and other facilities for the leisure activities of dollar
paying foreigners. The political as well as physical rehabilitation of the 

National Art Schools is far from a linear process. 
As for the architects, they all have continued on in productive careers. 

Roberto Gottardi continues to live, practice, and teach architecture in 
Cuba. Among his more important achievements is the Agricultural Center 

(1968) in Menocal. Vittorio Garatti is credited with the Escuela André 
Voisin in Güines (1962) and the Cuba Pavilion for Montreal's Expo 可7

(with Sergio Baroni and Hugo D'Acosta, 1966而7) ， as well as the Master 

Plan for Havana (with Max Vaquero, Jean Pierre Garnieζand Eusebio 
Azcue, 1968-70) prior to his forced departure. He today suspects that his 

expulsion might have been a result of a CIA disinformation campaign 
within Cuba designed to alienate foreign professionals from their Cuban 

counterparts. Garatti maintains a successful practice in Milan as evidenced 

by his renovation of the Grand Hotel Galia (1990-91) and other projects. 

In Paris, Ricardo Porro has achieved a number of significant projects, 
especiaUy in more recent years, such as the College Elsa Triollet (1990) in 

Saint Denis, and the College Fabien (1993) in Montrueil. It is ironic that 

these and most of Porr。這 other projects, schools, housing, and social ser
vices, are all found in the Communist municipalities surrounding Paris. “I 

have always been a social architect," Porro declares. “1 build for the chil
dren of workers and irnmigrants." His work continues to operate in a 

highly figurative and symbolic venue, very much contrary to the state 
modernism of the Mitterand and post-Mitterand regimes. He is also active 

as a painter and sculptor. 

For all practical purposes, the architects can be considered “ rehabili
tated" politically, even though their projects remain quite the opposite 

physically. Vittorio Garatti first returned to Cuba in June 1988 for a per嚕，

sonal visit. He received a written welcome from Carlos Rafael Rodríguez 

acknowledging his contributions to the country. Garatti returned again in 
June 1997 and lectured at the Colegio de Arquitectos. His talk was well 

received and a subject of discussion among architects for months after
ward. Ricardo Porro's return in March 1996 marked an important turning 

point for th 
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cials retracted and reaffirmed that the lectures would be public. Unknown 

to himse旺， Porro had become a bit of a mythic, if not cult figure , especial1y 

among the young architecture students in Cuba. He resembled the Pied 

Piper, followed by a flock of curious young students as he toured the 

School of Plastic Arts and the School of Modern Dance, where he was pre

sented with a performance in his honor. His lectures were attended by 

standing-room-only audiences and were heralded as “ one of the most 

important cultural events of recent years" in Revolución y Cultura, which 

also published an extensive interview with him by María Elena Martin 

Zequeira.11 Following this event, Roberto Segre published a new essay on 

Cuban architecture in which he portrayed the art schools in a favorable 

light, for the first time absent of any criticism whatsoever.12 Howeveζnot 

everyone welcomed Porro. Officials of the Union of Writers and Artists 

(UNEAC) adamantly denied any opportunity for him to lecture in their 

halls. Porro returned again in January 1997 at the invitation of Selma 

Díaz, now director of Habitat Cuba. She had arranged for him to conduct 

a three-week charrette with a group of architecture students. He also met 

with Ministry of Tourism officials regarding a possible hotel project at 

Playa Varadero. And , this time, he was invited to give a lecture at UNEAC. 
He also returned in May 1998 to participate in a round-table discussion 

on Cuban architecture of the 1950s. Later in 1998, issue 377 of Arquitec

tura Cuba was dedicated to Porro and his work. The importance of this 

official recognition cannot be underestimated. And it was an achievement 

not without struggle on the part of the journal's director and e社itors. The 

subsequent issue 378 was dedicated to Roberto Gottardi and his work. 
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NOTES 

1. The SaÍz brothers, for whom the organization is 
named, were two young, revolutionary poets 
killed during the armed struggle. Some of the 
members of the association were Emma Alvarez 
Tabío, Teresa Ayuso, Francisco Bedoya, Daniel 
Bejerano, Rafael Fornés, Rosendo MesÍas, Juan 
Luis Morales Menocal, Eduardo Luis Rodríguez 
and Patricia Rodríguez Alom是.

2. It should be noted that while the National Art 
Schools themselves have been much neglected, arts 
education in Cuba has not. For a country with 
limited economic resources, Cuba has nevertheless 
made arts education a priority, with undeniably 
impressive results. The educational system has 
produced an abundance of talented and well-pre
pared visual artists, musicians, and dancers. 
However, given the limited professional opportu
nities in Cuba during the late 1980s and early 
1990s, many of these artists chose to seek their 
forrunes abroad after completing their educations 
and achieving initial successes in Cuba. Today, 
with a somewhat improved economy, the 
tendency is to remain, while exhibiting and per
forming- internationally. For a comprehensive sur
vey of Cuban visual artists, see Adolfo V. Nodal, 
Cristina Vives Gutiérrez, José Veigas, Valia 
Garzon, Danny有 Deoc且 ， Memol切: Cllban Art of 
the Twentieth Century (Sydney: Craftsman House 
Press, 1999). 

3. López was a dedicated and popular faculty mem
ber, very integrated into the Revolution, who later 
inexplicably disappeared. 

4. Baroni, Sergio. '‘Report from Havana," Zodiac 8, 
Intemationa/ Review of Architectu惚， (1993): 
160個183.

5. Roberto Segre,“Tres décadas de arquitectura 
cubana: La herencia histórica y el mito de 10 
nuevo," Arquitectura Antillmza del sig/o XX, Uni
versidad A泣的noma Metropolitana-Unidad 
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Xochimilco, (Mexico City, 1993). 
6. Eliana Cardenas,“Las Escuelas Nacionales de 

Arte, un pretexto para continuar la polemica," 
Haze/ Hankin Fotografias-Abri/1995 (Havana: 
Colegio de Arquitectos UNAICC, 1995), 8. 

7. 1bid. 
8. 1t should be noted that some of the apparat who 

had been uninvolved in the power struggle waged 
by MICONS, never subscribed to the ideologically 
framed attacks against the art schools. One such 
official of important starure was Carlos Rafael 
Rodríquez, Cuba's late Vice President who wrote 
approvingly of the schools in 1967 (see quote pp 
20-21 , herein). 

9. See, for example quotes from Peter Noever, ed., 
The Havana Project-Architecture Again. (New 
York: Prest泣， 1996). “The architects [of the Art 
Schools] were proceeding with an architecrure 
of the intelligentsia, based on care. But c1early 
with no audience. 1n fact, one senses the radical
ness of a lack of audience."一Thom Maynep. 30. 
“. . . To make it c1ear: the Art Schools are not 
revolutionary. They are self-concentrated, per
sonal statements." -\1(7olf Prix, p. 況， and “. . . 1t 
is a personal statement with a lot of qualities, but 
its aesthetics were not suitable for the context 
in which it arose."-一Wolf Prix p. 34. These 
comments were c1early influenced by the comrnen
tary of these distinguished visitors' Cuban 
guides. 

110.Ernesto Jiménez García, La Escue/a Naciona/ de 
Artes (Información Genera/) (Havana: CEN
CREJ\哇， 1997).

l11.María Elena Martin Zequeri且，“Arquitecrura:

Hallar el Marco Poético," interview with Ricardo 
Por凹， Revo/uci白1 Y Cll/tllra 5 (1996): 44-51. 

112.R. Segr叫“La Habana siglo XX: espacio dilatado 
y tiempo contraÍdo," Cilldad )' Te1Titorio, Estz卜
dios Territoria/es, XXVII1 (110), 1996. 
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AFTERWORD 

History will absolve me. 

Fidel Castro 

The National Art Schools were conceived from a point of view which 

embraced the rich diversity of Cuban culture. This cultural position was 

then given form through the tectonic discipline of the Catalan vault, which 

provided opportunities for free organic expression in the process of creat

ing an architectural cubanidad. As ideology assumed a more absolutist 

character in revolutionary Cuba, the “official" point of view that emerged 

for architecture was one where the tectonic 吐iscipline， in this case predi-

cated on functionalist industrialized systems, became the end instead of the 

means toward architectural expression for much of Cuban architecture. 

For this accepted form of architecture, cubanidad would emerge naturally 

from the technical process with no real formal guidance from the architect. 

History has now proved this latter approach to be a far more “ idealist" 

position than that of the architects for the National Art Schools, though 

idealism is one of the fundamental crÍticisms they endured. 

The National Art Schools now stand as an artifact representing a par目

ticular vision of the Cuban Revolution. This vision was inherently human

ist and pluralist, and could be concretized through craft traditions. It 

regarded revolution as a truly liberating experience embracing race, cul

tural diversi可~ tropical beau句.， spontaneity, and sensuality integrated with 

political consciousness. It was a vision that accepted the subjective and 

irrational side of reality, a vision that looked to local history as a means of 

conceiving a socialist future. What could more validate this vision than the 

almost carnevalesque inversion of an elitist country club into a proletarian 

experimental arts school? Who could deny that this was a very appealing 

vision? 

However, the prevailing socialist vision required obedience, centralized 

authority, communal discipline, controlled sexuality (no homosexuality) 

and an internationalist orientation. This vision could only be concretized 

in industrialized processes definitive of a modern material socialist culture 

and derived from the rationalist and functionalist traditions. While the 

ultimate dorninance of this second vision had much to do with the spon-

OPPOSITE: Congero, Schoo/ of Modem Dance 
(HA2EL HANKIN) 



sorship of the Soviet Union, the struggle between the two visions also rep

resented the subjective rivalries among ambitious individuals competing 

for prominence in a profession that was in the process of redefinition in 

order to position itself in the new social order. As the state shifted its 

patronage from the first vision to the second, it was inevitable that the 

schools would be left behind as artifacts. 
τhe drama of the National Art Schools did not take place in any of the 

main arenas of twentieth century architecture. The fact that it took place 

on the margin is one of the reasons that they are not well known. But it is 

also their existence on the margin that accounts for their creativity and 

resistance to dominant cultural forces. The National Art Schools were geo

graphically marginal, located in a small underdeveloped country nine叮

miles from the U.S. They were geopolitically marginal, that country having 

just declared itself socialist and Marxist-Leninist. Within that country's 

capital city they also were marginal, located far from the urban center on 

its suburban outskirts. Most importantly though, they were marginal in 

terms of architectural design, having rejected existing forms of linguistic 

expression in favor of an attempt to create a radical, formal alternative to 

contemporary architecturallanguage, seeking to engage the specific envi

ronmental, politic泣， and utopian ethos of a new emerging culture. 

Despite their partial disappearance in the overgrown vegetation of 

Cubanac孟n， the National Art Schools stand today, after more than thir可

years，的 the most memorable architectural works of the Cuban Revolu

tion and its most genuine architectural expression of cubanidad. 

History will absolve the National Art Schools. 
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Ricardo Porro,“EI Sentido de la Tradición ," 
Nuestro Tiempo 16 , año IV (1957). 

Architecture today has two goals. The first is to have significant social pur-

pose. With sociologists and economists planning new forms of social organi間

zation that are in accordance with our times , it is logical that the architect in 

his art will try to express the new meaning of these conditions. The second 

goal is to ensure that architecture, instead of being international , is part of a 

local tradition. 

The realization of the first proposition is impossible for the moment in most 

countries, among them Cuba , given our social conditions. The Cuban archi

tect, when involved in urban planning, works for an investor who desires 

immediate profits with the sale of individual lots and he wants nothing to do 

with traditional models for fear of a bad investment. If contemporary Cuban 

architects involve themselves with the problem of the community, our pro-

jects remain on paper, with no immediate hopes of realization. 

There is only left to us in these times the attempt to achieve the second goal 

It is to ensure that the architecture that is made in Cuba is Cuban , that it 

continues our tradition. 

The word “tradition" requires definition. Tradition does not mean the faithful 

copying of the past; the result would be archaeology, not architecture. This 

naturally would destroy the artistic creation and by that token , tradition. Nei

ther does it mean to faithfully copy superficial decorative details; this would 

be falsehood. The result would be the pseudo-colonial houses of Miramar or 

the eclectic ones of EI Vedado. 

Tradition is not contrary to creation. Artistic tradition is the result in art of the 

way of life of a people who have their own customs and habits. It is the 

thoughtful incarnation of their mentality. That is to say that art has to express 

the particular culture of a certain people who live in a certain place. It is the 

expression of a reciprocal action between man and the place in which he 

develops , the sum of his experiences, the expression of the spiritual charac

teristics common to a people. . . 

The indigenous races were exterminated at the beginning of colonization , 

and from them we have inherited almost nothing from the cultural point ot 
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view. We are a product of the Spaniard , above all the Spaniard of the south耐

ern part of the peninsula, and of the black African. From here comes forth 

our character. The mixture of the severe and intense Spaniard with the black 

African has produced , in our midst, warm and easy going, a man of extreme 

sensuality. 

Fidel Castro Ruz，“Palabr悶as a los intelectuales," 30 June 1961 , 
as quoted i泊n

Notici均f愷as de Hoy (4 May 1963) 

The National Academy of Art has just begun to be built, apa此 from the 

National Academy of Manual Arts. For certain , Cuba will count as having the 

most beautiful academy of arts in the whole world. Why? Because this aca小

emy is situated in one of most beautiful residential developments in the 

world , where the most wealthy of Cuba's bourgeoisie lived: in the best estate 

of the most ostentatious and the most luxurious and the most vulgar bou仟

geoisie, this said in passing, because in none of these houses was there lack前

ing a bar, their inhabitants had no worries except for the problems of their 

li泣 le social world. They lived in an incredibly luxurious manner and it is worth 

it to take a stroll over there to see how these people livedi but there is no way 

they could have known what an extraordinary academy of art is being cor卜

structed and this is what will remain of what they made, because the stu

dents are going to live in the houses that were the residences of millionaires. 

They will not live cloisteredi they will live as if at home and they will attend 

the classes in the AcademYi the Academy is going to be situated in the mid

的 of the country cl仙， where a group ofarchitects-artists, have designed 

the constructions they are going to realize. They have just started , and they 

have the commitment to complete them by this December. We now have 

three thousand board feet of mahogany. The schools of music, dance, ball哎，

theater and plastic arts will be in the middle of the golf course, in a natural 

environment that is a dream. There will be the Academy of Art, with sixty res個

idences, situated around it, with the clubhouse at one side, which has dining 

rooms, meeting rooms, swimming pool and also an apartment for visitors, 

where foreign professors who come to help us can lodge. This academy will 

have the capacity for three thousand students, that is to say three thousand 

students on scholarship , and with the hope to commence in the next term. 
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Rafael López Rangel , Arquitectura y Subdesarrollo en América Latina 
(Puebla: Universidad Autónoma de Pueb泊， 1975). 

It appears evident that the architectonic language of the Art Schools does not 

obey the “semantic field" of the Revolution , because in reality the structuring 

of its forms are organized in accordance with individualistic, arbitrary, con

ceptual lines not organically incorporated and coparticipant in the definition 

of the character and type of revolutionary process. Because of this, no matter 

how interesting and attractive are the undulations of the volumes of the 

schools by the architects Ricardo Porro, Vittorio Garatti and Roberto Gottardii 

no matter how undeniably masterful is the use of brick and the construction 

of the vaultsi no matter how well or carefully arranged (the spatial dispos卜

tion) are the masses in the magnificent place in which they are situated (the 

exclusive and aristocratic ex-jockey club)i no matter how ably executed are 

the details in respect to the complex-the works contain a meaning incoher

ent with the values of the Revolution. The formalist conception that assumes 

the attributes of sensuality愉sexuality as the “constant of the Cuban tempera咿

ment," along with the formal exuberance of the tropicalism and the Africar卜

ism, are they not more identified with the values of the dominant classes in 

the prerevolutionary period? In effect, does not this image of a Cuba of this 

type correspond more to the idea of the “ Isla del Turismo y del Placer," of 

Cuban-folk, or those tropical curios that so please the Yankees? It is clear 

enough that they are more identified with these values than with the true 

ethos of the first socialist society of Latin America. Moreover, as has been 

pointed out by others (Segre) , in these works it is shown that function has 

been sacrificed on the gallows of formal preconception. 
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Roberto Segre, La Arquitectura de la Revolución Cubana 
(Montevideo: Facultad de Arquitectura Universidad de la Republica , 1968). 

The National Art Schools form the most polemical and spectacular complex 

realized by the Revolution: widely disseminated at an international level , con倫

sidered by some as the genuine expression of revolutionary architecture, they 

are at the same time repudiated , classified within a series of errors commit-

ted in this so called “romantic" period. . 

Even though the constructive system is a homogenizing element for the com愉

plex, each building constitutes a unique entity, separate from the rest, not 

realizing the creation of a “city of the arts" legible at an urban scale and not 

permitting the collective use of common functional elements. The team of 

architects maintained their individualism, monumentalizing each solution , 
transcending functionalist values to become unique symbols of the historic 

moment. A moment that recovers certain national "constants": the presence 

of the “ baroque" in Cuban culture, the spatial transparencies and closed 

patios of colonial architecture. Is it possible to discuss whether historic her-

itage must project itself within the revolutionary process by means of the glo間

rification of traditional materials and closed monumental forms. In the first 

place, it is impossible to realize in a short time, within the context of under倫

development, works of such breadth. In the second place, a particular situa

tion-the scarcity of materials brought on by the economic blockade-can 

define only one stage of the construction , surmountableby the appropriate 

development of the country. If the project is conceived as an open form , 

transformable, additive, and functional , the work does not live for just one 

historic moment, but in the process, adapting itself to different alternatives, 

in the progressive use of the forms. If instead it is a closed system, limited by 

its formal virtuosity produced by craft methods, the work has value only as a 

complete and finished form: value is not obtained as has happened through 

the abandonment and ruin of the construction. 

The Revolution is a collective work, whose end is the creation of a new soci

ety. It constitutes a dynamic process, vigorous, impossible to crystallize in 

formal symbols that do not coincide with the functional use intended for the 

community, inherent to the rigor imposed by the scarcity of available 

resources, a transitory condition of underdevelopment. For the other part, 

none of the acts of the people are grandiloquent and studied , but on the con偏

tra旬， they always conserve the freshness of spontaneity. The monumental 

implies authoritarianism, order derived from above to below in pyramid fash

ionj therefore, can monumentality be expressive of a the Cuban political 

process, based in the dialogue and constant integration between the leaders 

and the masses? Therefore, can the space of the artist be monumentalized? 

Can he exile himself from the bosom of society, submerged in Arcadiaj can he 
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produce a creative act that is not born from real daily life experience of the 

revolutionary process? Even though the National Art Schools constitute the 

most intense aesthetic and spatial experience realized by the modern Cuban 

architecture, their forms do not coincide with the new contentSj the formal 

exuberance is not accompanied by the scientific rigor necessary to respond 

efficiently to the functional needs. The thirteen million pesos invested in this 

complex, condition the effectiveness of an architecture that above all must be 

the real representation of the material and spiritual necessities of society, and 

not the product of a particularized , problematic interpretation carried over 

from the cultural background of the designer. Within such limits, hypotheses 

for the future are converted into utopiaj into fiction. Reality is materially con

ditioned. 
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Hugo Consuegra,“Las Escuelas Nacionales de Arte ," 
Aquitectura Cuba 334 (1 965): 14-21. 

Cuba, a small underdeveloped country, in the most difficult moment of its 

history, when in order to survive it must stand up to the colossal North Ameri

can , in the midst of an economic blockade and armed acts of aggression , it 
permits itself the luxury of building一-at a cost of more than thirteen million 

pesos-schools of a付 of such scope that are not seen in even London , Paris, 

New York or Rome. 

What sense could this have? How does one explain it? Five schools of art 

(Ballet, Dramatic Arts, Modern Dance, Plastic Arts and Music) with five sepa

rate theaters , five libraries, and five cafeterias , among other economic 

excesses, how can the common use of these services be thought of? Is this 

not out of scale? How can one justify the state of mind that moves such an 

initiative? One could respond: What is one to think of a small underdeveloped 

country just ninety miles from the United States that declares itself the “first 

socialist country in America?" A small country whose economy, production 

and markets were entirely controlled and organically dependent upon its 

colossal enemy, and dares to break this dependence and live in perpetual 

threat. David and Goliath! Out of scale, without a doubt. 

The foreigner who visits the schools of art, independently of whether he likes 

them of not-most often he is enthused with them-receives a sensation of 

excess and grandiloquence, and he naturally lends himself to criticism , above 

all if he is among those architects educated in the assumptions of a more 

direct, less spectacular architecture. But also, one may ask oneself here: is it 

not grandiloquent and spectacular our historic moment? A revolution that 

delivers for history the Second Declaration of Havana, before more than a 

million citizens-within a total population of six million-gathered in the 

public plaza. A revolution that during the so called "October Crisis,". prepared 

to confront any ri帥， with complete independence , strengthening itself 

through its sense of moral purpose and in its willingness to sacrifice if neces

sary. 

If Cuban culture-in any of its manifestations-aspires to reflect the Revolu-

tion , 1 estimate that it must do so fully aware of a certain excessivenessj 

meaning: freely indiscreet and shockingly realistic. We cannot be Swedes or 

Finns ninety miles from the United States, though we have much admiration 

for their architecture and though we understand well that it would give to us a 

measure of serenity. The National Art Schools, above and beyond the personal 

expression of their creators-two Italian architects and one Cuban-are the 

expression of this moment in revolutionary Cuba. 

It has been said that they are “baroque." Ricardo Porro himself, author of the 
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schools of Plastic Arts and Modern Dance has written: “A classical sense of 

space would not lend itself to this (referring to the characterization of the 

spaces) , neither to the images that 1 wish to achieve. They were needing a 

richness of architectonic elements, fluid and varied spaces. The result was a 

great 'barroquismo.'" 1 am not totally in agreement. Of course the schoo坊，

those of Porro as well as that of Roberto Gottardi-Dramatic Arts-and those 

of Vittorio Garatti-Music and Ballet-are far from what could be called a 

classical sense of spacej but 1 propose that in place of “baroque," a term that 

seems to me much more correct,“mannerist." For many reasons: the baroque 

is not characterized by unfolding and contorted forms, it is simply controlled 

by a homogenous conceptj there exists a “baroque logic" within which the 

presence of a “totality" is expressed by the necessity for synthesis and subor

dination: the great rhythms of the baroque. In the schools of art this does not 

existj on the contrary, it is systematic , in each of their authors, that when one 

of these rhythms is initiated and starts growing, orchestrating itself with 

increasing resonance and we wait for it to culminate “ in the baroque man

ner," then at precisely this point we are cast down into uncertainty as one 

fallen into an abyss and all sense of “development" is broken. 

There is here perhaps the most profound correspondence between archite心

ture and revolution. A feeling suspended between happiness and anguishj the 

jubilant moral sense of a people that are flourishing in the creation of their 

own proper national identity, free from the bonds and insults that signify for 

us imperialist colonialism , and on the other hand , the anguish , the perma

nent threat of destruction by this same imperialism. 

In the first place, the split between the creator and his medium. It is not 

important whether the architects of these works are Cuban or foreign , they 

are, by their architectural formation and work, true "cultural aristocrats:" 

humanist architects, products of the whole complexity of contemporary cul

ture. It is well understood that these “aristocrats" are faithful to the Revolu

tion , they march shoulder to shoulder with the people to harvest cane and 

they stand guard rifle in hand , but meanwhile as architects they are alone. 

Their work is therefore understood in part, enjoyed only by their equalsj 

delights of the intentions of their detailsj art of spatial exquisiteness, that is 

not even valued by all architects , except by those “exquisite architects." In 

front of this art, the average man reacts favorably pleased,“enchanted" it is 

worth saying, but without real command of his criteria , impressed byand 

large by the spectacle. This disproportion between the work-that 泊， of

course, not only a spectacle-and the normal capacity to evaluate it, is pre間

sent in all contemporary artj this is the case in all countries, even in those of 

high cultural development, but in an underdeveloped country like ours, the 

disproportion is truly painfu l. In these moments the authors of the National 

Art Schools, that which they represent within our culture, and their example 
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for the young generation of architects are the cause of a vigorous polemic in 

Cuba. They have become symbols, ferociously and arrogantly attacked now 

more than ever. The outcome of this polemicwill determine for the large part 

the course and future of Cuban architecture. Such is its historic importance 

for us. 

Possibly that which is most interesting for the critic is found in the common 

desire-in all the schools-to disintegrate the spatial unity. Disintegration 

that is not the multiple baroque vision , orchestrated within a whole , but the 

disturbing qualities of a mannerist assault on this whole, which it physically 

of psychically destroys. Observe how in all the schools this has been the fun

damental principle. Isolated pavilions, with their independent covers in 

Drama, Ballet and Plastic Arts , articulating themselves according to asynco

pated rhythms-unexpected rhythms, it is impo巾nt to point out-give an 

additive vision , never tota l. But this desire for the disintegration of the spatial 

unity, that in the mentioned schools is a natural consequence of the solution 

for the pavilions, becomes truly surprising in the other schools. 

The School of Music, an enormous continuous band-330 metres long-from 

the individual cubicles it goes flexing like the dormitories of Alvar Aalto at 

MIT in Cambridge. At first glance, what appears to us in plan is a very unitary 

development, but when we are expecting a continuous result, as in Bath or 

Crescent Park in London, we encounter a series of displacements in the 

design that fragment all sense of homogeneity: transversal 旬， its fifteen 

metres of width are broken into two levels and covered by undulating vaults, 
while longitudinally the building fractures into faults that descend or rise with 

the terrain; each cut, moreover, is emphasized by the piling up of the sides of 

the eaves flowing upwards. The design of the two theaters and the plaza一

still under construction-are also conceived in the same spirit. Above the 

powerful towers of concrete is arranged the elevated circulation, of a very 

poetic character, that which-towers and galleries一is the true leit-motiv of 

the composition; elements purely theatrical-stage, audience, ve吋ical ele

mer巾， covering-are introduced within this strong articulation of aerial ele

ments and gardens which invade all around. It would be with great difficulty 

to “disintegrate" better an element so characterized as a theater. 

If Garatti's solutions in the School of Music are elaborate, those of Gottardi in 

Dramatic Arts are truly unusual. Toward the theater, the focal point of all the 

functions, the different specialties of the school are grouped by sectors: 

sound and ligr祉， make心lP ， costumes, props and scenery. A very compact plan 

in which each locale is tied to its neighbor in angular articulations that pro倫

duce a cellular web. 1 appears that here their individualization is impossible. 

Not withstanding, we observe from the model that each part, large or small , 
receives its own roof, in an effect that seems an “accumulation of objects of 
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Arman , or those disturbing “wrappings“ of Christo. As if this were not 

enough, to make more clear the fragmentation , the interior passages are
streets open to the sky! A true act of the mannerist exquisite. 

τhe other common constant was that of creating-and 1 do not know if it was 

premeditated-a state of spatial anguish, that is of course very noteworthy. 

The schools of art endure a spatial hypertension. The means applied to 

achieve this is the sharpening of contrasts, of the dynamic angularities or the 

revolving surfaces. Above all there is a will to make permanent this disequi-

librium, that is to say this perpetual movement. There are hardly any 

moments of rest; there is not any compensation of repose that establishes a 

harmony between the multiple and the unitary. Everything grows, becomes 

complicated , becomes exasperating, dissolving before a synthesis could suc輔

ceed in establishing an order within our senses. 

It is understood that this spatial anguish has created criticism. 1 n the School 

of Plastic Arts , Porro organizes three powerful trumpet-shaped arches to form 

an entry; by tradition , by experience, by architectural convention-the three 

porticos of Christian churches-we expect that the central arch would be that 

which dominates the development of the composition. But it is here that, 
having just advanced twelve metres, the central opening vanishes and we can 

only continue in the lateral galleries: in addition the view through the central 

arch is blocked bya line of buttresses and gargoyles that turn , impeding any 

sense ofaxiality. If it is permitted , 1 would say that this is an “atheist" com

position that denies to us the "path to the altar." The spectator is disarmed 

by the entrance, dazed , and his system of orientation collapses in a sensorial 

abyss. 

Garatti gives us another node of anguish in the School of Ballet. 1 n the area 

of the cafeteria , a small elliptical pool is shot at, as if it was an architectonic 

San Sebasti扣， by a series of pillars which-of course-resist any ordering 

toward a common focus. The result is that from no point can we grasp-

“ understand"一the form and dimension of the entire pool , that paradoxically 

is only ten meters long in its major axis. A most intense sensory frustration. 

These effects of frustration are also very frequently found in the use of 

“ incomplete forms." Here we see half vaults of arches that obstruct the spec

tator with their irresolution , revolving surfaces that do not complete their path 

and , very special 旬， these spatial interferences in which a formal development 

disturbs, molests another development, without a mutual articulation that 

resolves itself harmonically. Architectonic atonalism, we could say. 

One of those elements that permit the critic to analyze the intentions of the 

architect is the form called the paseo arquitectónico, that is the spatial path 
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prepared for the spectator. If we analyze the circulation of the five schoo怡，

we note the desire to avoid all definitive and immediate sense of directional- 合

ity. The spectator is obliged to constantly change coursej negating all axiality, 

and rebounding from one wall to another, confronted constantly with new 

views, constantly surprised with all the refinement and intellectual treachery 

of which these authors are capable. We are invited to move ourselves through 

in order to render intelligible the composition. But this intelligence of the 

work is only made possible through a mental recomposition-intellectual 

digestion-of the fragmented vision , that systematically denies us a point of 

view from which to synthesize the work. 

Gottardi in Dramatic Arts, even though he places imaginary axes at both sides 

of the principal building-axes that converge toward the river and the theater 

created above the greenery-巴"一obliges us to abandon this axiality, which we 

cannot physically perceive, much less penetrate in the calles in order to 

understand a path through the great curved segments and to descend toward 

the nearby river, taking delight in the narrow spaces that are like canyons, 

interior patios open like small spatial oases, changes in elevation saved by 

stairs electrically broken above their axis, and finally, to make this passage 

more exciting, fissures that open toward the theater or toward the exterior, 
through which we see only fragmented slices. 

Porro achieved , in our judgment, the most intense effects in his School of 

Modern Dance. There he obliges us to advance some fifty metres through an 

elegant and virile articulation of fortresslike walls and open portico, through 

which we turn ninety degrees and then pass through a spatial “bottleneck, " 

opening into the interior plaza of the school. Up until this point, nothing 

abnorm針， but observe this plaza: the traditional concept of the plaza is that 

of a "positive" space, meaning a space enclosed bya concavity where the 

void moves more or less circulating. Porro gives us a “ negative" plazaj above 

which there open up three convex porticos that at the same time fold into 

themselves. Porro takes great delight in producing these folds, each pillar of 

the galleries occupies the place that chance has provided , creating abnormal 

relations and conflicts with its neighbors. The effect is of a dramatic agony, 

hypertense and conceptually subversive. 

Another of the best correspondences between form and content is found 

expressed by Garatti in his School of Ballet. The paseo arquitectónico is here 

musical , intoxicating and enveloping: without any doubt, dancing. Always 

covered above by light vaults that go foliating, slashing the light, we are 

invited to bob, to turn , to slip along their surfaces. Fountains and walls whose 

upper borders serve as aqueducts, grow from the earth , sweetly unrolled , inte

grating themselves little by li泣le in the dance of all the architectonic e悟"

ments, that then having performed their role, like a life cycle, they diminish , 
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dying and returning to the earth from which they had risen. The sweet inti

macy, the genuine tropicalism , the delicacy of the details in the use of tile 

and brick, and the integration with the landscape whose vegetation is echoed, 
place this work among the most refined that have been constructed in our 
country. 

1 am optimistic in respect to the future of these works. Reality-as hard as it 

can be now-and hope-as fantastic as it might seem-are converging, all 

the time more vertiginously in revolutionary Cuba. Abundance will unfailingly 

come. The “disproportion" of the schools of art will diminish with time. To 

understand ourselves, we must remember that we are a people who buy 

Spanish dolls for the Epiphany during these moments of intense economic 

crisis. The National Art Schoo 峙， for their paradisical site and their relation to 

the maritime clubs-a fabulous monetary investment, dedicated for popular 

use-一-will without doubt, as Garatti points out, be the nucieus of a grand 

recreational lung for Havana, and its function as an intellectual center will be 

much more than a mere classroom. 
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Ricardo Por悶，“Wifredo La侃 11
Unknown publication (1 962): 46-48. 

If there is a painter in our time and in our country whose work can be called 

revolutionary, that painter is Wifredo Lam. Revolution means a radical change 

of the established order, bringing with it an appreciation of human values. 

Social painting is that which expresses the drama of man. 

Lam's art has always been a violent accusation of the evils suffered by our 

people. It is not necessarily a painter's task to capture all the aspects of rea卜

ity, translating them into visual art. Our century is rich in possibilities of 

expression , as proven by the diversity of tendencies in our epoch. 

When choosing his subjects it became an obsession with him to give expres

sion to those in our society who suffered most. 

And Lam did not have far to go, for he was himself of the people. He returned 

to his childhood to live again in the world of poverty of the mestizos of Sagua 

la Grande (a town in Las Villas province). 

That was the source of his inspiration. He created its symbols and converted 

them into the most poetic painting of today. He created terrible beings that 

are imagined only by men cut off from all sources of culture. 

And so he gave the spectator a vision of the evil that only a revolution can 

change. Great tragedy is always present with Lam. 1 only know of one other 

painter who reacts to cruelty with such violence: Pablo Picasso. If the expres

sion of reality by revolutionary painting is such that it can be used as an 

instrument to change the wor徊， then Lam's art certainly falls in that category. 

His painting is a call to men's conscience. 

Wifredo Lam has always been a revolutionary-as man and as artist. Only the 

Revolution can do away with the evil which he depicts in his works. 
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Paolo Portoghesi , Postmodern 
(New York: 的zzoli International , 1983): 137-38. 

Porro personally experienced the Cuban Revolution and came out of it unin白

hibited, freed from what he had learned about architecture in school. His 

friendship with Fidel Castro during the Revolution led to Porro's obtaining the 

commission to build the National School of Plastic Arts in Havana, which 

after fifteen years can still be considered one of the few original attempts to 

found a popular language of architecture for the new needs of a socialist sOCÎ

ety. The art school-part of a program intended to attract young people to 

Cuba from every part of Latin America, thus creating a center of revolutionary 

training-Iucidly interprets in architectural terms Afro-Cuban culture, which 

had so much influence in the formation of modern popular music. It takes 

inspiration from the archetypal forms of the villages of African huts and the 

baroque domes of the Hispanic倫American tradition. But it has a provocative 

and disturbing side in the presence of an erotic symbolism immediately evi-

dent to the observer. The general layout, with its opposition of rigid and curvi

linear forms, is a synthesis that has nothing mechanical or vulgar about it. It 

suggests the structure of the genital organs and the dynamic of the sexual 

act. The same themes appear when the complex is viewed from below: in the 

relationship between the porticoed walkways and the spatial cells of the 

classrooms, as well as in the key figure which drips water into a small foun

tain: shell , mouth , feminine figure par excellence. The architectural value of 

the school is certainly not a direct consequence of this symbolic content. It 

derives its value, rather, from the pure way in which content is translated into 

forms, using the specific means of architecture, with Porro's confidence in 

using the traditional masonry structure, filtered through the interpretive lens 

of modern architecture, in the complementary and dialectical use of the ratio

nal element (in the control of structure and technology) and of the emotional 

element, in the planning and linking of the images. 
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Sergio Baroni. “Report from Havana," 
Zodiac 8 , International Review of Architecture, Renato Minetto , ed. 
(1 993): 160-183. 

Without entering into rhetorical discussion of whether and how individuals are 

shaped by the buildings they inhabit, there can be little doubt that the only 

response to the political decision to build the National Art Schools (ENA), 
motivated by the solidarity and libertarian ideologies of the time, could be an 

architectural project of the highest artistic and cultural standard. The idea of 

a single compact building to house the five faculties envisioned for the 

School-Theater, Dance, Ball泣， Plastic Arts and Music-was quickly aban

doned for planning and technical reasons in favor of a kind of garden com喻

plex of five separate buildings around the edge of the site that would leave 

the beautiful central open space and existing Country Club installations 

intact. Much was spoken and written about the ENA at the time, both in 

Cuba and abroad. If 1 go over the old ground again here, it is because the pro

ject is an unusual example of the kind of transculturation that has always 

been a prominent feature of the Cuban culture. It is worth considering here 

some of the things the architects commissioned to do the job had in common 

because it offers special insights into the scope and significance of what they 

achieved. The three architects, Ricardo Porro from Cuba, and Vittorio Garatti 

and Roberto Gottardi from Italy, were barely thirty at the time and still had lit

tle experience of actually building architecture. AII three had been closely 

involved in the debate over the limitations and frustrations of the Modern 

Movement in Italy in the 1950s, had drawn their inspiration from Wright and 

Gaudí, had contributed to the furor over Ronchamp and the Torre Velasca, 
and had participated in the Art Nouveau reviva l. However, they had also been 

able to relate their experience to the dramatic and contradictory events of a 

primitive Venezuela where the talented Carlos Raúl Villanueva was even then 

bringing his vision of architecture to maturity. It was the grafting of this rich 

conceptual and imaginative inheritance into a program already original in 

itself, in a highly stimulating and extraordinarily (and justifiably) optimistic 

natural environment, that produced these exceptional works (in all senses of 

the word) , unique achievements totally different from the general run of 

architecture at the time.τheir effect on Cuban culture was to broaden the 

horizons of routine planning and design practice in the country. 
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by transnational Havana itself) in favor of a realism founded on the complex

ity of a society bursting with contradictions. 1 n this sense, the Schools still 

provide an indispensable, if controversial point of reference for future archi

tecture in a changing society that professes to be building a world different 

from the homologous uniformity created by central ideologies. Much of the 

controversy over the ENA was misguided. It would be mistaken to see the 

arguments that emerged as ante littθram products of Postmodernism unless 

we decide first which of Postmodernism's many aspects they advocated or 

opposed. In point of fact, the right to reinstate the validity of architecture as 

an artistic medium based not on historical “signs" but on the expressive 

potential of its various elements-the wall , the arch, the dome, window and 

door frames-was widely asserted. It would also be mistaken to see the out

come of the project (three of the five schools have never been finished and 

the concept has never been repeated) as a political and cultural choice, that 

seemed to concern an eliti泣， hedonistic concept of architecture. That the 

Schools never entered the mainstream of Cuban architecture was due to fac

tors which have continuously shaped the development of Cuban architecture 

since then , and have only very recently shown signs of changing. 

One of these factors, perhaps the least important, was simply the program's 

loss of relevance. Once Cuba had been isolated from the outside world , the 

scale of the complex was considered disproportionate to the country's internal 

needs. Also, the lack of the skilled labor needed to cope with urgent, large-

scale, building projects-it would eventually become chronic in the building 

industry-was beginning to make its presence felt. The ENA site held valu呵

able reserves of manpower which it was decided could be usefully deployed 

for more urgent work elsewhere. Final 旬， a growing scarcity of essential finish

ing materials on the site-wood , ceramics, brick, electric and sanitary insta卜

lations, etc.-made it increasingly difficult to bring the project to completion. 

Work virtually stopped , and the tangled web of arguments that would eventu

ally be used to demonstrate the project's impracticability and justify aban

doning it was gradually woven. This is now acknowledged to have been a 

grave mistake. It is becoming increasingly evident that the failure to finish 

the Schools was a set-back in a revival of Cuban architecture that had been 

having trouble in making headway since the p陀血Revolutionary days. The 

Schools project, it is now realized , had speeded Up the process considerably 

and had linked it to the country's new social project. 
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Personal Memories of the National Art Schools by the Artist as a 
Young Student, Ever Fonseca, 
interview with the author (September 1997). 

Ever Fonseca is one of Cuba告 most internationally renowned painters. During the Rev

olution he had served with the rebel forces in the guerrilla waι Afterwards， having won 

a place in the School of Plastic Arts through a national art competition, he became a 

member of the first c/ass of the school. These are some of his recollections of those 

fjrst years of the National Art Schools as a young student. 

It was 1962 and we were the first group of the school. We had come from all 

over the island, chosen by competition. Most of us would have otherwise 

never have had an oþportunity to study art. 1 was the only student who had 

been in the rebel army. 1 was far away from home which had been in a poor 

farming community deep in the interior of Cuba. They were building the 

schools when we arrived as the first class. It was in a club that had been for 

the richest Cubans with wealthy mansions all around and it was being con叫

verted for our use. It was very beautiful then. There were still gardeners and 

we had “tias" who cooked for us, did our laundry and looked out for the man喲

sions where we were now living. There was a kitchen in the club and a dining 

room where we all shared meals together. There were no shortages yet and we 

ate very well back then. There were many supplies. Two buses that both 

worked were for our use. The school organized vacations for us, paid for our 

trips home to visit our families. The directors were a very creative, innóvative 

group. Our teachers were very dedicated and very experimenta l. We felt very 

privileged. So we students were very motivated. We had an almost military 

discipline then, very different from art students today. 

We were living through an extraordinary social experiment. We were living in 

very intense, very creative times. 1 remember with great nostalgia, yes, volur卜
tary work in the fields cutting cane. It was a lot of hard work but done with 

un amor tan grande because were creating paradise. You cannot begin to 

understand what were the hopes of those years. We truly believed that all 

could be transformed merely by our work into a utopia. 1 wish 1 could recap

ture for you the rapture of those times of our youth. 

1 remember Porro very wel l. Una persona muy agradable y muy sensible. We 

used to call him “Porbusier." He was very impressive. He had a fire in him to 

realize these schools and we were all very attracted by his enthusiasm. He 

gave classes to us too in the history of architecture, painting, and of architec

ture as a form of art. He would talk to us about the importance of not aban-

doning our roots, about the idiosyncrasies of our mixed race, about sensuality, 
about the curved line and the undulating plane which is the essence of Africa 

in us, of terra cotta which is the color of our skin. 
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1 do not really know about the criticisms, the internal struggles. We were just 

young students then and did not know all that was going on. Some said the 

schools were not functiona l. Well some things were not finished. The acousti

cal work was not finished. Certain elements to soften the echo in the round 

studios were planned for but not completed. But for me the schools were 

functional for many reasons. The functional can be organic and aesthetic. 

Many do not understand this. Culturally the schools were very function剖， very 

good for the spirit, providing a place of meditation for the students. 1 loved 

studying there in the wonderful spaces with the wonderful light. You had the 

sense of being alone when walking along the curved paths There was the 

magic of being there walking along at six in the evening in the gran silencio. 

In those days when visitors came to Havana, first they were taken to the Plaza 

de la Revolución then to the Escuelas Nacionales de Arte. The art schools are 

really the only example we have of a revolutionary architecture. 
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CHRONOLOGY 

SELECTED CHRONOLOGICAL EVENTS 

1925 Nov. 3 Ricardo Porro Hidalgo is born. 

Pa仕ido Socialista Popular (PSP, Cuban Communist Party) is founded. 

1926 Aug. 13 Fidel Castro Ruz is born. 

1927 Jan.30 Roberto Gottardi is born. 

Apr. 6 Vittorio Garatti is born. 

1928 Jun. 14 在rnest。“Che" Guevara is born. 

1936 Joaquín Weiss: Arquitectura cubana colonial 

Oscar 1\Jiemey眩， Lúcio Costa: Ministry of Education , Rio de Janeiro 

1939 Eugenio Batista: Casa Falla Bonet, Havana 

1940 Fulgencio Batista is elected president, with active support of PSP. He serves until 1944. 

New constitution outlaws racial segregation. 

1943 ATEC: Trinidad. . . 10 que fue, es y se后， exhibition 

1944 Eugenio Batista: Casa Batista, Havana 

1945 

1947 

1949 

1950 

1951 

1952 

Walter Gropius lectures in Havana. 

Luis Barragán: Casa Barrag毒n ， Tacubaya 

Colin Rowe: “Mathematics of the Ideal Villa" 

Francisco Prat Puig, EI prebarroco en Cuba… una escuela criolla de arquitectura morisca 

“Quema de los Viñola," Frank Martínez, Ricardo Porro, Nicolás Quintana, 

Universidad de la Habana 

Frank Lloyd Wright: Laboratory Tower, Johnson Wax Co. , Racine 

Philip Johnson: Johnson House, New Canaan 

Rudolf Wittkower: Architectural Principles in the Age of Humanism 

Silverio Bosch , Mario 只omañach: Casa Noval , Havana 

Ricardo Porro graduates in architecture from the Universidad de la Habana. 

Ricardo Porro: Casa Armenteros, Havana 

Ricardo Porro departs for postgraduate studies in Paris. 

SOM (Gordon Bunshaft): Lever House, New York 

J. M. Coderich: ISM Apartment Block, Barcelona 

Eugenio Batista, Alberto Beale: Los bateyes de los centrales azucareros 

Harwell Hamilton Harris is appointed Director of the architecture school at the University 

of Texas. Bernard Hoesli , and Colin Rowe, followed by John Hejduk, Robert Slutzky et al. 

begin instituting innovative curriculum reforms. 

CIAM holds a series of classes in Venice taught by Ernesto Rogers, Giulio Carlo Argan , 

Le Corbusier, Carlo Scarpa, Bruno Zevi and others. Ricardo Porro a位ends.

Alvar Aalto: Town Hall , Säynätsalo 

Le Corbusier: Unit且 d'Habitation ， Marseille 

Alfonso Eduardo Reidy: Pedregulho housing, Rio de Janeiro 

Max Borges Jr.: Sala Arcos de Crist針， Club Tropicana , Havana 

Mar. 10 Fulgencio Batista seizes power in coup d'岳tat and imposes seven-year dictatorship. 

Roberto Gottardi graduates Instituto Superiore di Architettura di Venezia. 

Founding of Arquitectos Unidos 
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1953 

Ricardo Porro returns to Havana from Paris. 

Gabetti and d'lsola: Bottega d'Erasmo, Turin 

Harrison and Abramowitz: U.S. Embassy, Havana 

Oscar Niemeyer: Casa Niemeyer, Rio de Janeiro 

Silverio Bosch , Mario Romañach: Casa Aristigueta, Havana 

Ricardo Porro: Casa García, Havana 

Ricardo Porr日， Nicolás Quintana, et al.: Las villas pesqueras 

Bruno Zevi: La Poetica del/'architettura neoplàstica 

March Death of Joseph Stalin 

July CIAM 9, Aix-en-Provence, Alison and P巴ter Smithson , Aldo van Eyck, 

Jacob Bakema and others form the nucleus of Team 10. 

July 26 Attack on Moncada Garrison in Santiago de Cuba. Fidel Castro and other survivors are 

imprisoned. “ History will absolve me." 

1954 Le Corbusier: Chapel of Nôtre-Dame-du-Haut，只onchamp

Mario Ridolfi: INA housing, Rome 

Bodiansky哨Candilis-Woods: ATBAτhousing， Algiers 

Aquiles Capablanca: Tribunal de Cuentas, Havana 

Ricardo Porro: Casa Villegas, Havana 

Max Bill et al., "Report on Brazil ," Architectural Review 

刊a叫ell Hamilton Harris: “Regionalism and Nationalism" (speech) 

Nikita Khrushchev,“Remove Shortcomings in Design, Improve work of Architects" (speech) 

Jan. Team 10: Doorn Manifesto, “Statement on Habitat" 

June CIA-sponsored coup ov巴rthrows democratically elected government of Guatemala. 

Che Guevara, as a visitor, witnesses th巴 debacie.

Nov. Batista “elected" to second four喻year term. 

Ricardo Porro travels to Mexico to meet luis Barragán. 

1955 Le Corbusier: Maison Sarabhai , Ahmedabad 

Josep Lluís Sert and Paul Lester Wiener consult on a master plan for Havana. 

Manuel Guti且rrez: Casa V，巴rde悶， Havana 

Moenck y Quintana: Cabañas, Hotel Kawama, Varadero 

Harwell Hamilton Harris resigns under pressure at the University of Texas. Hoesli , Rowe, 
Hejduk, Slutzky et al. are subsequently purged from the faculty 

Ernesto Rogers: “ Le preesistenze ambientali e i termi practici contemporanei ," 

Casabella“ Continuità 

Henry-Russell Hitchcock, Latin American Architecture Since 1945, MoMA, New York 

Apr. Amnesty granted by Batista for Moncada survivors in prison. Release and exile in Mexico 

where they found the July 26th Moverrient and begin guerrilla training. 

Founding of the Directorio Revolucionario led by architecture student Jos岳 Antonio

εcheverría 

Suppression of meetings of Arquitectos Unidos by Batista's BRAC 

1956 Le Corbusier: Monastery of La Tourette 

Hans Scharou口， Girls' School , Lün巴n

Eero Saarinen , Kresge Chapel , MIT 

Fruto Vivas: Club Táchira , Caracas 

Richard Neutra: Casa Schulthess, Havana 

Philip Johnson: Hotel and Casino Monaco (unbuilt project) , Havana 

Moenck y Quintana: Casa Ramirez Corría 

Nov. 30 Uprising in Santiago organized by Frank País and Arturo Duque de Estrada 

Dec. 2 The Granma lands. Surviving rebels seek refuge in the Sierra Maestra. 

1957 Luis Barrag品n (Mathias Goeritz): Towers for Ciudad Sat岳lite ， Mexico City 
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1958 

Mario Romañach: Casa Alvarez, Havana 

Emilio del Junco: Casa del Junco, Havana 

Ricardo Porro: Casa Ennis, Havana 

Vittorio Garatti graduates from the Politécnico di Milano and departs for Venezuela. 

Ricardo Porr曰:“EI sentido de la tradición," Noticias de Arte 

Death of Diego Rivera 

First successful guerrilla campaigns in Sierra Maestra 

Mar. 13 Failed attack on Presidential Palace led by Directorio Revolucionario. José Antonio 

Echeverría, young architect and leader, is killed in a related action. 

July 30 Assassination of Frank País in Santiago 

Sept. Navy uprising at Cienfuegos suppressed by government. 
Nov. Roberto Gottardi departs for Venezuela. 

Belgiojoso, Perressuti and Rogers (BBPR): Torre Velasca, Milan 

Walter Gropius (TAC) and Pietro Belluschi: Pan American building, New York 

Ludwig Mies van der Rohe: Seagram Building, New York 

Fernando Salinas: Casa Higinio Miguel , Havana 

Welton Beckett: Havana Hilton , Havana 

April 9 The general strike fails. 

Ricardo Porro departs for Venezuela. 

Government offensive launched against guerrillas in Oriente. 

August Under commands of Che Guevara and Camilo Ci巴nfuegos， the rebel army begins advance 

across the island. 

Dec. 28 Santa Clara falls, a decisive victory for Che Guevara. 

Dec.31 Fulg巴ncio Batista leaves for Miami. 

1959 Louis Kahn: Jewish Community Center Bathhouse, Trenton 

Frank Lioyd Wright: Guggenheim Museum, New York 

Paolo Soleri: Earth House, Scottsdale 

Ralph Erskine, Kiruna Center, Norway 

Otto Glaus: Airport, Lugano 

Oscar Niemeyer: Chapel and Palace of the Dawn, Brasilia 

Jan. 1 Victory declared by the Cuban Revolution. 

Jan. 8 Fidel Castro arrives in Havana. 

Feb. 1 Fidel Castro becomes Prime Minister; appoints Manuel Urrutia President. 
March Inaugural issue of Lunes de la Revolución, cultural review that spearheads an 

explosion in the arts. 

April Reyner Banham publishes an attack on Ernesto Rogers,“Neoliberty-the Italian Retreat 

from Modern Architecture," Architectural Review. 

Seizure of casinos and imprisonment of Mafia boss Santo Trafficante Jr. in Havana 

June Ernesto Rogers counterattacks against Banham in "The Evolution of Architecture: Reply to 

the Custodian of Frigidaires," Casabella個Continuità.

June Walter Gropius agrees to write an article for Integración at the invitation of Hugo 

Consueg悶， Director of the Department of Fine Arts of the Ministry of Public Works. 

May First Agrarian Reform Law limits land holdings and initiates expropriations. 

First Urban Reform Law limits the ownership of profit融producing property. 

July 18 Manuel Urrutia, appointed President of Cuba, is constrained to resign in favor of Osvaldo 

。orticós.

Oct. Aleksandr Alekseev and other senior KGB officers travel secretly to Havana to establish 

contacts with members of revolutionary leadership. 

Oct. 21 Huber Matos, commandante and military governor of Camagüey is accused of treason 

and sentenced to twenty years in prison. 
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Oct. 28 Airplane carrying Camilo Cienfuegos mysteriously disappears. 

1960 Aldo van Eyck: Children's Home, Amsterdam 

Carlo Scarpa: Casa Beritti , Udine 

1961 

Jordi Bonet: Church of San Medi , Barcelona 

SOM (Natalie de Blois): Pepsi喲Cola Co. headquarters, New York 

Candil 峙， Dony, Josic & Woods: Housing, Algiers 

Eladio Dieste: Church of Atlantid巴， Montevideo 

Carlos Raúl Villanueva: Ciudad Universitaria (begun in 1944), Caracas 

Jan. Seizure by government of sugar plantations and large cattle ranches, many of which 

were U.S. owned 

Departure of Nicolás Quintana for Caracas and later Miami 

Feb. 13 Visit of Anastas Mikoyan, vice president of the USSR Counsel of Ministers and signing of 

first trade agreement 

Unidentified (CIA) planes fire bomb can巴 fields. Many other acts of sabotage ensue. 

Government closure of journa峙 ， Diario de la Marina, Prensa Libre, and Carteles 

March Visit of Jean-Paul Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir 

June Texaco, Esso and British Shell refineries are nationalized. 

July 3 Congress authoriz巴s Eisenhower to cut sugar quota. 

Fidel Castro responds with a legal act that enables the nationalizing of U.S. property. 

July 23 First Trade Agreement with the Peoples' Republic of China 

Aug. Ricardo Porro returns to Cuba from Venezuela to work in urban planning. 

Arrival of hitm巴n from Miami sponsored by the CIA and the Mafia to assassinate Cuban 

leaders. 

KGB changes code name for Cuba from Yountsie (Youngsters) to Avanpost (Bridgehead). 

More nationalizations of large US-owned business enterprises 

Sept. Fidel Castro and Cuban delegation visits UN and stays at the Hotel Theresa in Harlem, 
receiving Khrushchev, Nasser, Nehru , Malcolm X, and others. 

Oct. Sartre and de Beauvoir return to Cuba, pronounce revolutionary honeymoon over. 

Departure of Silverio Bosch for the US. 

Oct. 14 Second Urban R巴form Law nationalizes all rental properti巴s; owners can keep one home. 

Oct. 19 U.S. economic embargo, prohibits all exports except food and medicine. 

Oct. 25 166 more U.S. businesses and prope吋ies are nationalized. 

Dec. Vittorio Garatti and Roberto Gottardi arrive in Havana. 

Le Corbusier: Carpenter Center, Harvard University 

Luis Barragán: Las Arboledas (begun 1957), Mexico City 

Walter Betancourt: Cultural Center, Velasco (completed 1991) 

Jan. 1 National Literacy Campaign begins. 

Fidel Castro calls for military mobilization and orders U.S. to cut embassy staff to 11. 

Jan.3 U.S. breaks diplomatic relations with Cuba. 

Fidel Castro and Che Guevara play golf at the Country Club and decide to create an 

international school for the arts. 

Porro is given the “command" to begin designing the schools shortly thereafter. 

Within a short time he invites Garatti and Gottardi to join him. 

Feb. CIA poisoned cigars caper launches a series of bizarre schemes to assassinate Cuban 

leaders. 

Departure of Humberto Alonso for Miami 

Apr. 16 After air attack on airports, Castro proclaims the Cuban Revolution socialist. 

Apr. 20 Victory over US-backed counterrevolutionaries at Playa Girón and Playa Larga in the 

bay of Pigs. John F. Kennedy accepts responsibility for the US-sponsored disaster. 

Design of the art schools escalates after the victory. 
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June Castro's “ Palabras a los intelectuales," define cultural principles: “within the Revolution 1964 Carlo Scarpa: Castelvecchio Museum, Verona (begun 1956) 

everything; against the Revolution nothing." Giovanni Michelucci: Church of San Giovanni Ba位ist品， Florence 

Sabá Cabrera Infante and Orlando Jim已nez's film PM is banned. The cultural review Bernard Rudofsky, Architecture Without Architects 

Lunes de Revolución is suppressed. Humberto Alonso: CUJAE, Havana. (construction completed by others) 

Castro praises the designs of Porr日， Gottar訓， and Garatti as “ the most beautiful academy CIA-sponsored attacks against Cuba increase, hijackings, sabotage, armed commando 

。f arts in the world." raids against shipping. 

Aug. Alliance for Progress is unveiled at the OAS summit in Punta del Este, Uruguay. Military coup in Brazil 

Sept. Construction on the a此 schools begins. Design c日ntinues as the three architects move their Mar. Edith García Buchaca is removed as a political and cultural figure and is placed under 

operations to the club house of the former country club. hous巴 arrest for the remainder of her life. 

Oct. Sino-Soviet split. Books by Mao are removed from Cuban bookstores. Aug. Gulf of Tonkin “ incident" provides pretext for U.S. escalation of the War in Vietnam 

Nov. Kennedy authorizes $50 million for CIA Operation Mongoose to destabilize and overthrow Sept. OAS further tightens sanctions against Cuba. 

Cuban government through espionage, sabotage, military attacks, and attempted Oct. Khrushchev is removed as Premier of USSR. 

assassinations. Oct. 25 Fidel Castro,“Closing Sp巴巴ch to the First Congress of Cuban Builders," calls for 

Crítica: cómo surgió 伯 cultura nacional by Walterio Carbonell is banned standardization and industrialization in building. 

and withdrawn from circulation three months after publication. Nov. Richard M. Nixon is elected President. 

First official persecution of gay Cubans who are rounded up and sent to reeducation 1965 Louis Kahn: Salk Institute, La Jolla 

camps Also Rossi: Monument to the Partisans, Segrate 

Dec.2 Fidel Castro declares himself Marxist-Leninist. Freidrich Kiesler, Sanctuary of the Book, Jerusalem 

Dec. 22 National Literacy Campaign officially ends. Vittorio Garatti: Soil and Fertilizer Technical Institute Andr吾 Voisin， Güines 

1962 Eero Saarinen: Samuel F. B. Morse and Ezra Stiles College, Yale University Fruto Vivas comes to Cuba as a volunteer architect for four years. 

F已lix Candela: Chapel , Cuernavaca Mar. Architecture faculty and students form brigade to perform voluntary agricultural work in 

Jane Jacobs: The Death and Life of Great American Cities Matanzas. 

Khrushchev denounces modern art as deviant. Upon returning to Havana, a purge and restructuring of the architecture faculty places it 

Upon r巴tirement from the school of architecture, Joaquín Weiss criticizes the growing under the authority of MICONS. 

bureaucratization and technocratization of architecture in Cuba, during his final lecture. Apr. 25 Che Guevara departs for the Congo. 

Jan. OAS suspends membership for Cuba. Apr.28 U.S. occupies Santo Domingo with 20,000 troops. 

Feb.3 Kennedy bans all exports to Cuba in an embargo with subsequently increasing restrictions. July 26 The National A此 Schools are officially opened. Work is officially suspended. 

Mar. Purge of old斗 ine communists. Anibal Escalant巴 is sent into exile in Moscow. Founding of Oct.3 The Partido Comunista de Cuba (PCC) is formally inaugurated, replacing th巴 PURS

the Partido Unificado de la Revolución Socialista (PURS). which had incorporated the former July 26 Movement, the Directorio Revolucionario, 

May 30 Cuba accepts USSR offer of nuclear missiles. and the PSP. 

Oct. October (Missile) Crisis. U.S. naval blockade of island. USSR agrees to withdraw missiles Oct. Guillermo Cabrera Infante leaves Cuba for diplomatic exil巴 in Europe. 

from Cuba, provoking strained relations between the two countries. Hugo Consuegra publicly defends the schools and their architects in Arquitectura Cuba. 

Nov. Wifredo Lam's a吋 is accused of being counterrevolutionary. Ricardo Porro and Carlos 

Franqui organize an exhibit defending him as a Marxist and revolutionary artist. 1966 Jørn Utzon: Opera House, Sydney 

1963 Hans Scharoun: Philharmonic Hall , Berlin Peter Cook and Archigram: Plu兮in City 

Paul Rudolph: Arts and Architecture Building, Yale University Gian Carlo di Carlo: Student Housing, Urbino 

Charles Moore: Moore House, Orinda, California Feb Kwame Nkrumah in Ghana is overthrown bya CIA-supported coup. 

MLTW: Sea Ranch Condominium 1, Mendocino Nov Che Guevara arrives in Bolivia to attempt to foment a popular guerilla war. 

Ricardo Porro: Hotel competition , San Sebastián , Spain July Ricardo Porro leaves with his wife and son for Paris and establishes an architectural 

Accusations of “counterrevolutionary" content are aimed at art works by Hugo Consueg悶， practice. 

Guido Ll inás, and Tomás Oliva Hugo Consuegra resigns from the architecture faculty and leaves Cuba for Spain. 

July 8 Further tightening of U.S. embargo 

Guido Ll inás leaves Cuba for Paris. 1967 Salvador de Alba Martín: Market at San Juan de los Lagos, Jalisco, Mexico 

Sept. Vllth International Congress of UIA held in Havana. Mario Coyula Cowley and Emilio Escobar Loret de Mola: Martyrs Park, Havana 

Oct. 4 Second Agrarian Reform Law nationalizes more farm land. Vittorio Garatti , Sergio Baroni and Hugo D'Acosta: Cuba Pavilion, Expo '67 Montreal 

Nov. 22 Assassination of John F. Kennedy Reeducation camps for gays are closed in Cuba after protest by intellectuals. 

Colegio de Arquitectos and privat巴 architectural practic巴 are officially abolished. Joaquín Rallo, dies of a heart attack in Jagüey Grande. 

Ricardo Porro resigns from architecture faculty. Oct.8 Che Guevara is killed in Bolivia. 

First Gran Panel factory for industrialized building donated by USSR. 

Allen Ginsberg visits and is expelled from Cuba. 1968 Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo: Ford Foundation , New York 
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1974 
1982 
1986 
1988 
1989 

1995 

1996 

Ralph Erskine: Byker Wall , Newcastle-upon且可ne (completed 1975) 

Roberto Gottardi: Agricultural Institute, Menocal 
Robe忱。 Segre: La Arquitectura de la Revolución Cubana presents first published criticism 

。f the art schools. 
George Collins,“The Transfer of Thin Masonry Vaulting from Spain to America," Journalof 

the Society of Architectural Historians. 
Jan. Walterio Carbonell , Sara Gómez, Manuel Granados and other leading Afro儡Cuban

intellectuals are punished for raising issues about racial inequities in the so-called 

"Black Manifesto" incident. 
Mar.31 Tet Offensive, Vietnam 
April Assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. 

June Assassination of Robert F. Kennedy 

June 

Apr. 

Mar. 

Guillermo Cabrera Infante, in exil巴， is expelled from the writer's union , UNEAC. 
Vi訟。rio Garatti is arrested, imprisoned for twenty欄目ne days and expelled from Cuba. 

Wifredo Lam dies in Paris. 
Plans by Roberto Gottardi to renovate the schools are commissioned and shelved. 

Vittorio Garatti returns to visit Cuba. 
The Berlin Wall is dismantled. 
The National A此 Sch日ols are included in an exhibit of Cuban architecture at the CUJAE. 
The art schools, and other contemporary works of architecture, are denied status as national 

landmarks. 
Exhibit at UNAICC of photographs by Hazel Hankin of the National Art Schools 
Ricardo Porro returns to Cuba to give a series of public lectures. 
Cuban officials fail to sign 0何 on application to the World Monuments Watch for 

the National Art Schools. 
1997 Jan. Porro returns to Cuba again, this time at the invitation of Selma Díaz, to c日nduct a 

three-week charrette f日r architecture students. Meets with officials in the Ministry 
of Tourism regarding a project for a hotel in Varadero. 

The National A成 Schools are officially declared a “Protected Zone." 
Ernesto Jiménez Garc徊 ， La Escuela Nacional de Artes. This report sponsored by CENCREM 

surveys and estimates costs to restore the scho日 Is.

June Garatti returns again to Cuba and is invited to lecture at the Colegio de Arquitectos. 
1998 Jan. Pope John Paul 11 visits Cuba. 

May Porro participates in a symposium in Havana on Cuban modern architecture. 
July Vittorio Garatti meets with colleagues in Cuba and vacations with his wife at Varadero. 

Issue 377 of Arquitectura Cuba is dedicated to the work of Ricardo Porro. 
Issue 378 of Arquitectura Cuba is dedicated to the work of Roberto Gottardi. 
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